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ABSTRACT 

 

In the public spaces of New Orleans, street musicians construct soundmarks, or 

sonic landmarks, in the locations where they commonly perform. The maintenance and 

preservation of New Orleans street music is often achieved through performance 

processes by musicians in these soundmarks who exist as sonic fixtures (residents) and 

drifting buskers (migrants) in heavily trafficked areas of the city, most notably the French 

Quarter. This street music circulates and amalgamates the music of New Orleans with 

that of other cultures, often creating unique hybrid genres and neo-traditional styles. In 

addition to drawing from this hybridity, my thesis will address performers’ relationships 

to each other, and music in urban geography, tourism, and migrant communities. 

Ultimately, by mapping soundmarks I converse with this enigmatic musical community 

and those vested in it, which results in the recognition of distinctive hotspots of outdoor 

musical activity in the French Quarter. Landmarks in this and other cities are often 

demarcated as distinguishing features in the landscape that function to guide tourists, and 

act as tourist attractions themselves. This thesis will map and investigate eight of these 

sonic landmarks and document the presence and experiences of the street musicians who 

construct them. I argue that in New Orleans landmarks and soundmarks are synonymous. 

I hope to expand the current scholarly awareness of New Orleans music and to urge for 

the inclusion of music making on urban streets in ethnomusicological discourse.  

This thesis is divided into six sections.  The introductory chapter provides a 

contextualization of the French Quarter as it relates to this topic as well as associated 

literature.  The second chapter reveals my theoretical framework, defines my 

appropriation of “soundmark,” and discusses the relationship of music to place as 

illustrated with an example of battling brass bands. The third chapter sets the stage for 

busking with a discussion of locale, architecture, and city ordinances. Chapter Four 

builds upon the knowledge of what it is like to be a busker in New Orleans. Chapter Five 

contains the data gleaned from a summer and several autumn/winter weekends’ worth of 

fieldwork, designating the location and broad description of eight soundmarks as mapped 

throughout the French Quarter.  This chapter also contextualizes the impact of each 
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soundmark as relative to the individual performers that construct it, and its relationship to 

the surrounding environment.  The concluding chapter offers a summary and my 

reflexive responses to this project while delving into the relationship of buskers to the 

community around them. I finish by elaborating on the potential implications of mapping 

soundmarks, including ideas for the future use of this research.  In sum, this project 

represents an ethnomusicological case study of musicians existing on the streets of New 

Orleans between May of 2011 to February of 2012 while addressing larger issues on the 

relationship between these musicians, their shared public space, and the community they 

represent.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1947, the song “Do You Know What it Means to Miss New Orleans” was first 

performed in the film New Orleans. In the months and years since Hurricane Katrina 

(2005), the song has become a standard among musicians on the streets of New Orleans – 

a reference to displaced city residents, the creation of a diaspora, and what it has meant to 

return home.  Amos is one of the first research participants I interviewed for this project 

in late August of 2011. She moved to New Orleans “a year and a day after the flood,” 

September 1st, 2006, seven weeks after attending a funeral for a friend’s sister who had 

died of mold inhalation while clearing out her Katrina-torn home. I reminisced with 

Amos, remembering what it was like to enter my home strapped to an N-95 mask, a 

yellow vinyl painter’s suit, and thick rubber boots. Amos’ first experiences in the city 

were musical. She remembers “the overwhelming cumulative magnificent presence of 

music. It was on every street corner, coming out of every door, open window, down 

every alley.”  Now that she has moved temporarily outside of New Orleans, “its absence 

is what strikes [her] most about other places. It hurts. People have no idea what they are 

missing” (Amos*)1. She recalls hearing a performance of “Do You Know What It Means 

to Miss New Orleans” by street musicians Tanya and Dorise on “the A&P corner,” Royal 

Street.  

What I missed then and now about living in New Orleans is the sonic experience 

of walking home through the French Quarter. For years, I enjoyed calling friends and 

family outside of the Quarter while en route so that they could catch sonic glimpses of 

my walk. There were police sirens, street musicians, crowds, a calliope, and the panting 

accordion of Buckwheat Zydeco “authentically” trickling out of the tourist shops.2 

                                                             

1
 Throughout this document, oral sources are denoted with an asterisk citation, e.g. Amos*. This is a 

reference system first used by Frank Gunderson in his book Sakuma Labor Songs from Western Tanzania: 
‘We Never Sleep, We Dream of Farming’ (2010). I have used it here to simplify and organize my oral 
source references list. Basic biographical information about these oral sources can be found in “Oral 
Sources” (p. 166). 
2
 Known throughout the world as a distinct genre of Louisiana music, zydeco emerged in eighteenth 

century rural Southwest Louisiana and is almost never heard live in New Orleans, more than 200 miles 

from its birthplace. However, it is often played in shops and bars that cater to tourists throughout the 

French Quarter. This enables the misconception that it is a New Orleans genre.  
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Walking through the Quarter was a musical experience – a test for the city to show me 

how to dance with it, or sweat with it, or how to internalize its daily rhythm. My walk 

gave the impression of continuous change, of an environment where this persistent 

modification of sound and music is very overt, and very obtrusive. It was experiencing 

sights and smells, tasting the heat of the place, and feeling the sidewalk under my feet 

through the vibrations created by the sonic landscape. It was an entirely synesthetic 

experience. Now, a decade since I first moved to the city, I have chosen to narrow my 

focus to the musicians who played a part in the story – who played a part in my daily 

walk home.  

With a considerate amount of turnover among the street musicians of the French 

Quarter, I quickly realized that there were particularly interesting constants: place, 

territory, and their ability to tell a story. In a world where everything seems possible, with 

media saturating our lives through the rapid expansion of internet technologies, we are 

faced with these possibilities of globalization at the expense of identity and culture loss. 

Regional identities conform to suburban criterions and America’s unique cities have 

suffered a cultural assassination as a result of it. It is for this reason that today we should 

claim and preserve every ounce of distinction that we can find. Street performance in the 

French Quarter of New Orleans is a unique phenomenon. It merits acknowledgment and 

preservation simply because our quest for the “authentic” America often leads us to 

music. This is why I have spent these pages unraveling the experiences of musicians and 

the soundmarks they create. My thesis is the first step in acknowledging this phenomenon 

and lifting French Quarter street musicians to the same status as the city’s other famed 

musicultural3 traditions. In a later interview with Amos*, I recorded the following 

statement: “New Orleans never ceases to amaze and intoxicate me. Just to walk down the 

street--ANY street--is to have your senses bombarded, overloaded, and completely 

saturated. This is before you've eaten a meal or taken in a live show. The culture is not 

only never ending, but living and breathing in real time in a way that just doesn't happen 

in other places.” It seems only fitting that this quote, above all others, would begin this 

narrative.  

                                                             
3
 Bakan, Michael B. World Music: Traditions and Transformations, p. 10.   
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Contextualizing the Quarter 

The French Quarter is a rectangular neighborhood planned as a military-style 

grid: six blocks deep by thirteen long. Its four borders are historical thoroughfares, and 

locked between them is the area settled in 1718 by Jean Baptiste Bienville of France. This 

is the first neighborhood in the city that would become New Orleans.4 In his book New 

Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape (2003), geographer Peirce Lewis reminds 

us that New Orleans was intended to be a European city from its beginnings.  When 

America purchased the city in 1803, it already had a distinct European flavor, or as Lewis 

notes, “a mature personality.”5 In many ways the city is like nothing else in North 

America. Before the many neighborhoods and sprawling suburbs of New Orleans 

developed, the French Quarter was very much an island surrounded by swamp and river. 

As a more Americanized city developed outside the French Quarter neighborhood, an 

urban European personality continued to develop inside of it. Lewis later notes that New 

Orleans began its career as “a cultural island in large part because it was first a physical 

island.”6 He remarks:  

Most important, the Quarter serves as the city’s chief symbolic totem, and most 
city residents love it dearly. To be sure, some Orleanians profess to loathe it – 
because it is “dirty” or “dangerous” or “full of hippies and tourists” or simply 
because “it isn’t the way it used to be.” While there is much truth in these 
complaints, it is also true that most Orleanians feel strongly about the Quarter 
because it is the real and symbolic core of the city and everybody knows it.7 
 

As of 2010, the Quarter has a population of 3,813 residents, including 2,635 

households. Its residents are 39.3% female, and 60.7% male, with the majority between 

the ages of 35-50.  A sampling of racial demographics in the Quarter do not represent the 

entire city, which stands at 60% African American and 30% Caucasian. In contrast, 

                                                             
4
 Crutcher, Michael. “Historical Geographies of Race in a New Orleans Afro-Creole Landscape, ” in 

Landscape and Race in the United States, ed. Richard Schein, (Routledge: 2006), 24. 

5
 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 5. 

6
 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 36.  

7
 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 86.  
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French Quarter residents are 86.7% white. Almost 98% of households in the Quarter have 

no children under the age of 18, and 70% of housing units are renter occupied. Finally, 

40% of the total number of housing units are unoccupied and typically used as special 

event condo rentals.8 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Google Map Reduction.  © Google  

 

 

 

After the French Quarter was settled, it quickly became crowded. Additional 

neighborhoods were added to the city called faubourgs, which translates to “suburbs.”9 

Adjacent to the French Quarter, the Faubourg Marigny became a neighborhood in 1805 

(just two years after the Louisiana Purchase) when a plantation owner, Joseph Marigny, 

                                                             
8 All statistics found via the 2010 census according to the Greater New Orleans Community Data Center 

(GNOCDC), found at <http://www.gnocdc.org/NeighborhoodData/1/FrenchQuarter/index.html> Accessed 

February 2, 2012.  

9
 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 44.  
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split his land into plots to sell because of gambling debts. When crossing Esplanade 

Avenue into the Marigny from the lower French Quarter, one notices differences in 

architecture, increased residences, and markedly fewer tourists. Today local vernacular 

splits the Faubourg Marigny in two: the Marigny Rectangle, and the Marigny Triangle (as 

shown at Figure 1 above).  

The map in Figure 1 depicts three outlined areas. From left to right they are the 

French Quarter, the Marigny Triangle, and the Marigny Rectangle. We can see that these 

two areas of the Faubourg Marigny are named after their respective shapes (note that the 

French Quarter is much more of an actual rectangle than its Marigny counterpart). 

Esplanade Avenue runs between the French Quarter and Faubourg Marigny, creating a 

convincing demarcation, or what New Orleanians would call a neutral ground. In New 

Orleans, a neutral ground is a median strip – the area that separates opposing lanes of 

traffic on divided highways.  Neutral ground areas often separate neighborhoods, and are 

therefore also considered neutral territory. Historically, a neutral ground was “a 

geographical recognition of the armed truce between Creoles and Americans.”10   

Although in this thesis I discuss street performers of the French Quarter, some 

performance spaces spill over into the Marigny [Triangle].  The Triangle includes 

Frenchmen Street, the city’s premier “collection” of live music venues, which has 

become an increasingly popular attraction for tourists in search of an “authentic” New 

Orleans musical experience. This three-block slice of Frenchmen is now positioned by 

the tourism industry as a distinctly musical “neighborhood,” not a section of street within 

a neighborhood such as it is. Most tourist maps of the French Quarter also consciously 

include Frenchmen Street on their key list of attractions.11 These neighborhoods, the 

French Quarter and Marigny, exist alongside the Mississippi River as can also be seen in 

Figure 1 above. They were the first neighborhoods settled in New Orleans as a result of 

their higher elevations that helped protect them from storm flooding (notably, during 

Hurricane Katrina, these two neighborhoods had little damage). Placed next to the river, 

                                                             
10
 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 45.  

11 See Appendix B. 
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they would have a hefty economic impact on the illustrious port that New Orleans would 

become.  

One research participant, Deirdre, is a 33-year-old Marigny resident who works at 

Tulane University. She is socially invested in the street community of New Orleans and 

walks the entire length of the Quarter five days per week. She calls residents of the lower 

Quarter "her people." In an attempt to contextualize the French Quarter without dry 

demographics, I asked Deirdre a few fairly straightforward questions about her 

orientation to the neighborhood:  

Q. So tell me about your relationship with the French Quarter. 

A: My relationship with the French Quarter… it is, depends on what part of the French Quarter. 
When I came to New Orleans the only part I had really thought of as the French Quarter was 
Bourbon Street. I didn’t know anything else. But then discovered Decatur Street just from living 
there, going to Café du Monde of course which both the locals and the tourists do, and going on 
the Riverwalk. My relationship… depends on what part. If I’m in the upper Quarter, the part near 

Canal Street, which is more of the touristy part, it doesn’t feel like it’s mine. It feels like a 
spectacle. It feels like a place I’m passing through. When I’m in the lower part it feels just so 
comfortable. I love actually watching them, watching the change and feeling where the change 
takes place, and it’s probably around Jackson Square – because I mean near Bubba Gump’s on 
upper Decatur and everything, that’s definitely not me. 

 
Q. If you could define, as in map, the upper Quarter vs. the lower Quarter, how would you 

do it? Where does each begin/end? Are there any other factions?  

 

A. You have the Riverwalk Mall area, which still seems to me… not the Riverwalk, just the mall 
area. The mall that’s stuck right at the end near the tourists and the casinos... the Riverwalk 
Marketplace. That’s getting into another neighborhood and it feels like a hotel feeling – it’s 
touristy. Then on the other side is lots and lots of little shops but not, lots of seedy little shops right 
there, too... also catering to the tourists. That’s where you have your massage parlors and lots of 
seedy little bars. It’s also where some, that fire took place that burned all the gay people – the 
arson. They have a little memorial for it on the street.  
 

Q:  You were talking about the designations of upper and lower – can you put street names 

to it?  

 
A: Sure. Canal and Decatur. If you’re walking with your back to Canal, the right hand side is the 
mall area and they try to make it look very spiffy. It has high end shops and the movie theatre and 
on the left hand side right there is the neat insect museum, so it still looks pretty presentable. You 
get one block in on the left hand side and you’ve got the cell phone places and the camera places 
and then you start the bars and from there to Bourbon Street, restaurants, some good restaurants. 
All you see is tourists and people trying to scam tourists in these parts... tourists and policemen.  

 
Q: So, you told me your relationship to the upper Quarter. Can you tell me your relationship 

to the lower Quarter?  

 
A: It was nice because every day I took the streetcar to work, but I lived on the other side of the 
Quarter from where the streetcar was and, near the Marigny – so I got to see the whole part of it, 
and so it was perfect. It was perfect representation because going to work I would be leaving my 
home and then the first five or six blocks until right after Jackson Square, right after A&P, or 

Rouses, would feel like my neighborhood. All the kids went to school right there. I’d pass PJ’s 
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and maybe get a cup of coffee, and I’d see the same people. I might pass Nicholas Cage or 
Bradgelina also in the same area. Lots of the same people, and then right after Jackson Square, 
right after the knitting store, right after Jackson Square, then it’s just all commercial and I felt like 
I was going out into another area – into business, into… “not home”… so when I came home, 
when I walked home it was the same. It was still entertaining to watch, to walk through the 

commercial touristy part and see everybody, and see everything. But then as I walked closer to 
home past Jackson Square is just felt like, well, my neighborhood.  (Deirdre*) 

 

Early on, the French Quarter quickly developed as the center of city commerce. 

Market areas became a Sunday gathering place for slaves and free people of color. One 

such market area was Congo Square, a location known for the first syncretization of 

Afro-Caribbean rhythms. Congo Square was just outside the Quarter in the Faubourg 

Tremé, on the site that is now Louis Armstrong Park (entrance on North Rampart Street). 

Louis Armstrong Park is a thirty-acre public space that includes the newly renovated 

Mahalia Jackson Theater for the Performing Arts, as well as historic buildings, statues, 

and the site of Congo Square.  Though the park is considered public, the gate is typically 

locked and inaccessible.   

Street musicians in the French Quarter are buskers that embrace an occupation 

folded into the historical and contemporary identity of New Orleans. Street musicians are 

only one type of busker in the French Quarter, and New Orleans is only one of several 

places across the globe where this phenomenon occurs. Musical buskers are very creative 

– they often build their own instruments from found materials, and perform songs based 

on the experiences of their lives. This occupational community deliberately exists in a 

neighborhood mostly populated by tourists, and they take advantage of it. Although 

tourists are a major source of income, buskers in the French Quarter also perform for 

locals. Lewis gives an unromanticized description of today’s French Quarter in his book 

(2003). He relays what tourists typically find when they hop off a cruise ship: “To one 

side is the Mississippi with its ferry boats and excursion ships; to the other are a dozen 

excellent hotels, history and doughnuts seven blocks away at Jackson Square, antiques on 

Royal Street, strip joints on Bourbon Street, and a good many of America’s best 

restaurants scattered between.” Everything is advertised as within walking distance. 

Lewis continues, “which is true if “everything” in New Orleans is confined to a few 

blocks in the southwestern one-fourth of the Vieux Carre [Old Quarter/French Quarter]. 

If tourists pay attention to the advertising, that is very nearly all they will see; routinely, 
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many tourists come away from New Orleans having walked up Bourbon Street for four 

blocks, and returned on Royal. It is a pity, for there is more to New Orleans than one 

corner of the French Quarter, charming as that corner may be.”12 It is no coincidence that 

the street musicians of the Quarter busk in the locations that Lewis has described.  

In my interview with Deirdre, we discussed the route she took to work each day, 

and about the street musicians she saw:  

The only person who I saw in the upper part that was a regular  - the only 
people that were regulars there were the musicians like Doc or whatever the 
“Blues, Jazz, Dixieland, Gospel” or the guy with the grey hair that would play 
across from Walgreens – the guy in the wheel chair. And then the guy with the 
guitar-harmonica usually playing Bob Dylan. He always seemed to be there, too. 
Sometimes I remember passing once and there was a police siren, or ambulance 
or something – and whatever he was playing, he started doing it to the beat of the 
siren. It was really cool.  But – they were the only regulars there so it felt like, it 
felt foreign every time, because I didn’t know people. Pinky! Pinky was another 
one – he was the guy with the pink hair – that’s if I walked down Bourbon Street 
though. With the pink hair and he always carried a whip. He used to work at a bar 
and he would whip people for money. <laugh> He was like an older guy with 
pink hair. Oh he was nice. We talked a lot because we would take – he used to 
live in the Bywater and we would take the same bus for the Bywater when I used 
to live there, so it was neat. He was an interesting person and it’s different from 
the lower part of Decatur because then you start to recognize people. That’s what 
musicians do, but you know where you might see two or three in the upper-
middle part, you know, when you get to lower Decatur you start seeing everybody 
you know, or know of…. And I don’t want to go to no upper Decatur coffee shop 
either. It’s full of tourists, and the coffee sucks. (Deirdre*)   

 

  In her 2008 article in Tourist Studies, Jennifer Stampe named two ways of seeing 

tourists. The first way involves oblivious tourists and how they are “obedient to the easy 

pleasures of the leisure life,” and the other is that “tourists are semioticians, concerned 

with making meaning by evaluating authenticity, constructing identity and experiencing 

other ways of life.”13  Though in many cities street musicians are considered to be 

marginalized deviants that take up sidewalk space, New Orleans street musicians help 

create the identity of the sidewalks, bringing them to life.  In her dissertation on a street 

                                                             
12

 Lewis, Pierce. New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 92.  

13
 Jennifer Stampe, “Views from here: Working the field, looking at tourists, mapping touristic terrain” 

Tourist Studies. 123/8 (2006).  
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performance space in New York City, Sally Harrison-Pepper states that “street 

performance is viewed as an event that is marginal, inconsequential, unworthy of 

documentation, even a threat to the image of the city, established structures of 

commercial theater, or other businesses.”14 In many ways, New Orleans is an exception to 

this, as street musicians are often praised and revered by the local community.  This 

thesis identifies and explores the presence of several street musicians and their 

relationships to the soundmarks they inadvertently construct on the streets in the French 

Quarter by performing in commonly used locations.  

In 1977, R. Murray Schafer published The Tuning of the World, coining 

soundmark, a term derived from ‘landmark’ that he defines as a sound that is unique to an 

area (Schafer 1977).  Through an appropriation of Schafer’s underutilized term and thus 

his lens, I argue that street musicians in these neighborhoods create soundmarks, which I 

define as sonic landmarks. Although there are many indoor venues that could be 

categorized as soundmarks in these neighborhoods, street musicians, and thus the streets 

as public space, create the soundmarks in this study.  In his book Schafer writes, “[o]nce 

a soundmark has been identified, it deserves to be protected, for soundmarks make the 

acoustic life of a community unique” (Schafer 1977).  I believe that in this statement, 

Schafer uses the word “protected” not as a synonym for a space that is endangered, but 

much like a landmark in modern usage. It is an easily recognizable place that may be an 

attraction and/or used as a guide for navigation, or simply a point of reference for culture 

seekers15.  

The soundmarks of the French Quarter should be identified, maintained, and to 

borrow Schafer’s term, protected. They are found in historical locations (e.g. Jackson 

Square), and in areas with heavy tourist and residential traffic such as Decatur, Royal, 

and Bourbon Street(s).  The musicians who create the soundmarks are of assorted ethnic 

and socioeconomic demographics who often have common interests as both developers 

and conservators of traditions bound to the city’s border. They consider themselves 

entrepreneurs with a vested interest in the tourism and hospitality industry of the city 

                                                             
14  Harrison-Pepper, Drawing a Circle,xiv 

15
 Chapter Two will delve further into the appropriation of the term soundmark for this project.  
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(though this industry ignores their needs while exploiting their existence). The street 

musicians of New Orleans help residents and tourists construct an identity out of the 

soundmarked streets. In some ways, these soundmarks construct staged authenticity, as 

they define the “real” New Orleans for the city’s millions of tourists, and they equally 

create authenticity for the residents who live and work there.   

Thus in the later pages of this thesis, I have explored how these soundmarks 

enable the tourism and hospitality industry to thrive. For example, the French Market 

Corporation, an agency of the city of New Orleans dedicated to the preservation and 

maintenance of the historical French Market area, recently instituted a “busking stage” at 

the French Market (beginning in April 2011). As a result of its initial popularity, this has 

been occurring each Saturday since its conception.  A question surfaces here concerning 

the matter of staged authenticity. While this question often arises in the discourse on 

brass bands and Mardi Gras Indian performances on festival stages throughout the city of 

New Orleans, does the same apply to its street musicians? I have discussed this matter 

with the French Market Corporation’s marketing director, which will be elaborated on in 

Chapter Four. Conclusions regarding staged authenticity depend on which type of 

musician is taking part in the conversation.             

There are two groups of street musicians explored in the ethnographic portions of 

this thesis that I deem “sonic fixtures” and “drifting buskers.” The category of sonic 

fixtures will include established street musicians (the “fixtures”) such as Doc Saxtrum, 

David and Roselyn, To Be Continued Brass Band, Dorise & Tanya, Doreen’s Jazz Band, 

and Jacob Fisler. The second category, drifting buskers, will include the migrant 

musicians that seasonally drift in and out of the city, adding to already-complex territorial 

politics, and supplementing the rich neighborhood soundscape(s)16 with glimpses of Old-

Time and other musicultural genres. These musicians are often homeless street kids17 - 

purposefully choosing life on the streets, even though they many were raised in middle-

class suburban families. They travel regionally based on weather patterns and 

                                                             
16 The term soundscape was defined by R. Murray Schafer as “the sonic environment” (1977, p. 274). 

17 “Street kids” is how these musicians identify and categorize themselves, regardless of their age. In 

several interviews, the issue of identity has arisen, and each person I have spoken with has said that they 

prefer the label “street kid” over several other [usually] derogatory labels they are commonly used.  
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opportunity, and are difficult to find in the scorching sauna that is a New Orleans summer 

when they typically migrate north.  

Deirdre* and Amos* are two resident non-musicians that I asked similar 

questions to regarding this drifting community.  I first asked Amos what she knew about 

the drifting buskers:  

 

Not much, but I sort of adore them and wish I could be one, which everyone I 
know thinks is weird.  I guess they mostly eat out of trashcans and stuff the 
restaurants throw out, which-bravo! We are such a wasteful society!  They have 
dogs so they can't be arrested.  The cops have to make arrangements for the dogs 
first, so they just don't.  I guess they all squat together in someone's apartment so 
they are quasi-homeless, and a lot of them move around to different cities for 
different seasons.  Must be sort of nice to live by no one else’s rules. They might 
have a place to live but they’re – they move around a lot. They don’t have a lot of 
money. They tend to be younger, twenties or so. There’s some exceptions to that 
though. They tend to live in groups and they hang out in groups and there’s a 
whole culture. The start – they dress very unique but very like each other and … 
their clothes tend to be a bit raggedy but there’s also a certain style to it. You 
can’t just have raggedy clothes. You can’t just be in sweats. It always reminded 
me of the twenties depression era raggedy. That’s what they look like – girls in 
dresses and guys in those type of clothes, but very well worn and layered on top 
of each other. Lots of layers.  You’ll see them sometimes get a restaurant job or 
something – some place where they can work, but you see them a lot on the street. 
They are often musicians – very interesting musicians. The community is very 
hierarchical, and you have to have protectors and there are definitely a lot of rules. 
(Amos*) 
 

Deirdre’s comments were similar, although brief:   

 

They are very "folky." Like I said, they play banjo, washboard, bass...also guitar, 
harmonica, and some kind of percussion, which is often makeshift. They seem to 
take pride in their apparent poverty. They give the impression of freedom. These 
groups are all dressed almost identically...lots of neutral colors, boots, grungy 
hair. They seem to carry all their personal belongings with them, which isn't 
much. They almost always have at least one dog in the group too! They also seem 
to be from another time and place altogether. Their music sounds old. (Deirdre*)  

 

 On one afternoon in February of 2012, I came across three drifting buskers who 

were more affluent than most, performing on Royal Street in front of George Rodrigues’ 

gallery. All three of them were male, and in their twenties. The instrumentation of their 
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group was guitar, washboard, and bowed saw.  They were traveling through the city and 

currently staying at the Buskers Bunkhouse, a group hostel for street performers in the 

Bywater (adjacent to the Marigny) run by Miss Pearl Heart.18 Aware of the complex 

street networks that are forged in this community, I asked how the trio met: 

 I met this guy a few months ago – we were both in San Diego “Occupying”. 
They wouldn’t let him in because he had a pack on and dogs with him. He 
introduced me to our washboard player. Greg, our other friend who used to play 
with us – he played cello. He left though a while back.  He left, what, about five 
months ago now.  These days we take jazz standards and revamp them. We 
usually play on Frenchmen at that little coffee shop – Café Rose– it’s a pinkish 
building. We’ll try to get that spot later tonight. (Busking Trio*)   

 

 

Figure 2. Busking Trio on Royal Street.  All photos taken by author unless otherwise noted. 

 

  

In the pages that follow I will explore and designate several soundmarks as 

constructed by street musicians within the French Quarter. I also document experiences 

                                                             

18
 For more on the Busker’s Bunkhouse, see Chapter Four.  
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of the street performers who construct these soundmarks. New Orleans has long earned 

its reputation as a rich soundscape, yet no one has asked what the relationship is between 

New Orleanians or tourists and the music being made on their streets. These relationships 

are forged outside of the realm of traditional jazz funerals and second lines, which 

tourists quickly learn about upon visiting the city, and rarely get to witness.  

 

Figure 3. Drifting Buskers on Royal Street.  

 

 

New Orleans is known for its music, and its street performers have been 

mentioned in publications at least as early as the autobiography of Louis Armstrong 

(Armstrong 1955).  New Orleans music is preserved by musicians who perform inside the 

many bars, clubs, and music venues riddled throughout the city, as well as in the music 

made by “sonic fixtures” and “drifting buskers” in outdoor public spaces. There are few 

rules to follow in the process of musical transmission on the streets. This is evidenced by 

street groups such as Sweet Street Symphony whose music combines the Dixieland, jazz, 

folk, Klezmer, and Old-Time genres. They simply categorize their work as “roots music.” 

The Zydepunks, another group whose members began by performing on the French 
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Quarter streets, combine the zydeco, punk, and Irish genres. They have since moved on to 

mainstream venues and international tours. 

Many streets within the Quarter are regularly lined with street performers ranging 

from individuals to large groups. These busking performers exist as tap dancers, human 

statues, magicians, puppeteers, tarot card readers, clowns, and acrobats, many of whom 

regularly involve their audiences as active participants. To narrow my research, in this 

thesis I have focused specifically on the busking musicians, as they create the largest 

impact on soundscape in the area.  

Other concepts that arise throughout my discussion are the performers’ territorial 

relationships to each other, the relationship of music to place, making music in public 

space, music and tourism, law enforcement, permits and regulations, and migrant youth 

communities.  An additional objective of this thesis is to establish a compendium of 

people with a vested interest in the musical community on the streets of the French 

Quarter by discussing their musical diversity, functions, audiences, and everyday 

experiences. By mapping the soundmarks after discussions with this musical community 

and those vested in it, I seek to feature distinctive hotspots of musical activity. The 

purpose here is to write down what most locals already know in the hopes that culture 

seeking tourists come to understand that a visit to New Orleans is not just about 

sightseeing, but more importantly, it is about walking down each street with open ears. 

Ultimately, I hope to expand the current scholarly awareness of New Orleans music, and 

to urge for the inclusion of music making on urban streets in ethnomusicological 

discourse.  

Finally, this thesis has been designed to bear direct application to the historical 

preservation and musicological interest containing the bounded phenomenon of New 

Orleans music. I aim to continue this research in the future, and hope to step into the 

dialogue with stakeholders in the tourist and hospitality industry that gain so much from 

the existence of these musicians and their soundmarks. 

 

Review of Literature 

The principal sources I have examined are categorized into publications on New 

Orleans, music and place, tourism studies, migrant youth culture, and public space.  The 
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New Orleans category can be divided further into both mainstream popular and scholarly 

publications. These publications include post-Katrina ethnographies, and books on 

historical studies, urban planning, and the music of New Orleans.  Reading broad sources 

relating to these topics has allowed me to form an impression about the relationship of 

music to place, and more specifically in relation to music performed on the streets of 

New Orleans and its historical contextualization. Additional source information that I 

have used to construct a working knowledge of these categories includes community 

websites, dissertations, recordings, and social networks. Each of the categories and their 

respective delineations has been advantageous in allowing me to build a comprehensive 

publication inventory for this project.  

New Orleans. A dissertation by Rebecca Sheehan entitled “Between 

Representation and Practice: Contesting Public Space in New Orleans’ Jackson Square” 

(2006) has served as a primary resource.  In this dissertation, Sheehan uses ethnography 

to contribute to an understanding of public space. She focuses on Jackson Square, a 

public space within the confines of the French Quarter in New Orleans, as a popular 

protest space, and she explores the political and cultural issues that surround it. Her study 

is explored from a geographical and anthropological perspective, and although it touches 

on performances and performers in the Square, it does not focus explicitly on them. I 

intend to utilize her ethnographic methodology in this study on public space, including 

the historical and contemporary contextualization of the streets that surround Jackson 

Square.   

Seven years before Rebecca Sheehan completed her dissertation, Helen Regis 

published an article in American Anthropology called “Second Lines, Minstrelsy, and the 

Contested Landscapes of New Orleans Afro-Creole Festivals” (1999). This article 

illustrates the second line as a means to transform urban space, and attempts to unravel 

misappropriations of the second line idiom. More important to my own research, Regis 

discusses the landscape of the city of New Orleans as a spatial apartheid. Covered topics 

include crime, white flight, employment issues, the cultural politics of blackness, and 

neighborhood development. Her article states that traditions such as the second line work 

to counteract some of the above issues. Parades create joyful experiences in shattered 

neighborhoods. Additionally, the article briefly discusses contested landscapes and public 
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spaces throughout the city, which supplements Sheehan’s dissertation. She urges scholars 

to continue studying second line traditions from an ethnographic perspective.  Indeed, 

ethnomusicologist Matt Sakakeeny has since taken Sheehan’s cue.  

Matt Sakakeeny, Assistant Professor of Music at Tulane University, is a leading 

ethnomusicologist on New Orleans music. A student of Steven Feld, Sakakeeny received 

his PhD in ethnomusicology from Columbia University in 2008 and is compiling a strong 

publishing record in the field.  His research focuses almost entirely on music and race in 

New Orleans, specifically within the dynamics of New Orleans brass bands.  In 2010 he 

published an article in Ethnomusicology called “”Under the Bridge”: An Orientation to 

Soundscapes in New Orleans” which tracks a jazz funeral that ends up at an interstate 

highway underpass (as most of them do) while unraveling the dense sociopolitical history 

of the bridge itself.  In 2006 he published a short article in Space and Culture called 

“Resounding Silence in the Streets of a Musical City”. This article discusses New 

Orleans as a place where sound is “inextricable from the experience of place” (Sakakeeny 

2006).  He discusses the implications of Hurricane Katrina in relation to cultural practices 

of jazz funerals and second lines, which occupy a different set of streets and 

neighborhoods than I discuss in this thesis.   

In 2011, John Swenson published a book called New Atlantis: Musicians Battle 

for the Survival of New Orleans. This text is particularly fascinating as it includes thirty-

four short chapters that are rich with ethnographic material pertaining to popular 

musicians in post-Katrina New Orleans. The breadth of this text is consciously limited to 

the currently admired and popular musicians that perform in venues all over the city such 

as Trombone Shorty, Glen David Andrews, Galactic, Rebirth [Brass Band], Shamarr 

Allen, Tab Benoit, Big Chief Monk Boudreaux, John Boutté, Bo Dollis, Dr. John, Helen 

Gillet, Irvin Mayfield, the Nevilles, the Radiators, and Kermit Ruffins, to name a few. 

Street musicians are barely mentioned.  The narrative in this book validates many of my 

own personal experiences including several performances and protests that the author and 

I both attended or witnessed. These include the public emergence of Glen David Andrews 
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over the past decade, and the local musicians’ response to the shooting of a French 

Quarter bartender, Wendy Byrne.19 

For a historical perspective on New Orleans music, several books can be 

referenced. For example, two books on Louis Armstrong, including his 1955 

autobiography20, give clues to the experiences of street musicians from the past. He first 

mentions performing while discussing his job as a paperboy, selling papers for a boy 

named Charles who was four years older than him. Of Charles, Louis Armstrong said, 

“He thought a lot of me, and he used to give me advice about life and how to take care of 

myself. I told him about the little quartet in which I sang and about how much money we 

made when we passed the hat.  He was worried because I was going down to the Red 

Light district at my age and singing for pimps and whores. I explained that there was 

more money to be made there, and that the people were crazy about our singing. This 

reassured him.”21 

Bourbon Street Black, a historically informed portrait of Bourbon Street by Danny 

Barker and Jack Buerkle (1973), gives chronological insight into the most infamous street 

within the French Quarter. Another text, Musical Gumbo: The Music of New Orleans by 

Grace Lichtenstein and Laura Dankner, provides a thick history of the music of New 

Orleans beginning with the cradle of jazz through 1993. Their last chapter called, “Where 

to Hear it – Where to Find It”, is bibliographic and intended for the culture-seeking 

reader. This chapter provides insight, via yellow-pages-style listings, into the ‘90’s club 

scene and how to get the most out of Carnival, as well as the various festivals New 

Orleans has to offer. Now somewhat outdated, this is a book that drips historical context, 

and equally informs the background of this project.  

                                                             
19
 For more information on the murder of Wendy Byrne and to see video clips of the protest and second line 

that occurred in response to the outrage of her death, please see 

<http://blog.nola.com/notesonneworleans/2009/01/wendy_byrne_memorial.html> Accessed October 18, 

2011.  

20
 Louis Armstrong’s New Orleans by Thomas Brothers (2006) and Armstrong’s autobiography, Satchmo: 

My Life in New Orleans (1955). 

21 Armstrong, Louis, Satchmo: My Life in New Orleans, 32 
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In the realm of historical studies, The World That Made New Orleans: From 

Spanish Silver to Congo Square by Ned Sublette22 (2008) and New Orleans: The Making 

of an Urban Landscape by Peirce F. Lewis are the two most well-researched texts that 

outline the history of New Orleans beginning with the pre-colonial city.  In particular, the 

Lewis text has informed this thesis more than any other book or article in any category. 

The author is a geographer, and the book is approached through the lens of an urban 

planner. Lewis discusses the rich history of New Orleans and offers an extensive outline 

of metropolitan growth. Lewis’ historical research on New Orleans is unparalleled in 

print. Most importantly, this book was first published in 1975 and reprinted with a book-

length addition in 2002 that updates the text. New chapters include those on tourism and 

the “potential”23 threat of floodwaters and hurricanes, and both are entirely relevant to my 

thesis. 

Hurricane Katrina had a profound effect on every aspect of New Orleans, and it is 

impossible to write about New Orleans today without mention of it. Many of my research 

participants experienced Katrina and in many ways it affected the soundmarks that will 

be discussed, as well as my personal experiences with the city. As such it is important to 

add validity to these [and my own] narratives by including literature on the storm.  

Although there have been countless books published on this topic, there are a few that 

stand out.  One such text, There is No Such Thing as a Natural Disaster: Race, Class, 

and Hurricane Katrina (2006) is a collection of transformative articles. Two local 

journalists, Tom Piazza and Chris Rose, also have both written extensively about the 

effects of the storm24. Although the texts by these authors are not academic, they offer 

                                                             
22

 Sublette has also published The Year Before the Flood: A Story of New Orleans (2009), which is full of 

insights about race, crime, history, politics, and music in New Orleans.  

23
 Note that the second edition of the Lewis was published almost three years prior to Katrina. I can only 

hope that the author will consider publishing a third post-Katrina edition, as so much has changed as a 

result of the storm.  

24
 See Piazza, Tom. 2005. Why New Orleans Matters. Harper Collins, and Rose, Chris. 2006. One Dead in 

Attic. CR Books. 
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insights that parallel and substantiate my own experiences as well as offer popular and 

commonly held notions.  

Music and Place. Musicologists have had a long relationship with the concept of 

music and place. This is an interesting category in relation to my own work, as generally 

when examining music and place an author discusses performance venues, recording 

studios, and specific music scenes. The concept of “soundscape” is often mentioned 

(especially post-Schafer), both in and out of the context of Schafer’s research. In general, 

the notion of a soundmark is ignored, and the only reference I have found is in an 

already-mentioned article, by Sakakeeny (2010). There are several texts which give a 

broad overview of place and/or music and place such as Denise Von Glahn’s The Sounds 

of Place: Music and the American Cultural Landscape, Getting Back into Place by 

Edward Casey, and The Place of Music, a collection of essays edited by Andrew 

Leyshon, David Matless, and George Revill.  The text by Edward Casey seats “place” as 

a concept in which either one must find, situate one’s body within, build, or move 

between. These books have informed my discussion of soundmarks.  

After R. Murray Schafer completed initial work on soundscape studies, many 

others followed. His work influenced almost everyone who has written about the concept 

of sound since 1977. Steven Feld, an American scholar who worked with the Kaluli 

people of Papua New Guinea, wrote a text called Sound and Sentiment: Birds, Weeping, 

Poetics, and Song in Kaluli Expression (1982).  This book, based on his dissertation, is 

the first ethnographic study of sound in culture.  Another scholar, Kay Kaufman 

Shelemay, realized that by writing a textbook about the way that people encounter 

sounds, she could lead her readers to realize how sound functions in their own 

environments. She wrote Soundscapes: Exploring Music in a Changing World (first 

released in 2000) as a textbook for undergraduates in a world music survey course to 

explore.  In her book, Shelemay took Schafer’s definition and redefined it, adapting it to 

her own agenda:  

 
While Schafer compared his soundscapes to specific landscapes, likening them to 
the geographic terrains that typify a place or region, here we will more often 
compare a soundscape to a seascape, which provides more flexible analogy to 
music’s ability to both stay and to move in the world today, to absorb changes in 
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its content and performance styles, and to continue to accrue new layers of 
meanings (Shelemay 2006, p. xxxvi). 

 
In addition to the broad overviews on music and place, and the works that follow 

Schafer’s, there are countless ethnographies and narratives on individual music scenes 

and places.  Sara Cohen’s Rock Culture in Liverpool, Graham St. John’s The Local 

Scenes and Global Culture of Psytrance, and Larry Nager’s Memphis Beat are three 

examples.  Ethnomusicologists such as Jeremy Wallach and Aaron Fox have produced 

ethnographic publications on specific places25. Indeed, many of the already-named 

publications in the category of “New Orleans” can fall into this one as well.  

Central to my argument are the concepts of soundscape and soundmark. While R. 

Murray Schafer carries the torch for much of this area of study, having coined many of 

the terms, other scholars have expanded upon his initial work. In Spaces Speak, Are You 

Listening? Experiencing Aural Architecture (2007), Linda Ruth Salter and Barry Blesser 

discuss the idea that spaces are experienced by conscientious listening as well as seeing, 

and more importantly, that social relationships are strongly influenced by the way that 

space changes sound. The authors examine auditory-spatial awareness by actively 

listening and “experiencing space”. Their central premise is that every environment, and 

thus every space, has a distinct aural architecture. In the chapters that follow, I will argue 

that the French Quarter has its own aural architecture, constructed by the residents, 

tourists, and migrants that inhabit the neighborhood.  

In an ethnographic narrative Music in the Streets: The Example of Washington 

Square Park in New York City (1984), Paolo Prato discusses the history of street music in 

America by using a case study of New York’s Washington Square Park as a lens through 

which to write. It addresses street music as the only genre that reaches the 

underprivileged layers of society. Additionally, Prato urges his reader to notice the 

interchange between “trivial” and “art” music that occurs on the streets, and how it 

relates to social status through performance practices. This is easily analogous to Roy 

                                                             
25
 See Fox, Aaron. 2004. Real Country: Music and Language in Working-Class Culture. Duke University 

Press, and Wallach, Jeremy. 2008. “Living the Punk Lifestyle in Jakarta”. Ethnomusicology 52(1): 98-116.  
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Wagner’s clear portrayal of “Culture” vs. “culture” in his 1981 text, The Invention of 

Culture. In this scenario, “Culture” is defined as musics of the highbrow, where as 

“culture” is a catchall term for everything that falls below the status of elite. In Prato’s 

book, the author defines urban musical spaces, provides an ethnographic and historical 

narrative of the park and its musical events, and offers insights into new listening habits 

for street musician audiences. In 1990, Sally Harrison-Pepper published Drawing a 

Circle in the Square: Street Performing in New York City’s Washington Square Park. 

This book illustrates nonmusical street performances, yet of interest to my project are the 

ways in which Harrison-Pepper describes the transformation of public space into 

performance space. Individually, these scholars have researched the streets, and urban 

land- and soundscapes, as well as the societal response to them. All of the texts here will 

serve as theoretical and methodological resources. In 1993, Murray Douglas Smith 

completed a thesis entitled, “Musicians in transit: An ethnography of musical busking in 

Toronto” at York University. Smith posits himself as beginning his study where 

Harrison-Pepper left off, yet he criticizes her as misrepresenting street music. Smith’s 

study is unique as he examines street performances and song themes, particularly songs 

that express identity with the busking lifestyle.  

Tourism Studies. There are numerous publications by urban planners, 

sociologists, anthropologists, and those in the tourism and hospitality industry relating to 

this topic. However, there is one main text that I will be drawing from for my project:  

Mapping Tourism edited by Vincent J. Del Casino Jr. and Stephen Hanna (2003). I have 

looked through several other texts, and Mapping Tourism investigates each concept as it 

relates to my thesis in a way that mirrors my own thinking while opening windows of 

exploration.  This book consists of seven chapters that delve into a particular place 

heavily influenced by the tourism industry. As a city that relies so significantly on the 

tourist economy, New Orleans has much to learn about its own exploitation, specifically 

where its musical heritage and contemporary reputation is concerned. During the course 

of one October fieldwork weekend in New Orleans, I spent time in tourists asking 

questions such as “Where can I go to see authentic New Orleans music?” while grabbing 

maps and brochures to skim. I learned how music (including street music) is represented 

by these maps and by the workers in these kiosks that pepper the French Quarter.  The 
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authors in Mapping Tourism discuss the actual creation of tourist maps and how to 

represent attractions on maps in ways that will appeal to certain categories of tourists. 

General tourism practices, representing collective social memory, heritage conservation, 

contested places, and how to map identity are also covered.  

Migrant Youth Culture. An article by Tatek Abebe explores the experiences of 

begging children on the streets of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.  This paper, “Earning a Living 

on the Margins: Begging, Street Work, and the Socio-spatial Experiences of Children in 

Addis Ababa” (2008) discusses begging as a method of social reproduction wherein 

children earn money in order to contribute to familial livelihoods. Notably, the migrant 

musicians in my thesis often discuss the role of money as communal property, and this 

relates directly to Abebe’s theoretical stance. Where the transient “street kid” community 

of New Orleans is concerned, this content will be utilized to further illustrate communal 

life among them and the credo that motivates them to share their resources each day.  

In 2008, Megan Ravenhill published The Culture of Homelessness, a text that 

presents several years of ethnographic research and theoretical perspectives on over one 

hundred and fifty homeless and formerly homeless people in the United Kingdom. These 

include migrant homeless youth as well as a number of other demographics. Additionally, 

Ravenhill touches on the issue of homelessness through the perspective of political 

stakeholders, which is an idea central to my study. Each category of musician I focus on 

harbors distinct legal issues. Migrant and/or homeless musicians are frequently arrested 

or otherwise ostracized for their itinerant lifestyles, which they often choose themselves. 

Issues of performance permits arise for these and other musicians as well, which can 

severely inhibit the livelihood of these musicians. On the subject of musical food 

vendors, although they are usually appreciated and even revered by residents and 

merchants, legal issues relating to noise abatements can and do arise.  

There are two fascinating books that examine migrant youth culture. These are 

Runaway Kids and Teenage Prostitution: America’s Lost, Abandoned, and Sexually 

Exploited Children by R. Barri Flowers, and Children of Poverty: Studies on the Effects 

of Single Parenthood, the Feminization of Poverty, and Homelessness edited by Stuart 

Bruchey.  These serve to supplement my knowledge relating to the experiences of 

migrant street kids.  
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In his best-known work, “The Gift: Forms and Functions of Exchange in Archaic 

Societies” (1923), Marcel Mauss explores “total prestations” (payment), more commonly 

referred to as a gift economy, as the key to social integration. He shows how these 

exchanges are rooted in the experiences of society. Mauss begins with a succinct guide 

for friendship maintenance derived from the Edda, a collection of ancient Norse oral 

poetry and mythology, which states that good friends should see each other often as well 

as give and receive gifts, acquaintances to whom you don’t trust should be repaid with 

lies for their treachery, and you should keep a façade of friendliness to those with whom 

you’re suspicious. Cultivating images of today’s gift economy, Mauss brings up several 

issues that can be related to the community of street musicians in New Orleans. Gifts are 

given and repaid under obligation even if they appear to be given without an agenda. 

Among the migrant street kid communities, there is a complex web of gift exchange in 

regards to money, favors, items, and protection. Everything is given freely – with an 

obligatory pretense. Mauss looks at social phenomena within societies that are woven 

into religious, moral, legal, and economic institutions of expression.  The social 

phenomenon of such prestations are obligatory, however, they are accompanied by social 

deception in addition to the harbored pretense.  By attempting to answer universal 

questions in regards to the act of exchange and its social pretense, Mauss discerns queries 

relating to morality.   

Public Space. There are three books that place emphasis on streets as public 

space, although each has a different approach. Dancing in the Street by Suzanne Smith, 

delves into cultural politics on the streets of Detroit, and Underground Harmonies by 

Susie Tanenbaum, covers music and politics in the subways of New York City.  These 

books have been integral to my research. Susie Tanenbaum traces the political and legal 

developments of street performers in New York City subways, designates two types of 

subway music (official and freelance), provides musician profiles, discusses audience 

dynamics, and examines the roles of everyone involved. As stated in the introduction to 

her text, her goal has been to interest people into debating the “politics of public space 

use” and to unravel notions of inclusivity and urban quality of life.26 

                                                             
26 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies, 7 
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Finally, Keeping the Beat on the Street by Mick Burns surveys brass bands on the 

streets of New Orleans. This last book, published in 2006, is similar to the work Matt 

Sakakeeny is currently doing27. It includes case studies of specific brass bands: the 

Hurricane Brass Band, Chosen Few Brass Band, Dirty Dozen Brass Band, Rebirth Brass 

Band, and a series of new smaller groups such as New Birth, Algiers, Treme, and 

Pinstripe brass bands. These bands generally do not parade in or near the neighborhood I 

focus on in this project, and most [including myself] would classify brass bands as a 

separate category than street musicians altogether.28  For this reason, I will only touch 

briefly on brass bands, and when I do, it is a result of their relationship to a specific 

soundmark (e.g. the Paulin Bros. Brass Band in the French Market District).  

 

Summary 

In this chapter I have contextualized this project by discussing the French Quarter, 

its demographics, its historical place as a center of city commerce, and how street 

musicians are positioned within it. These musicians, who are often seen as less marginal 

here than in other cities, create soundmarks that I define as sonic landmarks. I have 

introduced concerns that have developed throughout the course of this project including 

staged authenticity, territorial politics, musician/audience relationships, tourism, and 

legality. In the second half of this chapter, I reviewed the literature relevant to this study 

as categorized by topic, hoping that eager readers may find it useful to delve further, 

while also sufficiently proving that a gap in scholarship on this topic exists. In the next 

chapter, I will outline the scope of this project by discussing the theoretical framework, 

my appropriation of R. Murray Schafer’s concept of soundmark, and the methodological 

techniques that have taken place since the onset of this study. 

 

 

                                                             
27
 Sakakeeny’s work, however, focuses on the politics that arise between these brass bands whereas Burns’ 

text is full of ethnographic narratives.  Essentially, Sakakeeny is taking Burns’ work a few steps further.  

28
 One pragmatic reason for this distinction is that brass bands in New Orleans typically do not busk for 

gratuities.  
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CHAPTER 2: FRAMING THE PROJECT  

 

Theoretical Framework 

It has been half a century since R. Murray Schafer founded the World Soundscape 

Project (WSP) at Simon Fraser University that initiated the interest in acoustic ecology.  

His goal was to balance the relationship between humans and their sonic environments.  

A decade after its conception, Schafer published a pivotal text on soundscape studies, The 

Tuning of The World (1977). This book, republished as The Soundscape in 1994 with 

some additions, is where Schafer defines soundscape and identifies the three elements 

that comprise it: keynote sounds, sound signals, and soundmarks (Schafer 1977).   He 

describes:  

In music, keynote identifies the key or tonality of a particular composition.   It 
provides the fundamental tone around which the composition may modulate but 
from which other tonalities take on a special relationship.  In soundscape studies, 
keynote sounds are those that are heard by a particular society continuously or 
frequently enough to form a background against which other sounds are 
perceived. Examples might be the sound of the sea from a maritime community or 
the sound of the internal combustion engine in the modern city. Often keynote 
sounds are not consciously perceived but they act as conditioning agents in the 
perception of other sound signals (Schafer 1977, p. 274).  
 
In contrast, a sound signal is, “Any sound to which the attention is particularly 

directed.  In soundscape studies sound signals are contrasted by keynote sounds, in much 

the same way as figure and ground are contrasted in visual perception.”  Examples 

include warning devices such as bells and sirens, or the signaling of a church bell 

(Schafer 1977, p. 274). The third element, soundmark, is defined as the following:  “The 

term is derived from landmark to refer to a community sound which is unique or 

possesses qualities which make it specially regarded or noticed by the people in that 

community” (Schafer 1977, p. 274). Examples include the soundmarks from this project, 

or historical sounds such as those of a blacksmith’s hammer or the clock tower present in 

most early colonial New England towns.29 

                                                             

29
 Note that the clock itself can also serve as a sound signal. 
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Schafer’s text is an overarching tome for soundscape studies, and although he 

defined soundmark, the concept is marginally peripheral to the aims of the book.   With 

that said, he did urge his readers to focus on the preservation of soundmarks, specifically 

what he called “dying sounds”, or sounds that are disappearing from the soundscape.  It is 

noted in his text that if Schafer had been alive during the Roman Empire, he likely would 

have conducted a soundmark analysis of the time, with the inclusion of thunder and 

lightning as soundmarks that signify the drama of gods. He discusses the eruption of 

Vesuvius as having sounds of great intensity and frequency far beyond the scope of our 

ears, and calls the event a soundmark of Roman history - there are accounts that people 

heard it from miles away (Schafer 1977, pp. 25-26).   People in the community notice 

soundmarks and often they are regarded as special. This is an important distinction, 

because in New Orleans “special” often leads to cognizance of community pride.  

 One could argue that every place has unique sounds and often these are original 

enough to warrant the designation of “soundmark”. In New Orleans, there are 

occasionally examples of sounds that fuse R. Murray Schafer’s designations of keynote 

sounds, sound signals, and soundmarks. One evident example of this synthesis is the 

calliope on the riverboats of the Mississippi river, specifically the Natchez, which acts as 

both a soundmark and sound signal. The Natchez promises tourists an “authentic” lazy 

Mississippi riverboat experience twice per day, and the calliope seeks to reinforce its 

mission as the keyboardist plays ragtime standards each time passengers board.  This 

soundmark can be heard a few miles away by residents in the Foubourg Marigny while 

the calliope itself can be heard as a sound signal, which alerts passengers and workers 

alike that the Natchez is ready to leave its dock.30 

In this study I have extracted R. Murray Schafer’s concept of the soundmark and 

applied it directly to the street musicians that perform in the French Quarter. While other 

soundmarks (such as the calliope) exist throughout these neighborhoods, the bulk of my 

project encompasses only the phenomenon of street music, as it contains the lived 

experiences of musicians in the French Quarter. Their stories are what I aim to capture.   

                                                             
30
 At one point while I was living in the Marigny almost twenty blocks away from the Natchez, the calliope 

became a signifier that conveyed what time of day it was, as the riverboat offers both midday and dinner 

cruises. 
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While discussing the basics of soundscape in the first chapter of his 1977 text, 

Schafer notes that it is far easier to analyze landscape than soundscape:  “There is nothing 

in sonography corresponding to the instantaneous impression which photography can 

create. With a camera it is possible to catch the salient features of a visual panorama to 

create an impression that is immediately evident. The microphone does not operate this 

way. It samples details” (Schafer 1977, p. 7).  In an age where audiences typically hold 

up their smartphones to capture the audio-visual memory of exciting events, it is 

imperative to note that even when recorded, there is no way that the French Quarter 

soundscape can properly and correctly be documented. Only with the audio and visual 

(spatial) components, historical and contemporary lived context, awareness of acoustic 

architecture, and actively focused open ears could an onlooker capture the soundscape of 

the French Quarter. Even more captivating in the text is that during his discussion 

Schafer expresses a related analogy of map reading – also entirely relevant to this project. 

At some point in their lives, most people have experience reading maps (perhaps a tourist 

in the Quarter, for example), thus they can draw information from them – yet,  

 

Few can read the sophisticated charts used by phoneticians, acousticians or 
musicians. To give a totally convincing image of a soundscape would involve 
extraordinary skill and patience: thousands of recordings would have to be made; 
tens of thousands of measurements would have to be taken; and a new means of 
description would have to be devised. A soundscape exists of events heard not 
objects seen (Schafer 1977, p. 7).   

 

Schafer’s concept of soundmark has inspired me to create a map of these sonic 

landmarks. If I were to delve into the soundscape of the French Quarter in its entirety, 

consideration would include the sounds in the environment (nature, buildings, ambient 

noise) in addition to whether these street musicians must compete with loud pedestrians, 

traffic, and the music that leaks out of souvenir shops and bars into their sonic territory. I 

argue that these soundmarks are indeed sonic landmarks that should be acknowledged; 

yet I will also later discuss the ethical issues involved with designating each soundmark 

as it relates to tourist exploitation.    

In is interesting then, for urban planners and stakeholders in the tourism industry 

to consider the task of drawing “attention to soundmarks of distinction and, if there is 
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good reason to do so, to fight for their preservation. The unique soundmark deserves to 

make history as surely as a Beethoven symphony. Its memory cannot be erased by 

months or years” (Schafer 1977, p. 239). Schafer goes on to discuss soundmarks as 

signatures of a specific community, giving specific [mostly European] examples.  He 

reiterates that each community has soundmarks, and they are not always appealing. This 

is true of the riverboat calliope in New Orleans. While tourists and some residents 

consider it part of the “authentic” New Orleans, its relentless occurrence and the steep 

decibel level seems to irk others, even the street musicians along the river who at times 

must compete with its volume to be heard. Regardless, Schafer would say that the 

calliope reflects the character of the community and thus deserves to be preserved.  

 

Appropriating the Soundmark 

It is critical that I discuss R. Murray Schafer’s original definition of soundmark as 

coined in The Tuning of the World in order to decipher how it interacts and differs from 

that of my own. I have already quoted directly or mentioned every instance of Schafer’s 

use of the term “soundmark” in his 1977 text.  The concept of “soundscape” studies was 

new and defined in this very same text, thus as the umbrella term that would go on to 

become a discipline of ethnomusicological inquiry as it stands today, it makes sense that 

the three elements of soundscape (keynote sounds, sound signals, and soundmarks) are 

not at the forefront of the discussion. With this in mind, I was surprised that I could find 

no other publications that expands upon the concept of the soundmark, except those that 

quote R. Murray Schafer’s text just as I have done (such as Sakakeeny 2010).  The oft-

quoted definition I refer to is that a soundmark “is derived from the term landmark. A 

soundmark is a sound which is unique to an area” (Schafer 1977). It is a sound that 

belongs to the community in which it resides.  People in the community notice its 

existence and as such they are of cultural and historical significance.   

In many communities throughout the United States, soundmarks can be town hall 

clocks, church bells, or even the sounds a ship makes when it returns to port.   In contrast 

to the other two elements of a soundscape, soundmarks do not identify the key of a 

particular composition (as in keynote sounds), and they do not necessarily convey a 

message that is meant to be listened to (as in sound signals).  Remember however, that 
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there are some sounds that can be classified in more than one of Schafer’s categories such 

as the riverboat calliope as previously mentioned. For example, bells rung on historically 

famous churches could be both sound signals and soundmarks.  The question we are left 

with is whether we should categorize the church itself as a landmark, the sounds it makes 

as a soundmark, or both. I vote for the latter, with sensory distinctions for each.  

One reason that soundmarks are not used to their full potential in scholarly studies 

is the ease of its confusion with another term: the first search results of “soundmarks” in 

Google refer to “sound trademarks,” a legal trademark where sound functions as the 

identifier of a product.  A list of sound trademarks can be viewed and listened to on the 

kids section of the United States Patent and Trademark Office website.31 One famous 

example is the jazz standard theme to “Sweet Georgia Brown,” which was trademarked 

by the Harlem Globetrotters in 1952.  Sound trademark is often shortened to “sound 

mark” (two words), still denoting sonic intellectual property, and this is entirely different 

than R. Murray Schafer’s original definition.  The United States Patent and Trademark 

Office has issued this statement: “A sound mark identifies and distinguishes a product or 

service through audio rather than visual means. Examples of sound marks include: (1) a 

series of tones or musical notes, with or without words, and (2) wording accompanied by 

music.”32 Also in 1978, the General Electric Broadcasting Company noted in the United 

States Patents Quarterly (a report published by the Bureau of National Affairs concerning 

intellectual property since 1913) that, “A sound mark depends upon aural perception of 

the listener which may be as fleeting as the sound itself unless, of course, the sound is so 

inherently different or distinctive that it attaches to the subliminal mind of the listener to 

be awakened when heard and to be associated with the source or event with which it is 

struck.”33 Despite this etymological confusion, sound marks are synonymous with what I 

would call sound branding. Soundmarks are sonic landmarks. Both are related to acoustic 

                                                             

31
 USPTO, Accessed November 18, 2011. 

<http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ahrpa/opa/kids/kidsound.html> 

32 This statement can be found reproduced on BitLaw.com, a patent and trademark law firm based in 

Minneapolis. See <http://www.bitlaw.com/source/tmep/1202_15.html> Accessed January 15, 2011.  

33 General Electric Broadcasting Co., 199 U.S.P.Q. 560, 562-63 (T.T.A.B. 1978). 
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identity and place, yet one exploits and commodifies sound (sound marks) while the other 

uses sound as a signifier of community identity (soundmarks).  

Battling Brass Bands at Midnight 

Soundmarks are a place identifier. One question I have asked is whether place is 

produced culturally34 through musical practice. I have found that place and practice are 

co-influences on each other. Music plays a very particular role in the production of place, 

not only through the three elements of soundscape, but also the incorporation of 

movement and dance, and finally via the occupation of physical space itself by both the 

musicians and their potential audiences.  

An exaggerated illustration of this occurrence is evidenced with an impromptu 

brass band battle that I witnessed on Frenchmen Street just outside the French Quarter in 

August of 2011.  Three blocks outside the Quarter in a highly commercial area dotted 

with music venues and restaurants. The post-sundown street is often populated with more 

people barhopping and dancing between parked cars than there are cars driving through.  

I asked Deirdre to give her impressions of Frenchmen Street:  

It’s the best part of music, the best part of jazz in New Orleans. All the good clubs 
are there. Not all, but most of the good clubs are there. The people you have 
playing there are old favorites. The people you have going there are the tourists 
who know about it and all the locals, and you have your neighborhood bars and 
you have your people who go to see shows from New Orleans, week after week, 
or do the swing dancing, and it’s incredible the amount of talent that is in just like 
two blocks there. And it’s hard too because there’s so many good things going on 
at once – or it’s hard and easy. It’s nice cuz you can just hop from one to the other 
but it’s hard choosing... what I think about when I think of Frenchmen Street is 
Halloween, because Halloween on Frenchmen is awesome. It’s… it is a street 
show, and it is the locals taking over the street and you’ll get some tourists but 
they don’t know what to make of it. The streets are packed and there’s, there’s 
music going on – there’s musicians and the costumes are incredible. People will 
just be shoved together like sardines just to go see the costumes and the music and 
the drinking and the street food, and the whole spectacle of it. People go to be 
seen and to see. There’s more college kids now, but it is still a huge local thing 
and god help any of the cars that try to go through. They don’t understand... they 

                                                             
34
 When referring to “culture” throughout this thesis, I utilize Edward Tylor’s definition: “Culture, or 

civilization, taken in its broad, ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, 

art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society.” 

See Tylor, 1920.  
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think they’re just driving through the Quarter or they’re driving down Esplanade 
and all of a sudden they turn onto what they think is going to be a nice through 
street and they’re stuck. They can be stuck for an hour or so just trying to go two 
blocks. (Deirdre*)  

 

  One particular Saturday evening at midnight, two brass bands began vying for the 

largest audience on Frenchmen Street.  On one side of the street, the sidewalk was 

occupied by the TBC (To Be Continued) Brass Band, a group formed in 2002 by young 

men at George Washington Carver High School35 who wanted to build a life for 

themselves. For many years, their “territory” was on the first block of Bourbon at Canal, 

a place now typically occupied by the Baby Boyz Brass Band.  On this evening, the Baby 

Boyz were directly across the street from them.  This group is much newer and younger 

than TBC, and on their MySpace page36, they’ve listed TBC (along with Rebirth, Dirty 

Dozen, Lazy Six, and others) as their influences. I have often seen the Baby Boyz on this 

Frenchmen Street corner, specifically on weekend evenings.  

For approximately an hour, these two bands played across the street from each 

other simultaneously, sometimes stopping to listen and very obviously trying to outdo 

each other in both loudness and musical proficiency. The audience, many of whom were 

tourists and assumed that this was commonplace, fell into the scene and quickly took on 

the role of judge and jury between the two groups.  While each had a group of thirty or 

forty people in their inner circle (whose listening periphery was dominated by the loud 

band in front of them), the hundred or so listeners in the middle of the street37 walked 

back and forth between the two when one band played something louder, had a more 

fervent solo, or their respective inner audience became particularly energized (which 

indicates that their band was now something to watch).  At one point the audience began 

to feel a sense of ownership toward the group they liked better, which caused the battle to 

cultivate between audience members as well as band members.  As often happens, 

everyone soon saw the familiar blue flashing lights of a police car, which indicated that 

                                                             
35
 This school was one of the many that were overtaken by the Recovery School District post-Katrina, and 

has since become a charter school in an attempt to raise standards and quality of life for its students.  

36
 Baby Boyz Brass Band, Accessed 2/01/2012. <http://www.myspace.com/babyboyzbrassband>  

37
 New Orleanians would now call the transformed space of the street a “neutral ground.” 
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there were too many people in the street and cars could not get through. The audience 

quickly dispersed, and the bands laid their instruments on the streets for a break. I hung 

around for a while longer to see if it would start up again, but after some time, the Baby 

Boyz picked up their horns and walked away, and I continued my walk home.  

This scenario can be analyzed in a number of ways. Sara Cohen, author of 

“Sounding Out The City: Music and the Sensuous Production of Place,”38 would remind 

us that the consumption of music draws people together and symbolizes their sense of 

place.  Music plays an important role in the everyday life and rituals that comprise life in 

New Orleans. It is the focus of most social gatherings, establishes relationships between 

people, and frames events, “setting them apart from other daily activities, heightening 

their symbolic experience” (Cohen 1998). Being the member of a brass band in New 

Orleans helps to cement and maintain individual and collective autonomy and identity. 

The music itself provides the closest relationship with the roots of the city, as the brass 

band tradition has left such a strong imprint.39 The significance of it is deeply internalized 

by New Orleanians, similar to that of a devout Catholic’s need for communion, or 

synagogue attendance among the Jewish community.  The music and the tradition 

represent security and stability, and helps to solidify a collective identity.  

This brief brass band battle between TBC and the Baby Boyz represents a social 

practice involving the relationship between people and their environment.40  During this 

hour, brass bands on sidewalks were producing the concept of place, making sidewalks 

into stages, not to mention reinforcing the designation of a soundmark.  It has also 

highlighted the importance of place in defining New Orleanian identity. New Orleanians 

are very proud of their city and its history. Place symbolizes social relationships, and in 

New Orleans, relationships are typically established and maintained through music.  

                                                             
38
 Cohen, 1998. 

39 For more on brass bands in New Orleans, see Sakakeeny 2006 and 2010.  

40 Formal brass band battle events are held several times per year in New Orleans, reinforcing territorial 

politics and a competitive spirit. Notably, the brass bands that have won these battles recently transcribe 

popular Bounce songs (a local hip-hop genre) for brass band performance.  These songs appeal to the 

younger generation of black New Orleanians who see the transformation of traditional brass bands into a 

hybrid of bounce/brass to be a positive consequence.  The older generation, however, sees this 

hybridization of popular and traditional New Orleans music to be offensive and irreverent.  
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Likewise, musical events illustrate music’s role in the social production of these 

neighborhoods, as well as being a means of generating income for most of the musicians 

involved.41  

 

Street Music and the Production of Place 

In New Orleans, music represents neighborhoods and its musicians act as 

ambassadors for its residents; they portray genres and visual styles that suggest a 

collective past and public memory.  This is particularly interesting as genre, style, 

instrumentation and presentation differ among the street musicians I will present shortly, 

largely to elicit a specific audience reaction and musical reception. It is true also that 

musical stereotypes are used to present images of the city, and sometimes the stereotypes 

are then transformed into traditions. One only needs to walk into the cathedral of New 

Orleans music, Preservation Hall, on any evening at 8:00 p.m. to see an example of how 

musical stereotypes are used to present an image of the city. On the wall is a plaque that 

reads, “Traditional Requests $2.00, Others $5.00, The Saints $10.00.” Sadly, “When the 

Saints Go Marching In” is the only tune many people associate with Dixieland or “Trad 

Jazz” in New Orleans. Although this is certainly a song all New Orleanians know, and 

one that is often played at musical events, better fitting tunes could be requested to 

represent New Orleans. In my experience of marching and parading with musicians in the 

city, “Bourbon Street Parade,” “St. James Infirmary,” “It Ain’t my Fault”, and “Amazing 

Grace” are much more popular.  

In an unstructured interview with Tiger, a multi-instrumentalist who performs all 

over the city, I asked whether he thought the traditional New Orleans jazz and brass band 

groups ever got tired of playing the same standards for tourists:  

This is one of my “playing a job” situations – using the Deutchhaus42 as an 
example, Okay if I hear the chicken dance one more time… and the chicken 
dance is of course <sings/clucks/snaps>… It’s such an insipid tune.  They play it 
as every third tune of every set.  They do a waltz, a polka, the chicken dance, the 

                                                             
41 An exception to this includes brass bands, which typically serve as functional ensembles rather than 

buskers. The scenario above is rare.  

42
 Where he works part-time. 
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Blue Danube… Well they do have a fairly thick book of stuff – it’s just that 
German beerhouse kind of music, but the chicken dance comes into play because 
there are lots of kids in the audience, and so to answer your question – would they 
love to play other stuff? Well they do, but the minute that you start playing your 
stuff in their set… like for instance, they’ll start playing some New Orleans jazz 
stuff… and the minute that they do, everybody leaves the dance floor and goes to 
the beer hall or takes off so nobody’s dancing anymore.  So yes, I think a lot of 
them would just love to go off and play something else, but you’ve got to sort of 
cater to the audience.  This coming Jazz Fest we’re going to be playing a set that 
is almost all favorites – the entire set is going to be things that the audience 
expects us to play. You just play loud, fast, and hard and get out and let the next 
people get up on stage. You’ve got 55 minutes to leave an impression and 
hopefully sell a bunch of your CD’s.  It’s all about trying to make a living down 
here. If you want to play new stuff, save it for rehearsal but if you’ve got a job to 
play at, just play what they want to hear. (Tiger*)  
 
The musical practices of street musicians help to define and shape the particular 

geographical space within places they inhabit. As already mentioned in the previous 

chapter, most street musicians are proud entrepreneurs. Comparative ethnographic work 

on New Orleans’ resident and tourist populations emphasizes music’s role in the 

production of place, the spatial politics of everyday life, and the expression of identity.  

Once again I will borrow from the work of Sarah Cohen, who says  “a place-bound 

identity is always a contested process” (Cohen 1998, p. 281). In this way, place is 

produced through the activities of everyday life for these street musicians and the 

audiences who witness them.  Through bodies and bodily movement, people experience 

their environment physically. Audiences often dance to street music – in fact it is 

expected.  Music can represent the production of place as the phenomenon itself is 

embodied quite literally (think internal rhythm or dance gestures). This is different from 

everyday speech, and to most people, is seen as something different from everyday 

experience.  

In New Orleans, residents and tourists prioritize music, making it the focus of the 

everyday experience. Street musicians are thus the creators of everyday experience in 

New Orleans, therefore place is a physical and psychological reality representing 

interactions between people and their social environment.  Music reflects the place where 

it is created, so changes in place thus influence changes in the music (Cohen 1998). For 

example, lyrics can directly refer to specific places, and in New Orleans they often do. 
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I’ve already mentioned St. James Infirmary,” and “Bourbon Street Parade,” though other 

traditional song titles such as “Basin Street Blues,” elicit images of particular places. We 

can consider contemporary New Orleans Bounce43 (hip-hop) songs as well, which 

typically reference specific wards (neighborhoods) in New Orleans.   

 Finally, music acts as a frame for social gatherings and street music is no 

exception. By using R. Murray Schafer’s “soundmark” to designate place while the music 

itself frames much of the soundscape, we can encounter the phenomena of street 

musicians in the French Quarter with open eyes and ears.  This music is not bound to the 

production of place, as it is also interpreted by listeners on the streets who passively or 

actively acknowledge these musicians. For New Orleanians, street music allows them to 

evoke personal memories and feelings of particular places in the city.  In the following 

chapters, I will discuss how street music plays a unique hidden and often taken-for-

granted role in the production of place by mapping soundmarks and presenting several 

brief case studies that bring the story of these soundmarks to life. Before I can do so, it is 

necessary to outline the methodology I have employed.   

Methodology 

I have restricted the geographical scope for this thesis to the French Quarter and a 

few highly relevant blocks that spill out of the Quarter onto Frenchmen Street in the 

Marigny Triangle.   I have mapped the central locations beginning in Chapter 4, as there 

are distinctive areas in the French Quarter that boast a gravitational pull toward street 

musicians and the types of audiences they attract. These smaller defined areas harbor 

hotspots of activity, such as the area that surrounds Jackson Square, or along the 

Moonwalk.  

 Early in her career, anthropologist Margaret Mead published an article in 

American Anthropologist entitled “More Comprehensive Field Methods” (1933), which 

addresses the idea that scholars cannot understand culture without observing 

unformalized cultural processes. Mead problematizes the field as there is uneven 

ethnographic attention given to formal behaviors that include elaborate display. For an 
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adequate understanding of human culture, it is essential to study all parts of culture, both 

explicit and inexplicit, and not merely those that present the appearance of having the 

largest importance in a society. She asserts that inexplicit behaviors are equally important 

to understanding a society. Similarly, in his book The Invention of Culture, 

anthropologist Roy Wagner differentiates between “Culture” and “culture,” noting that 

we create/invent culture, and it is an anthropological crutch to assume that it is applied to 

all facets of humanity. This mirrors the reason I chose to explore the experiences of street 

musicians, and largely non-brass band or non-jazz-identified musicians. Although 

scholars have not entirely encompassed these particular areas, there is little published in 

the arena of street musicians, and none on the communities I speak of here. Mirroring 

Mead’s position, it is important to study these musicians who are often in the shadows of 

appropriate representation. 

The first step necessary for this project included background research into the 

areas of soundscape studies, previous scholarly studies on New Orleans music and 

musicians, cityscapes, and migrant musicians in the U.S.  This investigation has included 

scholarly documents and texts, but also popular and social commentary on these subjects 

such as local New Orleans publications and media sources. The heart of this background 

research has focused on the substantial literature of urban soundscapes, specifically work 

already completed in Louisiana, discussed in Chapter One.  

My fieldwork was completed over several months, and the methodology has 

encompassed observation as well as structured and unstructured interviews. The process 

of observation has also taken into account lived experiences, as I lived and/or worked in 

the area of study from August 2002-August 2010, and it would be unwise in a project 

which incorporates oral history not to present these experiences. Since beginning to 

explore New Orleans music as a scholar during my previous Master’s degree, I have been 

in a conscious and constant “instrument of research” frame of mind. Upon launching this 

study, emic terminology surfaced constantly and I felt myself having to explain and 

define operational definitions to those reviewing my work. This will continue to happen, 

as it does for most ethnomusicologists who work in a specialized area. The world of emic 

terminology in a project like this can be very cloak-and-dagger for non-musicians, and 

indeed for non-New Orleanians. I would have failed to attribute such things from an etic 
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perspective, and thus I believe that as a result of living in New Orleans for almost decade, 

I am qualified to perform this study.  

During fieldwork excursions, I solidified soundmark designations and held many 

interviews. At the beginning, I was simply looking for street musicians and found 

moments to chat with them while they were on break. As these musicians came to know 

and understand my work, it became easier to ask questions and to observe them at greater 

lengths of time without feeling as though I was encroaching or unnerving anyone. Many 

of these informal conversations have since crystalized into friendships. As admittance to 

my own reservations, it took some courage to begin asking questions of tourists and 

observers, specifically those who donated money to musicians. It seemed more important 

to introduce myself as a researcher from the beginning with these people, as they were 

often hesitant and worried that I was a potential scam artist.  

 A total of fourteen structured interviews were conducted throughout the course of 

my investigation, and follow-up interviews were necessary in most cases.  Many formal 

interviews occurred on the streets in the soundmark space itself, two in a New Orleans 

coffee house, and three online via email or chat.   The number of informal (unstructured) 

interviews is difficult to attach a number to, however the main sources I utilize are listed 

in my oral sources reference list. These include several (50+) conversational moments 

with musicians, merchants, tourists, and residents. Interview lengths also varied 

significantly, from a few minutes to two hours of in-person questioning plus email 

follow-up. Research participants include past and current street musicians in the 

aforementioned categories of musical food vendors, migrant street kids, and established 

street musicians, as well as business owners and merchants, tourism entities, 

neighborhood residents, and non-busking New Orleans musicians.  

It is essential to note that participants herein seem to have a propensity to offer 

unsolicited information during unstructured interviews with people on sidewalks, park 

benches, or possibly sitting on a curb at an intersection.  The data gathered in this way is 

much more insightful and useful to this analysis than the initial [formal] open/closed-

question technique format – thus I have found that most of my interviews were completed 

in this way. There is a hint of serendipity about the data to be collected as a result of these 

unstructured conversations. I have a tendency to ask closed questions, with open-ended 
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queries to clarify or solicit more from the responder. Consequently, I have found that the 

“more emic” and colloquial I can be, the warmer the responses from my research 

participants, and the more comfortable they feel being questioned. Many of these street 

musicians are used to being hassled by tourists, unappreciative locals, police, or other 

authoritarian figures. It is for this reason that I am so colloquial in my interviews.     

Each participant is an active part of the “-scape” that constructs these 

neighborhoods.  To ensure subject diversity, participants belong to varied subcultures 

(including socioeconomic status), or perform in different locations - thus the reason why I 

have explored both the established fixtures of the city as well as the drifting buskers.  

  Throughout my fieldwork experiences, I carried an iPhone and a small notebook 

as my primary instruments for recording data. On the iPhone, I utilized an application 

called “Retro Recorder,” whose interface imitates that of a vintage cassette tape recorder 

(see figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4. Retro Recorder App Screenshot. 

 

 

 This simple interface, aside from being slightly nostalgic, captures interviews in 

WAV format, and automatically stores them on a website hosted by its creators, 

downloadable by users as a WAV or MP3 file.  I utilized several other apps on the iPhone 

as well, including the built-in camera, video recorder, notebook, GPS mapping 

capabilities, and the ability to link directly to street musicians’ social networking sites, 
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where applicable.  Despite the trust I have for my iPhone, there were many times I carried 

and used a Nikon D5100 digital single-lens reflect camera, also with video recording 

capabilities. With the enhanced camera lens(es), I was able to capture highly detailed and 

up-close photos, all of which have informed my narrative.  Data was later uploaded to a 

MacBook, stored, and archived on an external hard drive.  The bulk of written notes from 

short informal conversations and observations are preserved in their original format, and 

also archived digitally.  The street musicians have all given permission for me to use their 

first name or pseudonym as they are known on the streets. I have changed the name of all 

other research participants to protect their privacy.  

Finally, it is important to mention that the internet is a mode of communication 

that allows street performers to create a fan base in a way that was unheard of a decade 

ago. Many street musicians carry business cards with links to their websites and/or social 

networking sites, and often these links have downloadable music, some biographical 

information, and video clips. For example, Doreen Ketchens has her own website at 

www.doreensjazz.com, and David and Roselyn have a website at 

www.DavidandRoselyn.net. 

 My identity as a musician and familiar member of the French Quarter community 

made communication with informants to be relaxed and informal.  I mention this because 

prior to officially beginning the fieldwork for this project, one scholar who had never 

before been to the city made a comment that this was an excellent project because he 

could finish the fieldwork for it in one weekend.  If this were true, this document would 

look quite different. There is much to be said about New Orleanians’ relationship with 

outsiders. The quote in my acknowledgments at the beginning of this document only 

begins to unearth the typical New Orleanian’s opinion of outsiders: “We dance even if 

there's no radio. We drink at funerals. We talk too much & laugh too loud & live too 

large, and, frankly, we're suspicious of others who don't.”44 There is a love/hate 

relationship with tourists that must be addressed. New Orleans residents realize that the 

economic core of the city is fueled by the tourist industry, yet they are deeply proud of 

the city and aware of its exceptionality.  The concept of community improvement often 

                                                             
44 Chris Rose, 1 Dead in Attic, preface.  
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relates directly to the preconceptions held by tourists, and thus criticism stems from this 

point because rather than existing as a distinct local community made up of residents, it 

has become “a tarted-up 24-7 hurdy-gurdy that some have unkindly dubbed “Creole 

Disneyland.”45 Peirce Lewis continues: 

The comparison to Disneyland is unfortunately apt: parts of the Quarter are 
genuinely fake and make only the thinnest pretense of being a real place. A 
century ago, Creole Orleanians perceived the Quarter as their centre ville – a 
place where they lived, shopped, worshipped, and went out to eat and drink. No 
more. Many (if not most) Orleanians, irrespective of ethnic origin, rarely go near 
the Quarter, except when houseguests come to town and ask to be shown it. To be 
sure, most of the old buildings are still there, but in the view of many old-time 
Orleanians, the qualities that made it a magical place are vanishing. It is no 
accident that the National Trust for Historic Preservation has repeatedly listed the 
French Quarter on its elite annual list of “America’s 11 Most Endangered Places” 
– not for fear that its ancient buildings are in danger of demolition, but rather than 
its genius loci is being grossly and permanently disfigured.46  

 
 This is a subjective paragraph to be sure, however it harbors much truth. The 

locals that Lewis references live largely outside of the Quarter, and thus when they visit it 

with relatives or houseguests, their periphery is much the same as a tourists’. Yet those 

who live within its boundaries see the neighborhood as the same island it grew up and out 

of three hundred years ago. It is a small, unique community, much aware of the 

“Disneyfication” happening around them, and simultaneously creating and participating 

in a divergent community despite it.   

At the beginning of this project a few street musicians knew me as a retail 

merchant in the Quarter, or as a friend to the tarot card readers or recognized residential 

homeless men that I also came to know by working and playing in the Quarter. Some 

knew my face and not my name, where with others I had to start with an introduction. As 

a musician who often performed throughout the city in various capacities, I learned that 

the musical networks are strong as well. That is, often if I did not know somebody, it was 

easy to drop a name, or to mention that I knew someone who knew someone.  This is 

very typical of New Orleans social politics. Working with street musicians has enabled 
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me to consider these social politics from many angles, eventually honing in on the 

relationship of street performers to their daily contact with others in the neighborhood.  

 

Summary 

In this chapter I have expanded on an initial historical framework by adding a 

theoretical lens appropriated by R. Murray Schafer and his concept of soundmark. I have 

begun to discuss the elements of soundscape, and answered why soundmarks are special 

and should be acknowledged and preserved. I have noted the difficulty of putting together 

a complete sonic image of the French Quarter, which is why in this study I have 

narrowed the focus from soundscape to soundmarks. After explaining my appropriation 

of soundmark, I illustrated how music constructs place with an example of battling brass 

bands in the Marigny. Through an analysis of this battle, we learn that in New Orleans, 

social activities are often established and maintained through music and that street music 

is a strong indicator of place and identity.  Street musicians are the creators of the 

everyday experience in New Orleans, and the methodology I have utilized throughout 

this project also attempts to recreate the “every day.” After my initial plunge into the 

background research of this thesis, I discussed the interview process, the equipment I 

carried, and how this fieldwork interacts with my own identity as a New Orleanian. 

 In the next chapter I hope to expand even further by discussing what life is like as 

a street musician in the French Quarter, by giving a historical perspective on busking, and 

by depicting how the city interacts with this community. The last section of Chapter 

Three will delve further into the soundscape of the Quarter.  
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CHAPTER 3: SETTING THE BUSKING STAGE 

 

Living in a Gift Economy 

The musicians I have worked with are full-time entertainers, which means they 

derive most (if not all) of their income from busking on the streets.  It is important for 

these performers to maintain a positive public image knowing that the majority of their 

audience members are tourists who may or may not hear more than a first impression of 

their music. Their economic survival depends on musical and conversational exchange.  

A positive representation of oneself has a positive impact for all other street performers, 

whereas a negative experience with a tourist can negatively impact that tourist’s potential 

interactions with street musicians in the future.  Street performers in the Quarter are 

aware that typical city busking involves some manner of verbal pressure upon the 

audience to give [money] after they have received [entertainment]. It is for this reason 

that some street musicians in the French Quarter are hands-off in their interactions, 

welcoming tips, but not requiring them. Others are very explicit in their expected 

reciprocity, for example asking for money in exchange for photos. In Chapter Five, you 

will read of Doc Saxtrum, a saxophonist who requires money for photos. He deliberately 

hides behind lampposts until the person who wishes to take a photo of him gives him 

money.  

In 1923, Marcel Mauss argued that gift giving always entails obligation.  Mauss 

posits that reciprocity is obligatory, even among those with whom you compete.47 In my 

fieldwork, I came across several cases where this was relevant. One representative of the 

drifting buskers described street kid vernacular to me – it was where I learned the words 

“pitch” and “ground score,” respectively the spot where one busks, and something useful 

found on the ground, such as a lighter or food.  The busking street kid community in New 

Orleans is a communal societal group, wherein money earned is shared among all who 

bunk together in the same space regardless of how well they know each other or for how 

                                                             
47 Mauss, 1923 
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long.  Likewise, a ground score of a dollar, leftover food, or even one cigarette would be 

shared amongst the group.  In one particular case, I sat in with four musicians who had 

earned $20.00 after busking for ten minutes performing two Old-Time covers. Although 

there were four people performing, there were also four people sitting on the curb 

watching the others perform. All of them were street musicians. They had only met a few 

hours prior, and had decided to bunk together under the Navy Wharf, a popular sleeping 

space for street kids in the Quarter.48 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Under the Navy Wharf on the bank of the Mississippi - a typical squatting spot for drifters 

or street kids.  

 

                                                             

48
 Of historical note, this Wharf was built on a sand bar and Peirce Lewis reminds us that even in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, “the only people who lived next to the Mississippi were homeless 

people who squatted in temporary shacks on the batture, a sand bar that accumulated during times of slack 

water on the insides of the river’s meanders.” Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban 

Landscape, 111.  
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It was explained that the money earned from busking belonged to all eight street 

kids and dinner would be purchased with the $20.00 – this is convention. It is evidence of 

a communal gift economy wherein ground scores, goods, or money earned via busking is 

freely given to other members of the community without the necessity of affirmed 

reciprocity – yet it is understood that a tradeoff is expected at some point in the future.  

Similarly, the services offered by a street musician are a two-way process.  As 

with any other type of performance there is an audience of patrons. Non-musicians on the 

street interact in a specific manner by paying, walking by, stopping to listen, or sitting on 

a nearby bench or curb (often close enough to listen but far enough away to avoid the 

performers’ ogling eyeballs requesting a tip).  At times the audience joins in by singing, 

dancing, or beating a rhythm on something they are carrying. Other times, musicians stop 

to join in, and depending on the artist, this can be either encouraged or frowned upon. 

There is a certain reciprocation in the community that is not expected, per se, but instead 

is happening organically, simply because people “do what they do.”  Among Maussians, 

we could exchange the word reciprocity for mutuality.  This kind of barter system still 

turns kindness into currency, so a commercial value is placed on work whether money is 

exchanged or not. In many cases among those I have interacted with in this community, 

money is not exchanged. Instead, musicians post signs asking for leftovers or half-empty 

cocktails. There is a lot of value placed on liquor.  

 

On Busking Itself 

 I now turn to the historical etymology of “busking.” The first-known use of the 

word was in Britain, 1857. It likely evolved from the Italian buscare, which means, “to 

procure or gain”, or from the Spanish buscar, which means to “look for.” A busker is, “a 

person who entertains in public places for donations.”49 Unlike organized indoor 

entertainment where an entertainer is contracted for a certain payment, a busker accepts 

tips rather than asking a set price for their performance. Money is given is a sign of 

appreciation from the audience, who may have stopped to listen for a while, or may be 

                                                             
49 Merriam-Webster Online. “Busk” Accessed January 10, 2012.  
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/busk>  
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walking by. There are two key ideas in this above definition of “busker” that I would like 

to unravel: “entertain,” and “public place.” 

Entertaining is a service – these street musicians are not mendicants looking for a 

handout. The donations are usually in the form of money, however, as already discussed, 

sometimes they can be food or drink as well. There is a colloquial phrase, “sing for your 

supper” which developed early on in busking history when instead of money, buskers 

would be paid with a meal.   

The concept of public place is meaningful as this usually signifies the outdoors. 

Musicians I have interviewed have been clear that there are many differences between 

their lifestyle as street musicians playing outdoors and that of musicians who perform 

behind the doors of bars, clubs, and restaurants.  This is a dichotomy that forms the basis 

of their identity by allowing them to distinguish between themselves and [indoor] gigging 

musicians. Many of them perform the same genres as these musicians, and almost all of 

them have been offered regular indoor gigs. Tanya and Dorise, for example, who will be 

discussed at length in Chapter Five, have been offered prime spots at various venues, and 

have even turned down recording contracts with larger companies in exchange for 

grassroots production studios and live street recordings (Dorise*). Street musicians have 

the freedom to set their own hours, they don’t have a club owner to deal with, and they 

manage their music, their persona, and their money – all benefits of the occupation.  

There are synonyms for buskers throughout history such as street performer, 

minstrel (U.S./U.K.), bards, and either troubadours, jongleurs, or trouveres in France.  

Also in France, the word evolved from busquer, which was generally used to describe 

prostitutes as it meant “to prowl,” although the word seems to have fallen out of common 

contemporary usage.50 This is relevant to New Orleans as it was owned by France from 

1718-1762, and again from 1800-1803 at the time of the Louisiana Purchase.  It seems 

only fitting that the word be appropriated and used in this exceedingly musical city 

known for prostitution (i.e. Storyville51) and street performers.  

                                                             
50
 ibid 

51
 Storyville was an historical red-light district named for Sydney Story, right outside of the French Quarter. 

It was closed in 1917.  
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Street performances are nothing new. In Underground Harmonies, Susie 

Tanenbaum’s informants often “traced the origins of their craft back to medieval Europe. 

England was known for its buskers, Germany for its minnesingers, and France for its 

troubadours.”52 She continues, “Troubadours were itinerant poets who composed songs of 

courtly love for the aristocrats (or for the wives of the aristocrats) who supported them 

financially. Many of their songs also commented on society. Troubadours led a 

precarious existence.” A parallelism can be made to the West African griot tradition, or 

the wandering Bauls of Bengal, both traditions that still thrive today. In the United States, 

“street performing began in colonial times. Among other functions, it serves as a way to 

deliver the news. Stephen Baird53 reports that at the age of twelve Benjamin Franklin 

sang political broadsides, and tested out ballads he had composed, on the streets of 

Philadelphia.”54 In New Orleans, street performing became a means of economic survival 

for emancipated slaves after the Civil War, and by the year 1900 when Louis Armstrong 

was growing up, young African American men were busking in order to contribute to 

their families’ incomes. Armstrong was among the first to publish first-hand accounts of 

New Orleans street traditions (as previously quoted).  

Prior to the invention of recording devices, street performances were a primary 

way for musicians who could not find their way into the mainstream music industry to 

receive audience exposure, and to make money with their skill(s). In the early nineteenth 

century, there were traveling vendors, such as medicine shows that sold “miracle cure” 

elixirs to improve health. These medicine shows often included musical entertainment. 

An example of this can be seen in the 1977 Disney film “Pete’s Dragon,” which depicts a 

medicine show with entertainment acts between on-stage advertisements for medicines 

and the cures that they offer to various ailments (in the film, deafness). This scenario was 

repeatedly a way for musicians to gain exposure though travel and to make money.  

                                                             
52 Tanenbaum, Susie. Underground Harmonies. 33 

53 Stephen Baird is the founder of an organization called the “Street Artists’ Guild.” The Guild maintains a 

website that informs street performers across the country about court decisions that may effect their 

livelihoods.  

54 Tanenbaum, Susie. Underground Harmonies. 33 
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It is important to think about the history of busking - specifically what leads to 

culture as it has been experienced on the streets of New Orleans.  Medicine shows are 

one example of the early American phenomenon, but there have been peripatetic 

performers for centuries. The concentration of a population into cities rather than the 

countryside is little more than two hundred years old. The migrant performer no longer 

has to go from county fair to county fair, yet this avant-garde nomadic lifestyle still 

exists. The French Quarter is a prime location these peripatetic performers choose to 

operate, for reasons as previously explained. Once they arrive in the Quarter, street 

musicians must spend some time learning the ins and outs of busking in New Orleans.  It 

is important that they understand how time and place relate to tourists and locals, and 

how to negotiate the legality of their existence.  

 

Regulating the Performance Space 

Thus far music has not been the object of this study, yet as musicians and 

soundmarks are the objects, the music must be mentioned. Genres vary throughout the 

sidewalks of the Quarter. Many musicians perform what culture-seeking tourists have 

come to hear: early New Orleans jazz (Dixieland), ragtime, contemporary jazz, blues, or 

gospel. Others perform rock or hip-hop covers, and many perform everything in between. 

The songs themselves are constantly improved upon as musicians repeat them in order to 

hone their craft, yet they are often altered on the spot to suit the needs of the audience, for 

instance changing lyrics to describe an audience member, or using personification to link 

object to audience or vice versa.  These lyric changes are influenced by economic 

necessity. That is, performers are well aware that by relating to their audience on a 

personal level, they are more apt to receive a better donation.  It is for this reason that 

street musicians in New Orleans are typically flexible in their song repertoire and genre 

inventory. Suiting the needs and wants of the audience leads to economic gain.  

Residents of New Orleans treasure established street musicians. Tuba Fats (born 

in September, 1950) was a celebrated street performer who died on January 11, 2004. A 

founding member of the Dirty Dozen Brass Band, Tuba performed and recorded with 

hundreds of famous New Orleans musicians.  In the formal and informal interviews held 

with musicians in the Quarter [for this project], Tuba Fats was mentioned.  He was 
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known for “owning” public space in front of the St. Louis Cathedral in Jackson Square – 

this was his performance territory.  

For years this was the pitch55 where Tuba taught countless young musicians, 

including Tuba Mark who will be featured in Chapter Five.  Tuba Fats was so well 

known that over 2,500 people attended his jazz funeral in 2004, which included a horse-

drawn carriage and rose-covered coffin. Tuba Fats once said, “I don't need to be a 

millionaire. If I want to play on the street, that's my business. We're not beggars, we're 

not homeless, I play in Jackson Square and I do it because peoples love music and I love 

to see peoples enjoy music. People come to New Orleans to hear the music and they don't 

get it up and down Bourbon Street. It's not there anymore."56 Here I can draw the 

distinction between beggars and buskers, which one informant, Amos*, has offered, 

“Beggars don’t try to work for their money. They just beg for it. Buskers entertain.”  

One afternoon after interviewing Tuba Mark, I was introduced to Ray, the snare 

drummer for the Storyville Stompers brass band.  He had an hour free before his wedding 

gig began at the St. Louis Cathedral, so we spent the time talking together at the Cabildo 

in Jackson Square, first about Tuba Fats:  

 

“Q: Did you ever get to meet him?  

A: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah… he was playin’ with Olympia Brass Band back when we put this band 

together thirty years ago. We patterned ourselves off of Olympia and they, to a degree, took us 

under their wing, you know, kinda helped us get our start.  So yeah, we knew Tuba – yeah, the 

whole band – Boogie, the Snare Drummer – Papa, Deshawn, Bill, Duke Dejan, all those guys. 

 

Q: You ever play on the Square?  

A: I didn’t really play the streets all that much although I wanted to, but the guys who I was 

playing with, including myself, had day jobs for a while off and on. I always wanted to come out 

here and play the streets but luckily the band I played with, from Jump Street – we started getting 

hired for regular jobs.  

                                                             

55
 Pitch: busking location 

56 Offbeat, “Tuba Fats,” Offbeat Magazine, Accessed November 21, 2011.  

http://offbeat.com/ob2012/cover_tuba_fats.html 
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Q: That’s good! 

A: Yeah, yeah, without a doubt. Well yes, and no.  

Q: Do you think you would have preferred that – playing on the streets more?  

A: I think on a regular basis you probably get a little more gratification from the crowds and 

everything else. When you play on the streets you learn showmanship – you learn how to work the 

crowd, ‘cuz let’s face it you’re playin’ for your own. So – you learn a lot of things playin’ on the 

street that takes a long time to learn – more so than doing convention jobs or weddings and stuff 

like that.  It’s a nice paycheck you get from that.  

A: It’s tough in some ways, there’s a little friction sorta between some of the guys. But – I think 

you learn a lot more about capturing an audience out here. The summer is god-awful hot.” (Ray*) 

Shows by street musicians in the French Quarter either gather an audience around 

them as they perform, exist as environmental ambiance as they provide entertainment 

while people walk by, or perform near bars or restaurants with outdoor seating. There are 

several areas that are usually inhabited by street musicians, as I will discuss in the 

following chapter, yet the two main location “clusters” exist around Jackson Square and 

along Royal Street behind the St. Louis Cathedral.  

 

 

 

 Figure 6. Street performance clusters. Original map © Google  
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As a rule, there are more buskers on weekends, specifically starting on a Friday 

afternoon, as most tourists come into town for weekends, and residents often have the 

time off. Royal Street is officially blocked off by police barricades on most weekends to 

create a pedestrian safe place for entertainers and tourists. 

Buskers do not typically stay in one spot all day, yet there are some spots that are 

almost always inhabited by a street performer between the late morning and midnight 

hours. On one Friday spent observing musicians David and Roselyn, the duo switched 

places three times, and at one point Roselyn left while David performed solo until she 

came back a few hours later. He stayed to keep their pitch secure – so that they would not 

lose their spot, Soundmark #6.  

There has been talk of making the French Quarter entirely into a pedestrian mall, 

yet residents and merchants alike have voiced their opinions against it. One reason is that 

the streets act as loading docks for shops, bars, and restaurants that receive shipments of 

goods. Gigi*, an affluent resident, complained that it would be difficult to evacuate for 

hurricanes if French Quarter residents could not have cars: “A lot of us have cars just so 

we can evacuate. I haven’t started my car in a year. It just sits there, but I keep it insured 

so when it’s time to evacuate, I’m out of here.”  Many residents of the French Quarter are 

quite affluent, with many famous examples including Nicholas Cage, John Goodman, and 

Sandra Bullock, as well as Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. Many fear that a parking garage 

would be needed outside the Quarter if it were only open to pedestrians, a problem 

because the neighborhoods bordering the Quarter are historically black and already 

plagued by gentrification. It is important to contextualize the Quarter in this way, as it is 

known as a walker’s heaven, thus why so many [street] performers can make a living in 

this area.  As evidenced by my informant’s quote above, it is possible to live in the 

Quarter full time without needing a vehicle – I have done so myself. Likewise, most 

Quarter [and Marigny] residents are avid bicyclists who ride from home to work, to run 

errands, or to social gatherings.  As the neighborhood is conducive to walking and biking, 

it is also conducive for street musicians to set up shop on sidewalks because they know 

people will be walking and biking by.  This is why there is such a large concentration of 

street musicians in the French Quarter.  
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Regardless of the concentration of street musicians that exist, lawmakers still 

make it difficult to perform in some places. Since Katrina (August, 2005), the city 

ordinances regarding street performers have been observed to a far lesser extent; however 

they still exist. By catching an officer on a bad day, depending on your location and your 

knowledge of the ordinances, street musicians could find themselves fined or arrested. On 

one Sunday afternoon in October of 2011, I sat on a curb to watch a street musician I had 

never seen before. He was a motorcyclist leaning against his bike as he played acoustic 

guitar and harmonica, and had numerous CD’s and artwork laid out in front of him. This 

performer was not on the sidewalk, but on the street itself in an area typically not 

frequented by other musicians. This divergence from the normal occupation of designated 

soundmarks (as I will point to in the next chapter) is what caused a police officer to get 

involved and ask this performer to leave after first asking him to furnish a permit that he 

did not have.   

 

 

 

Figure 7. Busker on Royal with Motorcycle.  
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Figure 8. Close shot of Royal Street Busker.  

 

 

 

Figure 9.  Busker Talking to Police Officer.  
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At this time, I will refer to the New Orleans Municipal Code Chapter 6, Article 

IV, a city ordinance that regulates noise in public space. City ordinances regarding street 

performers often cite issues of noise abatement rather than performing in public spaces, 

as public space and free speech go hand in hand. Section 66-136 of the Municipal Code 

Article mentioned above gives definitions of ambient noise levels as heard by the human 

ear, and designates daytime hours as between 7:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. on weekdays and 

8:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. on weekends.  Particular to the city of New Orleans is the 

reference of exemption for, “Noises made during a parade or concert sponsored by the 

city, or for which a permit has been granted by the city,” as well as street cars, jazz 

funerals, or evangelistic endeavors “conducted by a bona fide, tax-exempt religious 

organization or by a duly authorized representative thereof.” These ordinance captions 

are important component to the story, because until last year street musicians could only 

perform until 8:00 p.m., while lawn mowers and leaf blowers were exempt until 10:00 

p.m.  If the musician I observed above were aware of the ordinances concerning street 

performers, he would have been able to talk himself out of a noise ordinance violation, as 

he was within his rights. He did not have a permit, so despite the police typically not 

asking to see a permit, this one did so simply because it was obvious that this musician 

was from out of town.   

 In June of 2010, an article was published in Nola.com57 (the main news source for 

most New Orleanians) that outlined the ordinances in full, as police officers had recently 

shut down the TBC Brass Band at their spot on Bourbon and Canal Street per the 8:00 

p.m. noise abatement ordinance. Nola.com came back with the need for a creation of a 

“leaf-blowing band,” a reference to the city ordinance that allows lawn mowers and leaf 

blowers to be louder than street musicians, and to “perform” later. The permit needed to 

                                                             
57 New Orleans Municipal Code: Street Performers Shut Down at 8:00pm, Lawn Mowers and Leaf Blowers 

Shut Down at 10pm. Nola.com. Accessed January 20th, 2012. 

<http://www.bestofneworleans.com/blogofneworleans/archives/2010/06/16/new-orleans-municipal-code-

street-performers-shut-down-at-8-pm-lawn-mowers-and-leaf-blowers-shut-down-at-10-pm>  
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be a street performer in New Orleans is $15 per year, and can be acquired at City Hall.58  

To see a full list of city ordinances that relate to street performers, see Appendix A.  

 

Soundscape 

 Sidewalks of the French Quarter shape the performances. In Underground 

Harmonies, Susie Tanenbaum discusses how underground acoustics [in subways] 

“accommodate both intimate and scattered performances.”59 Subway musicians in New 

York can create a “labyrinth”60 of sound because of tunnel construction, and therefore, 

there are more chances for encounters with music. In the French Quarter, the multi-story 

grid architecture creates many avenues for public space performances within close range 

of each other. A result of sound waves reflecting off of the buildings around them, it is 

sometimes possible to hear a marching band or a riverboat calliope twenty blocks away, 

however sometimes impossible to hear a brass band a few hundred feet away.  

In his 2010 article ““Under the Bridge”: An Orientation to Soundscapes in New 

Orleans,”61 Matt Sakakeeny illustrates a second line as it moves from location to location 

throughout the city, eventually ending up under an interstate highway overpass (as they 

usually do). Acoustic results include a blaring wall of sound emanating from the brass 

band leading the parade and in turn both the participants and observers feel consumed by 

sound. He explains, “The “bridge” creates intimacy, enclosing parade participants, 

maximizing a sense of unity, and the concrete makes for spectacular acoustics, 

amplifying and multiplying the participatory sound, creating a sort of “unplugged” 

feedback loop; acoustic, but shockingly loud, and made louder by the musicians playing 

at peak volume to compete with the sound of cars and trucks whizzing by above. Ideally, 

the sounds of the music, the crowd, and the environment work together to orient 

                                                             
58 On their website it states that it can be downloaded there, but it is deliberately not a user-friendly website, 

and it took me over thirty minutes to find the correct permit form. I can see how this would be frustrating 

for potential buskers from outside the city looking to receive permission prior to arriving.  

59 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies, 14 

60 ibid 

61  Matt Sakakeeny, ““Under the Bridge”: An Orientation to Soundscapes in New Orleans.” 

Ethnomusicology 54(1): 1-27 
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individuals as a collective occupying shared space.” From here he goes on to cite the only 

instance of the use of the term soundmark that I have thus far discovered outside of R. 

Murray Schafer: “The way that the sound of the brass band is linked to the physical and 

acoustic space of the bridge is an example of what [R.] Murray Schafer would call a 

“soundmark,” a “community sound which is unique or possesses qualities which make it 

specially regarded” (Schafer 1977:10). Note that in this instance, Sakakeeny is using 

Schafer’s definition somewhat differently than I have by acknowledging it as a unique 

community sound, yet not necessarily as a sonic landmark. Sakakeeny continues to clear 

a path for himself, citing Steven Feld’s definition of acoustemology as the “local 

conditions of acoustic sensation, knowledge, and imagination embodied in the culturally 

particular sense of place” (Feld 1996:91). From this point we understand that Sakakeeny 

is trying to illustrate a sense of place through sound. This article describes the scenario of 

an exceptional example of a unique New Orleans soundscape and musicultural62 tradition.  

 Unlike the New York subways in Susie Tanenbaum’s study, the French Quarter 

streets do not demand that people stop and wait, and therefore to listen (while they are 

waiting for the train). It is up to the musicians in the Quarter to create a space where 

passersby want to stop to listen along the route to their next destination.  

  

Summary 

In this chapter I have set the stage for street musicians to share their experiences, 

and to map eight particular soundmarks, or sonic landmarks, where they perform in the 

French Quarter.  I have discussed how street culture relates to Mauss’ idea of a gift 

economy where reciprocity and mutuality are key concepts to consider. I have outlined 

the etymology of busking, and placed street performance in its historical context. I have 

discussed the physical performance space, depicted territorial politics, and illustrated the 

relationship between street musicians and the laws that govern them. Finally, I have 

examined the French Quarter soundscape and how other scholars interact with it. In the 

next chapter, “How to Busk in New Orleans”, I will discuss how street musicians engage 

with authenticity, and I will introduce the soundmark map on which I base my findings. 

                                                             

62
 Bakan, Michael B. 2007. World Music: Traditions and Transformations, 10.  
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CHAPTER 4: HOW TO BUSK IN NEW ORLEANS 

 

Engaging with Authenticity 

Street musicians consciously set their own workdays and the number of hours 

they work per week. This is analogous to most typical professions.  Susie Tanenbaum 

states,  

The prototypical street performer has a moral and political philosophy about [his] 
work. He performs in public space to challenge established ideas about what 
legitimate culture is and where it can be found. He presents new ideas before 
anyone is willing to invest in them. He encounters his audience directly, obviating 
the need for advertisements, agents, auditions, or opening night reviews. He 
democratizes his art by making it accessible to everyone, regardless of income, 
race, gender, or age.63 
 
  Busking requires many practical skills including the construction of a personal 

relationship between musician and audience or musician and local merchants or residents. 

Techniques are needed to solve occupational issues such as the need for permits, and 

jocularity to address territorial politics and conflict resolution.  It involves quite a bit 

more than opening an instrument case or setting out an upturned hat, a bucket, or a can to 

solicit donations. As buskers perform, people stop to watch and to listen. Sometimes 

people gather in large crowds and an unnoticed spot is quickly transformed into a social 

gathering. At other times, territorial politics can cause problems.  

In conversations with Tuba Mark* who has been performing on the streets of 

New Orleans for most of his life, Jackson Square was claimed as a place for brass bands. 

In a conversation with Callie*, a newcomer to New Orleans who plays the flute and 

panpipes, I was told that she couldn’t perform in the Square because her music does not 

fit in with the brass band aesthetic and that she was not yet good enough to perform there 

– she had not earned it. A fairly new musician to the area, Callie knew these political 

details and was aware of the implications of performing in the Square as a non-brass, or 

at least as a “rusty” musician. One example of territorial politics can be illustrated with a 

                                                             
63

 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies, 19  
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story relayed by Deirdre*, who recounts her experience observing street musicians vying 

for a territory:  

 

One day last winter I hopped off of the [St. Charles] streetcar and crossed Canal 
Street into the Quarter. I always took the same route home, from one end of Royal 
Street to the other.  A few blocks into Royal, I heard this one guy singing and 
couldn’t understand the words. He was a very skinny white guy – 50-ish with 
long grey hair, kind of grizzled looking and stooped over. He tends to sing Dylan 
tunes. He’s usually by the Walgreens, but this time he was a block up. There were 
other musicians thirty feet away singing “Stand By Me.” They were a family of 
three – a younger thirty-ish black couple singing with their baby daughter in a 
stroller. They were both kind of short, a little chubby. They never looked like 
street musicians to me. They always sang standard tourist favorites. After a few 
moments, it was the couples’ reaction that made me listen closer to what he was 
singing. I felt the awkwardness of their embarrassment and defiance while they 
were singing. I started to realize what he was singing about. At that point I was 
thinking, “God that’s a weird song!” He was singing in the voice of the little girl, 
who was in a stroller where she usually is, bundled up because it was a little chilly 
outside. He sang, “Oh mama it’s cold outside! Mama why do you bring me out 
here everyday? / I wanna go home mama / I’m sick of bein’ here on these streets / 
We’ve been out here for hours mama, can’t we please go home?” I saw some 
tourists pass, too – a couple. They glanced at him, and I saw them catch on to 
what was happening. As I walked away, I could still hear them singing “Stand By 
Me,” and him singing his tuneless parody of their existence. It’s funny, because 
the family was in their usual spot. It was the grey-haired guy who was 
encroaching on their space, lyrically digging at them to leave. Maybe someone 
had taken his spot, too.  
 

Patricia Campbell writes, “Other than the love of freedom, there are no common 

characteristics of personality, background, or lifestyle that describe the average street 

performer. Some have grown up in the life as waifs surviving by their talents. Others 

have chosen to drop into it from flourishing careers in law or medicine or teaching. Still 

others are actors and musicians waiting for the big break. A surprising number are 

college students, but some have almost no formal education. Some work only when the 

spirit or the landlord moves them. Others follow a rigid schedule…But in every city I 

visited I found a hard core of people who had dedicated their lives to the street, who saw 

themselves as bearers of a tradition, and who were articulate and thoughtful about their 

place in the world.”64 

                                                             
64 Campbell, Patricia. Passing the Hat: Street Performers in America, 1981. pp. 12-13.  
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Susie Tanenbaum reminds us that city planners did not construct the places that 

street musicians perform with their activity in mind. This is why in her book 

Underground Harmonies, her goal is to show subway musicians from a new perspective 

as part of an “urban ritual that challenges the way we think about public space by 

promoting spontaneous, democratic, intimate encounters in one of the city’s most 

routinized and alienating environments.” 65 The alienating environment she refers to is the 

New York City subway, a literal underground where marginal beings are thought to 

congregate in a marginal space. 

Stakeholders in the New Orleans music scene come into contact with tourist-

oriented venues, and they find these places “Disneyfied” and commodified, exoticized, 

and constructed from stereotype to suit the needs of the tourism and hospitality industry, 

which leads to economic increase for the city. History sells, and New Orleans has quite a 

bit of it, especially in regards to its music. Authenticity in New Orleans tends to have 

little to do with genre unless your permanent residence exists outside the city and the 

only song you can associate with it is “When the Saints Go Marching In.”  Tourists make 

assumptions about black music and culture, popular music in New Orleans, and music’s 

relationship with race. Actual venues and genres tend to challenge these assumptions in 

most places throughout the city, and in areas where these assumptions would hold true 

[mostly] for reasons of gentrification, tourists are told to stay away – most of them never 

leave the Quarter or the adjacent and affluent Garden District.  

When asked about her expectations of live music in the city, a tourist noted, “I’ve 

never been here before! I didn’t expect to see so much music. It’s everywhere! I’m not 

sure what I expected – it’s like a musical amusement park. I know I expected to hear 

music but not anywhere in particular.” A few hours later, I asked another tourist who 

said, “I come here for the music. The brochures stuffed in our hotel rooms tell us how 

amazing the music is, and which bars to see them in. I don’t think many tourists realize 

that most of their live music experience in New Orleans will be watching street 

musicians. But I’ve been here a few times now, and I always see street musicians. So 

now I look forward to it – I guess I expect it.” From these and other informal 

                                                             
65 Tanenbaum, Suzie, Underground Harmonies, 1 
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conversations, I have come to realize that most tourists expect to see two types of 

musicians on their visit: amateur and professional. Amateur in this instance refers to how 

tourists may view street musicians, and professional refers to those musicians who 

perform at indoor venues.  This assumption reveals much about the nature of music in the 

city, and it differs quite a bit from the views of its practitioners.   

Most street musicians consider themselves as equally professional as musicians 

who gig indoors. Although many professional musicians agree with this sentiment, some 

are equally as ignorant as those who consider street musicians to be beggars.  Although 

certainly subjective, my two favorite musicians in New Orleans are Glen David Andrews, 

a trombonist (older cousin to Troy “Trombone Shorty” Andrews) who began his musical 

career in brass bands while playing on the streets of the Quarter.  He now tours nationally 

and can be found on regular gig nights at venues throughout the city. The other, Doreen 

Ketchens (clarinet/vocals), is an established sonic fixture that has been performing on the 

streets for most of her life. I would not classify either as amateur, yet some tourists would 

based on the location where they often perform: a public sidewalk. While observing 

Doreen Ketchens perform on Royal Street one afternoon, I asked a tourist what he 

thought about her: “She’s blowing me away! I don’t understand why she isn’t playing in 

a symphony somewhere. She’s amazing. I didn’t expect to see musicians this good on the 

streets.” Again we are presented with the idea of expectation, which lead to value 

judgments of expected skill, or expected musicality. This same tourist was standing next 

to her husband who asked me whether the French Quarter hires street bands to play for 

tourists. He was inquiring whether or not this “authenticity” was staged.  

  It is possible to examine authenticity concerning street musicians by discussing 

the French Market Corporation’s summer campaign (2011) to commence a busking stage 

at one center of tourist activity, the French Market District.   For several Saturdays in a 

row, a sign-up sheet was placed in front of an elevated stage alongside the French Market 

itself, specifically for “buskers” to sign up to perform, akin to an open mic at an indoor 

venue. When asked recently (January 2012) about whether the busking stage was still 

happening, Amy, the French Market Corporation’s marketing director, told me:   

We do have a new permit process for street musicians and have over seventy folks 
permitted since September, from puppeteers and magicians to musical trios...so 
the short answer is yes...but it's not the organized busking stage anymore...it's now 
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come and go as you please. Once permitted, be respectful, enjoy, prosper, and 
make everyone feel welcome and happy! 
 
 Amy then emailed me the permit application (Appendix C) for these performers. 

When asked if the French Market Corporation hires musicians to roam the streets of the 

French Market District (in the Quarter), Amy replied, “As for roving bands, we do hire 

groups but typically only for special events and events that we promote.”66   

Before I point you to a map, it is imperative to further juxtapose the perspectives 

of tourists and residents of the French Quarter.  Ethnography is linked with the phrase 

“participant observation,” and it is important to note then that for the purpose of this 

thesis, my participant-observation is limited to the filing date of my IRB form. However 

this knowledge would not have been created without several years of active community 

participation. I have conducted ethnography by engaging in interviews with tourists, 

tourist workers, musicians, and residents, and this has allowed me to critique my own 

subjectivity.  I have also considered myself as falling into each one of these categories at 

different points in the context of my time spent living and working in New Orleans.  For 

the first few years, I was a tourist. When friends and family visited, I always put my 

tourist cap on as well. I have worked at several places in the Quarter (shops/music 

venues/non-profits), and outside of it in other parts of the city. I have been an active New 

Orleans musician, and although I haven’t ever considered myself a street musician, I have 

performed at various venues in/out of the Quarter, and I have paraded in the Quarter with 

an instrument in hand more times than I can count.  

 

Sidewalks and Balconies 

Conformed to the bank of the Mississippi river, the French Quarter is a 6x13 

rectangular neighborhood – the first settled in the city (1722). Architecture from Spanish 

and French colonization gives the Quarter a uniquely European look in comparison with 

the rest of the city. Buildings are constructed side by side, often separated by just a few 

feet, a characteristic that became conducive to the addition of celebrated courtyards 

reminiscent of the writings of Tennessee Williams (or more recently Anne Rice) with 

                                                             
66 For an event listing of the French Market Corporation, see www.frenchmarket.org.  
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decorative wrought iron fencing, stone or brick flooring and walls, and lush tropical 

greenery.  

 Sidewalks are brick or cement throughout the Quarter, and approximately half of 

the sidewalk space (especially in commercial areas) is shaded by a balcony above it.  The 

Baroness Micaela Almonaster de Pontalba added cast iron balconies to most of the 

buildings around Jackson Square after the Battle of New Orleans in 1814. This started a 

trend that spread throughout the Quarter, and balconies were added to many existing 

buildings. During rainstorms, people leap toward sidewalks with these overhangs, 

congregating there while waiting for the rain to pass, usually with a cocktail in hand.  

These wrought iron balconies are one of the most prominent and memorable features of 

the French Quarter, as they line the narrow streets. A quick trip through art galleries on 

Royal Street will reveal that balconies are the most photographed, painted, and sketched 

image in New Orleans.  Hotels and bars consider them ideal places to perch for a 

romantic evening, for people watching, or to view an oncoming parade.  In many ways, 

these balconies serve as a means of expression for inhabitants of the building. Sometimes 

they resemble a tropical garden with hanging plants and ferns, while others use their 

space as a display case for their valuables such as paintings, or even suits of armor.  
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Figure 10. Soundmark map.  
 

 In the map above, I have labeled the outdoor soundmarks in the French Quarter. 

Most of them are sidewalk spaces, and all of them are in areas with high foot traffic. The 

main difference in their locations is the types of people who typically occupy the 

sidewalks based on what other attractions exist in the area. The first map (Figure 10) 

depicts a great deal of information aside from the numbers, which denote soundmark 

locations. I have marked areas of the neighborhood that are residential, and those that are 

commercial. It is important to note that these demarcations depict areas in which the 

majority of buildings are commercial or residential. There are many exceptions to both 

sections, for example in the commercial area, most buildings are two or more floors and 

these upper floors are almost always residential. Likewise, in the residential section there 

are office buildings, an elementary school, a convent, hotels, and small businesses 

peppered throughout.67 Much like other neighborhoods and cities with a high 

concentration of tourism, it is impossible to map most blocks zoned as wholly one or the 

                                                             
67 See Appendix A, “Maps of the French Quarter,” for illustrations of how businesses are peppered 

throughout the area.  
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other. The area I have designated as commercial then is where many tourists trek, as the 

streets are riddled with attractions, bars, restaurants, shops, and music venues.  

 The map also shows the four cardinal directions in the city as most New 

Orleanians know them. This is depicted at the bottom of the map (Figure 10): lakeside, 

riverside, uptown, and downtown. Note on the map also that these four directions do not 

coincide with traditional cardinal directions: north, south, east, and west. Riverside is just 

east of southeast, and lakeside is northwest.  

 Finally, in addition to soundmark locations, residential & commercial 

designations, and cardinal directions, the map tells us the story of colonization through 

the names of its streets. Unlike the city of Manhattan which boasts numbered and lettered 

streets, New Orleans street names are notches in its history book.  France founded the 

city, so many of the streets are named for patron saints or French rulers. Others are 

named for prominent Spaniards, Creoles, or American military officers. In a Nola.com 

article published in 2010 by Stephanie Bruno, we find the following chart that gives a 

few examples. I have reprinted only the streets that she mentions in the French Quarter:  

 

What's in a Name? 

• *Bourbon Street: Named for the House of Bourbon in France. 
• *Conti Street: Named for the Prince de Conti, a member of the ruling Bourbon family 

of France. 
• *Orleans Avenue: Named for the Duc d'Orleans, regent of France after Louis XIV's 

death. 

• *Canal Street: Named for a navigation canal that was never built. 

Reprinted from Nola.com.68 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
68 Bruno, Stephanie, “New Orleans’ History Contained in Colorful Street Names,” Nola.com, Accessed 

January 18th, 2012.  http://www.nola.com/education/index.ssf/2010/11/roads_scholars.html 
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Street Networks 

After an informal interview, I was pointed toward www.buskersadvocates.org, a 

website whose mission is to publish “model street performance ordinances, court 

decisions on street artists’ rights, lists of traditional street performance locations 

throughout the world, and to provide educational workshops, artist referrals and festival 

production consultations.” In addition to fulfilling their mission, Stephen Baird, the site 

proprietor (previously mentioned in Chapter Two), has published six points of reference 

called the “Street Artists Code of Ethics,” which I would now like to share69:  

 
1. We acknowledge each individual's First Amendment/Self Expression Rights 
with mutual respect and in cooperative spirit. 

2. Spaces are allocated on a first-come-first-serve basis. Artists are encouraged to 
share spaces. 

3. Artists should not set up within 50 feet of another artist(s) without first 
consulting with that artist(s). Rotating sets are encouraged in crowded situations. 

4. Artists should generally not be heard more than a 25-foot radius from their 
performance site. Loud and amplified instruments/voices heard beyond 25 feet are 
considered an infringement upon other artists' First Amendment/Self Expression 
Rights. 

5. Artists using loud and amplified instruments/voices are encouraged to: 

a. Find locations that conflict or interfere with the fewest artists and cause fewest 
community complaints. 
b. Turn amplifiers/drums/loud instruments in toward walls and/or baffle with 
blankets to dampen and confine sounds to immediate area. 
c. Schedule and/or rotate performance times that conflict or interfere with the 
fewest artists and cause fewest community complaints. 
d. Consult with other street artists in immediate performing area about volume 
and seek mutual solutions. 
 
6. Street artists acknowledge the importance of the streets and parks as an historic 
forum for all artists and community members, acknowledge the importance of the 

                                                             
69 This code of ethics can be found at <http://www.buskersadvocates.org/saacodeethics.html> Last accessed 

February 21, 2012.  
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cultural diversity expressed on the streets and in parks, and acknowledge the 
importance of the street arts in the continuing growth of a world community. 

 

Each musician I have met during the course of this project upholds a personal 

code or credo similar to this one. If it wasn’t implicit in our conversations, it was during 

my observation(s) of their interactions with each other. As such, this is just one example 

of how street musicians uphold professionalism in their day-to-day activities.  

Comparable to the underground political network of tarot card readers and other 

performance artists as discovered in Jackson Square, there is also a localized grassroots 

network for buskers in New Orleans that exists. After posting fieldwork footage to 

YouTube, I was contacted by Ms. Pearl Heart, a woman I immediately recognized as one 

of the silver-painted statue/mime performance artists in the Quarter (specifically, across 

the street from Soundmark #3).  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Pearl Heart.  Used with permission.  
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Pearl Heart is a street performer and resident of the Bywater neighborhood 

(adjacent to the Marigny). She manages “Kamp Katrina, the Buskers Bunkhouse,” which 

is essentially her home, marketed as “Kamp Katrina, America’s only free artist colony.” 

The yard of her Bywater home was set up one month after Katrina as a tent community 

for buskers returning to the city, and since then it has become akin to a hostel. Since 

Katrina, her mission has been to reinvigorate street performance culture in New Orleans. 

Ms. Pearl does charge $25.00 per week to most who stay, and accommodations have 

since been transformed from tents to indoor bunks in recent years, however it is often free 

for performers who “prove their contribution and enrichment towards New Orleans street 

culture” (Ms. Pearl*) Ms. Pearl is highly dedicated to enriching street culture of New 

Orleans, as evidenced by her statement above and also by the amenities she offers to her 

guests: Wi-Fi, cameras, an internet-ready computer to use with film editing programs, art 

supplies, washer/dryer, and an array of musical instruments.  Her living areas are often 

transformed into rehearsal space. Ms. Pearl proves that in New Orleans it is possible to 

survive as a performance artist. Her home is a place for performance artists to hone their 

craft and to network with each other.  

After I had written the previous chapter which includes the soundmark 

designations that correspond to street performers’ territory, I found Pearl’s website for 

the Bunkhouse. On it she wrote the following, which only supports my thesis, so I will 

reproduce it in full [with permission]:  

 

How to Busk in New Orleans70 

By Ms. Pearl Heart 

 

  Licenses and permits exist, but they are not required as of this writing. The city's 
noise ordinance prohibits public performance between the hours of 8pm and 9am; 
however, thanks to an email and letter writing campaign, it is not being stringently 
enforced at this time. The situation can change at any time, making it very important to 
be considerate and courteous when busking. When busking outside of an establishment, 

                                                             
70
 Busker’s Bunkhouse. Reproduced from <http://www.buskersbunkhouse.com/busking-in-new-orleans-

here-s-what-to-know.html> with permission by Ms. Pearl Heart. January 2012.  
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the business owner has the right to ask you to leave; try to maintain a good relationship. 
Be polite to passersby and keep your area clean. Remember, your actions can effect the 
reputations of buskers and street performers everywhere.  Both Royal and Bourbon are 
closed off to thru traffic. Bourbon Street is great for every kind of street performance 
except music; it is wild and crazy.  Royal, just one street away, is more reserved with 
many high dollar antique shops and art galleries. The right act can make money. Royal 
St. is also wide enough to do juggling, magic, and other acts as well as music. A prime 
spot is in front Robert's on Royal and St Ann. Jackson Square is shared by artists, street 
performers, musicians, and readers. The apartments on the square are high dollar and 
powerful people live there. Stay within the 85 decibel sound ordinance limit. You must be 
considerate. You can work all 4 corners of Jackson Square but not the sides. You can 
work on the benches but not on the steps. Bands on Jackson Square will often allow you 
to sit in. Do not bike past the barricades on Jackson Square; you risk a $150 ticket. You 
can work along Decatur Street, but use caution. It all depends on the business you are in 
front of. The Crabnet, for example, will call the police; stay away from them. There are 
many closed door-ways and other spots. Ask around, the other performers will help you 
out. Sidney's store is just doors away on Decatur. We call it “the office.” Street 
performers often meet in front of Sidney's. It is a great place to find out what is going on 
on the street. The River: Currently, only a small space can be used for busking along the 
river, with restrictions closer to the boat landings.  The Marigny Triangle has many hip 
music clubs. Frenchman St. in particular picks up after dark. Busk there.    

 

Summary 

In this chapter I have discussed how to busk in New Orleans, including the street 

networks and advocates involved in the local street performance scene. I have introduced 

Miss Pearl Heart, a local busker and advocate who has run the Busker’s Bunkhouse, an 

unofficial “hostel” in the Bywater, since Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Miss Pearl is the 

conduit between busking rules and locations, and the drifting buskers who come into the 

city hoping to make money. Miss Pearl knows many of the established fixtures, however 

she works mainly with the drifting community. In the next chapter, “Soundmark 

Portraits”, each of eight hotspots of musical activity will be designated, mapped, and 

elucidated by the established fixtures and drifting buskers that occupy and construct them. 
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CHAPTER 5: SOUNDMARK PORTRAITS 

 

During interviews with French Quarter and Marigny residents, I began by asking 

biographical information such as their name and age (for my transcripts), as well as when 

and why they moved to New Orleans (if they were not natives).  The next question I 

asked always looked something like, “Have you ever given any thought to the locations 

that street musicians choose to perform here? Are there any locations that come to 

mind?” I asked these questions because although I had an idea of the locations I wanted 

to designate as soundmarks from the beginning, I wanted to verify these locations with 

my research participants. Most responses were similar to those of Amos, who responded 

to this line of questioning with, “I remember thinking about it one day after I learned 

about the word ‘busker’ while watching Treme, and I realized that there’s a lot of politics 

and seniority and such that can go down for certain locations. There’s definitely 

moneymaking turfs. Locations? Yeah – They’re always at Café du Monde, at A&P, and 

at the Cathedral, always at the beginning of Bourbon. Always on Royal. I think the basis 

of seniority is maybe who’d been doing it longer, or who gets there the earliest” 

(Amos*).  As it turns out, seniority is based on both of these speculations.  Four months 

later, I presented Amos with my initial soundmark map, which designated the eight 

soundmark locations that I present in Chapter Five. I asked if she agreed or disagreed 

with my designations. After a few moments of looking it over, this was her response:  

 

I definitely agree with this. There are places that are popular and are used over 
and over and are successful with the amount of people that pass by and the people 
who are able to stop... and certain musicians tend to gravitate toward certain 
soundmarks. It’s a very valid map to create.  Jackson Square is a definite – the 
part between the fenced in area and the Cathedral. In front of Café du Monde is 
prime real estate and I don’t know how they work that out. There’s always 
tourists there – people always want that spot.  If you get ‘em right, you can make 
lots of money. There is Royal in front of A&P [Rouse’s] – another great spot.  
There’s also one about block away from there that’s not as lucrative but just as 
popular. There’s no reason why it’s not as good, except it’s a little more out in the 
open so if it’s hot or the sun’s out then it’s not comfortable to stay there whereas 
by Rouse’s it’s always shady. It’s always second best. People would not prefer to 
play there as far as I know. Definitely Bourbon, too.  There are the gutter punk 
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bands that tend to be on Frenchmen or lower Decatur. Or Esplanade on the neutral 
ground part. Yeah. Perfect. 

  
 

In this chapter, I will designate and map soundmarks while focusing on the 

activities and narratives of street performers. This chapter forms the ethnographic core of 

this thesis. Many of the conclusions herein have been generated by exploring the streets 

themselves and are based on field observations of street performances, formal interviews, 

and informal conversations with research participants. I hope to produce distinct 

narratives of place for each soundmark, though it is important to note that the musicians I 

discuss in relation to each are not solely relegated to that space.  While profiling many 

street musicians, I have discovered how they use and negotiate space, and this theme is 

threaded throughout the chapter narrative as well.   

As with many neighborhoods, the French Quarter can be divided into several 

parts, each with their own unique neighborhood feel. I will designate soundmarks 

according to this. These areas are [lower]71 Decatur Street, Jackson Square, the 

Riverwalk, Royal Street, and Bourbon Street.  Lower Decatur Street is characterized by a 

younger crowd who cross into the Quarter from their homes in the Marigny and its 

adjacent neighborhood, the Bywater (also known as the upper 9th Ward).  The businesses 

at this end of Decatur Street cater to this crowd as evidenced by the presence of a coffee 

shop, cheaper restaurants, hipster clothing stores, and murky bars that lack tourist 

brochures, or tourists. I asked Deirdre what locals think about street musicians in the 

Quarter:  

 

Sitting in front of street musicians, like in front of Rouse’s, listening to the 
clarinet player, there is a sense of pride… and maybe this is different for some 
shop owners – maybe some shop owners are irritated depending on where you 
are, but for, it was just really interesting sitting there and seeing local after local 
pass an some of them you could tell were going to their jobs and you could tell 
that they were – there was both a sense of, the whole neighborhood as in “I know 
this person. I say hi to them.” It seems like they say hi to each other every day. 
With all the people passing by sometimes they stopped to talk depending on 
where they were with the music. It was both like a pride thing, and an inclusion 
thing, like “this is my people” and kind of in front of the tourists, too it’s like 

                                                             
71 Local vernacular to denote Decatur Street between Jackson Square and Esplanade Avenue. 
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“Yes I am local and I know these people and I can ask them about their sick 
grandfather or whatever ‘cuz we belong goddamnit. I don’t know... it was just like 
person after person passing and saying hi or stopping, which is funny. Sometimes 
a cop would pass and most of them knew them and it would be the same people 
they see every day stopping to chat and I remember sitting there one time 
though… there were two female cops and they looked kind of new to the area. 
They walked up all tough and I was like “oh man is there gonna be problems?” 
and they take out their phone and then they start taking pictures because they 
thought it was the coolest thing so it was neat. Maybe they weren’t local or they 
were new to the Quarter.  You will see people come out like in Café du Monde 
when Tanya and Dorise are playing. Sometimes the waiters or waitresses would 
stop when they got it just right and get the moment right and they would actually 
stop and come out and listen. Sometimes the shopkeepers, most of the 
shopkeepers appreciate them because they do bring in business, too. Or they just 
add to the flavor of New Orleans and sometimes the shopkeepers would just stand 
in their doors and watch them. (Deirdre*) 
 

Jackson Square is a main New Orleans attraction that boasts the oldest Catholic 

cathedral in the United States, the St. Louis Cathedral (1720). A museum, condos, shops, 

and a large open-air artist mall where art covers the wrought iron fencing during daylight 

hours frames the Square, and vendors take up space on the slate-surfaced ground. At its 

center is the Square itself, a lush green park area, popular for weddings. The square is 

named for the bronze statue of Andrew Jackson located in the center of it.  The lower 

floors of the Pontalba buildings that surround the square are shops and restaurants, while 

the second and third floors are mainly residential or storage. At the onset of this project, I 

submitted a generic email contact form to the Jackson Square Association asking the 

following:  

 

Comments: Hi! Do musicians need a permit to perform in Jackson Square? 
Where can I find out more information on this? Are musicians ever paid to 
perform in the square? Are there regulations about where/when they can 
perform? Looking forward to your response, Danielle 
 

 

Less than twenty-four hours later, an informal (and unsigned) email response was as 

follows:  

First, no bands are allowed to play in Jackson Square (FQ FEST is an 
exception).  They have bands that play around the square – very territorial – but 
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no permits are needed.  There are some city guidelines such as noise 
ordinance.  Bands play for tips most of the time. 
 

My respondent refers to the Square by saying “no bands are allowed to play…” 

specifically indicating the park area enclosed by beautiful wrought-iron fencing. This 

well-maintained area is locked every day between dusk and dawn. The area around the 

Square that is referred to in the response considers the pedestrian mall that encompasses 

it.  Notably, my respondent states that no permit is needed, yet according to previously 

mentioned city ordinances, this is not so. Therefore, this is an example of the laxity of 

these ordinances.  

The Moonwalk is a scenic riverfront promenade that runs along the length of the 

French Quarter from the Navy Wharf at Esplanade Avenue to the upper Quarter where it 

is called the Riverwalk, connecting to the Riverwalk Mall, and finally to the Convention 

Center. The Moonwalk was named after New Orleans’ mayor Moon Landrieu (served 

1970-1978), who took the project on during his mayorship along with the construction of 

the Louisana Superdome (now the Mercedez Benz Superdome), and some renovations to 

Jackson Square.72 From the Moonwalk, tourists can overlook the St. Louis Cathedral 

spire and much of central Decatur Street, so it has become a popular spot for photos.  

Upscale antique shops and art galleries characterize Royal Street, though directly 

behind the Square on Royal is the only grocery store in the French Quarter, colloquially 

called the A&P since it opened in 1931 (despite its name change to Rouses Market in 

2008).   

Bourbon Street hardly needs an introduction, as it is known for tourist 

debauchery, countless bars, strip clubs, and balconies where beads are thrown during 

what tourists consider a year-long Mardi Gras celebration.  The French Quarter is the 

cultural hub of the city, and to tourists, Bourbon Street is the most famous street that runs 

the length of it.  Upper Bourbon (toward Canal Street) is full of tourists, while middle 

Bourbon (the 800-block) is known as “Gay Bourbon”, featuring venues that cater to the 

LGBT community.  From Dumaine Street to Esplanade, Bourbon is largely residential.  

 

                                                             
72

 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 112. 
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Figure 12.  Soundmark Grouping Map.  
 

For almost four years I walked the same route to work in the Quarter. I’d stop at 

Café Envie (on lower Decatur) to get a hot tea in the morning, and I’d pass Jacob on the 

1200 block of Decatur who’d be playing folks songs on his guitar, sitting in a blue 

folding chair on the sidewalk. He always tipped his brown leather cowboy hat and 

smiled. I’d cut over to Royal Street at St. Phillip, and from there I’d take Royal down to 

St. Peter and cross into the Square.  At A&P there was always Doreen’s band, or Dorise 

and Tanya. In the square there was always a brass band – usually with Andy on upright 

bass wearing a sweatshirt on his head to shield him from the sun– every single day.  I 

worked at a shop in the Square for over two years; befriending everyone the tourists 

gawked at.  Jackson Square is a public carnival of misfits, full of tarot and palm readers, 

homeless folks loitering and taking up space the NOPD would rather they left for tourists 

to take photos of the St. Louis Cathedral. It is also full of people who identify as 

vampires, bringing New Orleans folklore to life, especially when the sun goes down.  

The Square is a community by itself, and one I felt quite privileged to be part of 

for some time. While working at the shop, people who inhabited the Square would 
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wander in and ask me to use my phone or charge theirs, use my bathroom, take a moment 

of respite in the air conditioned space, or even to watch their kids while they ran an 

errand or two.  This gave me an “in” to the point where I started listening more, learning 

as much as I could about the space.  

After a while I learned about an underground political system in the Square run by 

the artists, musicians, and the tarot card readers who have occupied the space so long it 

has become their territory. To be sure, there is a Jackson Square Association run by the 

elite stakeholders who own or run the shops and apartments that surround it. This 

underground system has a completely different agenda, and it is likely that the two 

groups do not realize each other exists. As such, I was able to occupy both factioned 

worlds at once while managing the shop. I attended the Jackson Square Association 

meetings to represent my affluent boss who lived outside of Louisiana, where the topics 

discussed included business plans, city ordinances, public events, cleanliness, and how 

best to keep out the “riff raff.” I also attended the underground meetings at Café du 

Monde with my vampire-identified friends where the discussion revolved around whether 

the energy in the Quarter was positive or negative, whether there was a miasmic 

supernatural cloud of energy over the space and how to fix it, or whether there were new 

transients who might stay a while and disrupt territorial politics. It was about keeping 

balanced energy among a group of substantial eccentrics whose individual expression 

transformed into communal solidarity. It was about gossiping and validating this micro-

culture – and my observations taught me the difference between what I have come to call 

sonic fixtures, and drifting buskers.  

 

Sonic Fixtures and Drifting Buskers 

 
You can’t put them all in the same category. You can’t say gutter punks are the 
same as the performers who have been on these streets for years. Sure they’re all 
street musicians. Sure they’re all here for the same purpose…to make money, 
right? Some of these guys have been part of my walk to work every day – the 
same faces, the same music, the same spot. Gutter punks are transients. No one 
ever knows their names. They never learn ours. They’re just not the same. (Gigi*) 
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 In the quote from my interview with Gigi above, sonic fixtures are people that 

have become part of everyday life in the French Quarter. It is impossible to separate them 

from the Quarter, or the Quarter from them.  Contrarily, drifting buskers are street 

musicians who drift in and out of the city according to opportunity and necessity. They 

are musicians who stop in to make a few dollars, or traveling street kids who busk in 

groups for their livelihood, yet call the streets home, and not necessary the New Orleans 

streets. In a moment I will be discussing several sonic fixtures, all street musicians. Each 

section below is a specific case study on a sonic fixture, or a drifting busker, and their 

relationship to the soundmark they create. Stemming organically from earlier chapters 

where soundmarks were defined and mapped, I will now do my best to bring them to life.   

The first two soundmarks (1 & 2 on map) occupy lower Decatur Street. 73 Decatur 

Street was named after Stephen Decatur (1779-1820), an American naval officer who 

served in the American Revolution.  Decatur begins at Canal Street in the upper Quarter, 

and runs the length of the French Quarter paralleling the Mississippi River.  The street is 

notable for housing the entrance to Jackson Square, for being the home of Café du 

Monde, and providing access to the river. A two-lane street at the edge of the Quarter, 

Decatur is the main conduit for people who arrive as it boasts several parking lots along 

the river, and strings of restaurants, bars, and clubs including those that cater to tourists 

such as the House of Blues and the Hard Rock Café. In the late 20th century, lower 

Decatur, the area downriver of Jackson Square, became the New Orleans center for punk 

and goth subculture.  Today many of the venues on lower Decatur continue to cater 

toward alternative locals. Bars such as Aunt Tiki’s and The Abbey are known as local 

watering holes that cater to service industry workers – many of them hold “SIN” nights, 

or Service Industry Nights with drink specials.  
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 These blocks bridge the touristy “upper quarter” with the “hipster” Frenchmen Street, a three-block area 

in the Faubourg Marigny [triangle] that is home to several premiere jazz clubs. 
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Soundmark #1 

The first soundmark exists on the neutral ground that divides Decatur and Frenchmen 

Streets, or the French Quarter and the Marigny Triangle, is perpendicular with 

Esplanade Avenue.  This is the only soundmark that does not occupy a sidewalk, but 

instead is a small section of dirt and grass-covered neutral ground.  

 

 

 

Figure 13. Soundmark #1. Esplanade and Decatur.  

 

 

This area is significant as the crossroads between the two neighborhoods, and, 

ironically, is a gateway into the French Quarter because most people cannot find parking 

in the Quarter, but can find parking in the residential Marigny. It is also a gateway from 

the Quarter onto Frenchmen Street, so the tourists who have been told to go to 

Frenchmen Street cross this intersection.  Deirdre* told me, 

It’s significant because it gets hit by both Checkpoint Charlie’s on the Marigny 
Side, but also out of the Balcony Music Club on the Quarter side. As an 
intersection, it’s very busy with foot traffic. People stop on one corner or the other 
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just because they can hear the music, or to look inside the clubs…it’s interesting 
because it looks like it’s just a place to get from here to there, and yet I’ve seen 
more tourists stop to listen at either Checkpoint Charlie’s or the drum machine or 
whoever’s playing, or at the Balcony – it’s an area of transformation.  
 
 

 
Figure 14. Missa and Philip hanging out on Royal Street several hours after we had first met.  

 

It is here on a Friday evening that I met Missa and Philip, two street kids from 

Austin who had found their way to New Orleans by hitchhiking on a freight train. Missa 

has an associate’s degree in Child Development, though the trauma of her past brought 

too much emotional instability, and she had to give up her budding career. She sings on 

the streets for her livelihood, while her husband Philip plays harmonica. We started to 

converse because I stopped to observe, told them about my project, and she was happy to 

chat with me. She laughed while watching another girl belt out a familiar Janis Joplin 

tune as we began to talk:  

For like “Cry Baby”, I can’t get my voice up there when she does that “Cryyyyy 
Baby” – I can’t get my voice that high. I can’t do it.  But yeah that’s what we 
usually do, like me and my husband, like we go around, and like he’ll play 
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harmonica and I’ll sing, and… and that’s how we survive, you know?  We ride 
freight trains to get somewhere and just to get to and from. 

 
 Our discussion went from Janis Joplin to train hopping to Charlottesville, 

Virginia where she loved performing because it was, “like a miniature Bourbon Street.” 

Missa told me “They have a place called the Downtown Mall and you can go there and 

you can, there’s no licensing, there’s nothing needed – you can busk, you can sing… you 

can busk, you can sing, you can do anything, and there’s no license needed.”  I have met 

many street kids like Missa and Philip, and they all have equally fascinating stories. I 

asked what it was like for her: 

Yeah, but so I sing and Philip, my husband, just puts out the hat, and we just, you 
know like  - I mean if we make fifty dollars a day, that’s more than enough. That 
pays for food and we camp out at night, you know what I mean? We’re not real 
worried about being clean and stuff. <laughter> You know, like we don’t – like 
material goods aren’t important at all to us, so basically – and he’s from Virginia, 
my husband, so this is my husband.  <she leans over to her husband to introduce 
me to him, and I shake his hand. She’s sitting between. Their young pit bull is 
between them>  

 
Missa introduced me to her husband Philip, who shook my hand.  We talked about what 
it was like to be a busker:  

 
Yeah, it’s sometimes, like there’s days when we’re not into busking or we don’t 
make anything, and I mean like so sometimes it sucks. You know – but I mean we 
always have enough to just get by, and as long as we’re just getting by, we’re 
okay – you know what I mean? Like you said twenty bucks – twenty bucks will 
get us food for everybody for the night. We’ve got ten of us with us – you know, 
it will get everybody food and that’s all that matters. Now they’re not with us 
<pointing to other musicians>, but like they camped with us in Austin so they’re 
not with us today but like we’ve camped together before. 

 
Missa and Philip are buskers that exemplify this soundmark. Street kids find this 

area to be a communal spot to meet other friendly street kids, and to mingle with 

residents.  At one point I asked Deirdre why she thought street kids congregated in this 

spot. Her reply was, “It’s a big open space. It’s also near the cheap bars. They probably 

get harassed less here just because there aren’t shopkeepers or many tourists around. It’s 

a public space – they have a right to be there, which is why they probably get harassed 

less.”   
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 Figure 15. Soundmark #1. Esplanade & Decatur. Front Door to Checkpoint Charlie’s.  

 

In Highbrow Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America, 

Lawrence Levine discusses shared public culture, or the disappearance of it in 

contemporary society. As Susie Tanenbaum mentions in her book, Levine’s historical 

findings conclude that at one point immigrant musicians in the United States were cited 

as the cause of all-things-culturally-wrong.74  I was curious about the community Missa 

and Philip are a part of, so I met up with her on Royal Street several hours after our initial 

conversation to talk more. Missa was happy to open up to me:  

It’s amazing – like we run into each other all over the country. Tonight, we’re 
actually sleeping under the wharf down there  <on the river>, and we’ll actually 
be here until probably Tuesday and then we actually have a ride out, like some 
people we met the other day live in Alabama and that’s where we’re heading next 
to go see family – and when I say family, I mean our Rainbow Family, and we go 
and just, you know – be loved by them. That’s one thing about our community. 
With money, everybody has it. There’s no “my money, your money, their money” 
– everybody has it. If I have… <stops to listen> If basically, like – if I have a can 
of soup and that’s all we have to eat, everybody gets a couple bites, and we’re 
good. We take care of our own – and that the best part of being on the road, is that 

                                                             
74 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies, 18.  
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no matter where you are, when you meet other kids like we are, like us, and they 
call us street kids, crusty kids, gutter punks – they call us all kinds of things.  
 

I asked if she prefers any particular label: “I guess street kids. Yeah – like when I 

squatted in Manhattan fifteen years ago or eighteen years ago, oh geez, I’m thirty-five 

now, but – they called us sunshine kids and I didn’t mind that, but I thought it was kind 

of beautiful. I guess like – the older travelers call us like Flintstone kids. I don’t like it!  I 

don’t care for it so much, but at the same time I know that you know what, no matter 

what we’re called, we’re blessed. We live free, we ride free – we ride our trains.” After 

this discussion, I asked several other busking drifters in the Quarter whether they had a 

label for themselves, and it was very clear that “street kid” was an accepted community 

term with a prideful connotation, which is why I have refered to them as such here.  At 

this point Missa and I got into a conversation about riding in trains, as I mentioned that I 

wanted to ride trains through India one day. She said,  

You know what, actually in India they ride hardcore.  They ride like on the things 
that we would never ride here in America. Yeah – they ride on things like we 
would never ride here. Now, the only thing like, riding trains – you get pulled off, 
you get harassed and stuff like that – but trains have been good to me. I’ve never 
been pulled off a train.  Everybody I know has been pulled off a train, arrested, or 
ticketed. I’ve never been pulled off a train, never been arrested, never been 
ticketed, nothing.  My husband, his Daddy was a train rider so he’s been riding 
since he was thirteen years old. Yeah – and he’s probably the most brilliant man 
I’ve ever met in my life. We knew each other three months and got married. But 
when you find the perfect partner, no matter who he or she is, no matter what 
when you find your perfect partner and you just realize you’re totally in sync, it’s 
kind of like… But it’s kinda like – you know – did I just do that? And he is my 
perfect partner. Before him and I together, I was in an abusive relationship with a 
woman… I’m attracted to both though when him and I met, I just looked at how 
gentle his eyes were. <she motioned for me to lean over and look at his eyes – he 
was not paying attention> 
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Figure 16. Wedding ring tattoos of Missa and Philip. 

 

 

They were married by a Voodoo priestess in the woods of Alabama, surrounded 

by street kids. Their vows were silent as they were ritually tattooed. Missa was not at all 

reluctant to share her past. Her sister, Amy, was also a musician. She shot herself in the 

head in 2004, and Missa was in tears as she reminisced: 

You know, it’s funny. I normally wouldn’t be emotional about it – I’m able to talk 
about it, but just down there <pointing toward Tanya and Dorise> they played 
“Stairway to Heaven” on violin and she used to always play that for me. I would 
sing it. So I started to sing with it and then I lost it – I just started crying. 
 
Together, they have a five-month old daughter named after her sister, Amy.  

“She has my dark skin and his blue eyes.  I hope she has my sister Amy’s talent 

with music. If she can sing like her mommy that’s awesome.” Missa and Philip joke 

around, and I beg to hear her sing a line or two. She sings a few lines from Janis Joplin’s 

“Bobby McGee”: 

 

Busted flat in Baton Rouge, Waitin’ on a Train 

And I’s feeling near as faded as my jeans. 

Bobby thumbed a diesel down, just before it rained, 

It rode us all the way to New Orleans. 

 

Toward the end of our time together, I asked her point blank: “If someone was telling 

your story, what would you want them to say?” Philip spoke up and said: “It’s half good 
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and half bad. The good part’s really, really good and the bad part’s really, really bad.” 

Missa continued, “That I’m a mother. I am a good woman. I don’t ever lie, cheat, or steal. 

I never do any of those things. None of us ever do. With these other street kids, even if I 

just met them today, I can leave my pack, my bag, my money and everything I own with 

them – and leave for six hours. I can come back and not a thing will be touched. It will be 

guarded by their lives. We take care of each other. We’re a family – the street people, the 

street musicians, the street kids – that’s what we are. We’re a family.”  

Soundmark #2 

This is the most difficult soundmark to categorize, as there is no exact spot where 

street musicians congregate each and every time they busk. This is why, for mapping 

purposes, I have an arrow spanning a two-block area for soundmark #2.  To describe 

lower Decatur Street, Dierdre has said, “It’s scruffy, down on its luck, but celebrating its 

individuality, creative…damnit – home. It’s almost palpable, the relief I feel when I walk 

into the lower Quarter because it’s real, it’s my people – it’s not… there aren’t like, you 

wouldn’t see people in linen suits like on White Linen Night on Royal – you go there and 

it’s the pair of comfortable sweatpants that you’ve had for years that are decorated with 

splashes of paint that show all your experiences and artistic embellishments just for the 

hell of it.” I also asked Dierdre about the music on lower Decatur.  She said,  

Less catering to tourists. The people who put their art in Lower Decatur, it’s not 

pretty art. It’s always a little disturbing. The music isn’t quite like that but it’s 

different. You won’t get the pretty pop songs or Stand by Me [like in Playing for 

Change] or the old favorites. Even the tourists who appreciate it down there are 

appreciating because they feel it’s something unique. It always has a gritty flavor. 

It always feels like a story, a hard luck story. 

The gritty feeling that Deirdre described in the quote above continues on 

Frenchmen Street in the Marigny, where even more bars and restaurants take over, where 

tourist-spotting is a pastime for those of us who feel ownership toward the space as our 

stomping grounds.  Most tourists do not realize it exists, and most New Orleanians are 

happier for the lack of Disneyfied contamination. In this two-block span street musicians 

find shop inlets to perch after closing time, particularly in the late evenings. Deirdre calls 
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it “Gutter Punk Territory,” though many of the street kids she refers to would consider 

that derogatory (refer to my conversation with Missa above) (Deirdre*).  

 Rather than focusing on one musician for this soundmark, I will discuss several. 

There is one street musician in this location most of the time – Jake. An acoustic guitarist 

with a beat-up leather hat, jeans, and usually a denim shirt, Jake is originally from 

Chicago, but he left for New Orleans after a nasty divorce. After spending some time in a 

homeless shelter, he had a job, bought a guitar, and decided to try out busking on the 

streets of New Orleans. 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Jake on lower Decatur.  Soundmark #2.  
 

 

 I spent one afternoon reading at a coffee shop with outdoor seating and Jake sat down at 

my table with his guitar. We swapped Katrina stories (he spent the storm on a friends’ 

porch) and it was after that our daily eye contact and friendly nod acknowledgments 

turned into warm hellos and smiles.  
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 I have already shown examples of how some street musicians in the Quarter use 

lyrics to relate to their audiences, yet some also use them to make social commentary. In 

July of 2010, the Associated Press published an article on various news websites75 

relating to the Gulf Coast BP oil disaster that had just occurred – specifically about how 

local musicians were responding to it.  Jake was found busking to the tune of “Candy 

Man” from the soundtrack to “Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory,” yet the lyrics 

were somewhat different than the original: 

“Who can take a sunrise/Sprinkle it with shit. 

Put it in the ocean/Poison all the fish? The government can." 

 

He sang this, according to the article, while strumming his guitar and with a “wry” 

expression on his face. Jake was frustrated with the federal response time, and like other 

musicians, his performances became a voice for social commentary.  

 At one point in February I met up with a flutist and pan pipist named Callie, who, 

discernibly, is from California. She moved to New Orleans early in 2011 after visiting in 

December of 2010. On her visit she fell in love with a man who was painting on the 

sidewalk in Jackson Square, dropped everything, and moved to New Orleans.  

                                                             
75 Alena Semuels, “New Orleans responds to strife, as always, with song,” Los Angeles Times, July 28th, 

2010. http://articles.latimes.com/2010/jul/28/nation/la-na-oil-music-20100729 Accessed December 8, 2011.  
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Figure 18. Callie. 

 

 

At first we talked about how she learned to play flute: “I used to take lessons and I was 

classically trained. When I went to school, I stopped playing for five years and I just 

recently picked it up again. It’s only been a couple months, so I’m kind of rusty.” She had 

a pan flute also, which is what she was playing when I found her on Decatur: “I met a 

Peruvian shaman in California named Tito LaRosa.76 He played pan flute, and he gave 

this one to me. He’s been traveling all over. He lives in Peru but I don’t keep track of 

him.  What a cool guy – he calls himself a sound healer.” 

                                                             

76
 See < http://www.titolarosa.us/> 
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Figure 19. Joan of Arc statue across from Callie’s busking spot. 

 

 

Callie consciously chose her spot on lower Decatur. A very insightful young 

woman, she liked the energy of her spot: “I like this sign and wanted to play under it. 

Also the Joan of Arc’s right there. The Joan – whenever any woman passes through it’s 

just like, something that can bind us together through my performance.” She said she 

spent an “abnormal” amount of time searching around for good spots to busk, and always 

came back to lower Decatur. She was self conscious enough to realize that she was “not 

good enough” to play on Royal Street, or in Jackson Square, but she hoped to work her 

way up to it: “I want to get like, really good before I hit up the Square and like, I don’t 

know – I don’t want to like infringe upon anyone’s space until I feel like I’ve earned it.”  
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 On that same day, I walked back through lower Decatur several hours later. A few 

doorways down from where I had met Callie, I stopped to listen to a young 

guitarist/mandolinist singing his heart out for a couple who had been passing by.  

 

 

 

Figure 20. Alex on Lower Decatur.  

 

 

After he finished singing, he smiled at me, camera in hand, and asked if I had any 

requests. I asked him to perform his favorite original song and he beamed: 

 “This is a song I wrote about a girl I met here last year. It’s the story of what 

happened. It’s not really about the girl – it’s about the circumstance.” I listened as he 

began to strum quickly to the dotted syncopation in his head:  
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Still I gotta tell ya ‘bout the girl that led my getaway 
I met her down in New Orleans, goddamn I wish there was more to say 

Took her out for a couple drinks, and she grabbed my heart there 
Then we danced by the moonlight and I kissed her in a tree 

Then I walked on by but she was too damn attractive 
And it was too damn hot 

 
Woo! Well I know right then we could be good some day 

But I know I gotta wait 
And I don’t wanna say I think it’s meant to be 

But I don’t see it any other way 
 

Couldn’t sleep for two more weeks 
There she was there in my dreams 

I got my eye on her and I know she got one on me too 
Yeah I’m sure, now I was right 

She’d be good for me 
 

I saw her one day by the road 
Someone new there by her side 
Saw that girl she saw me too 

But I’m still here sittin’ all alone 
I saw her later in the rain 

And I saw her with that guy again 
But I just had to trust my eyes 

She was with another man! 
 

Woo! Well I know we could be good some day 
But I know I gotta wait 

And I don’t wanna say I think it’s meant to be 
But I don’t see it any other way 

  

 

Originally from Columbus, Georgia, Alex came to New Orleans after living in 

Baton Rouge for a year. Last year was his first Mardi Gras in New Orleans so I asked 

him about whether he made out well financially during Carnival:  

I wasn’t really trying to be honest. I had a good time. I wasn’t worried about 
playing music during Mardi Gras – I just wanted to have fun. Since then it has 
been pretty good. All the shitty homeless kids that come for Mardi Gras left by 
the end of March so I’m happy about that. It gets really frustrating. A lot of my 
friends, a lot of the musicians here – we all look somewhat similar but people 
don’t realize that, well, you guys hate ‘em – we hate ‘em the same. I promise – 
they’re not our friends. They just look like us. Completely different group. It 
comes out in really bad ways so a lot of locals hate us not realizing we aren’t the 
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people they hate, even though we’re just trying to make some money. This is all I 
do. I started doing this about four years ago. I was traveling everywhere. 
 

 

 
  Figure 21. Close shot of Alex on Lower Decatur.  

 

 

In the quote above, Alex mentions the confusion that sometimes happens when 

buskers are put into the same category as beggars.  Many of the musicians I interviewed 

made a distinction between the two, and like Alex, do not like being confused for being 

in a community of beggars.  

Like I had asked Callie earlier in the day, I asked Alex why he chose the 

particular spot he was in: “I make good money here.  They used to have tons of staples in 

the walls in this spot so I couldn’t lean back up against it. Boards on the doors, too.  I 

almost didn’t recognize it as I was walking past it once – I was like “Is this it? Is this my 

spot?”   

People starting walking by in larger clusters, and we both noticed it at the same 

time. I handed him some money and he said, “Here I’ll play you another original song.”  

After listening to a few more songs, I had to continue walking and observing the people 
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walking by and their responses to his performance, I looked at my watch, got up, and 

moved on.  

 

Soundmark #3 

Directionally moving toward the upper Quarter [or uptown], the next set of 

soundmarks I will designate are part of Jackson Square.  

 

 

 

Figure 22. Homeless accordionist at Café du Monde.  
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Figure 23. Young tuba player busking at Café du Monde.  

 

 

 

Figure 24. Violin Monster in front of Café du Monde.  
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Figure 25. Violin Monster’s Sign.  

 

 The sidewalk in front of Café du Monde pictured in the photos above is prime 

real estate for buskers. The Café is one of the biggest attractions in the French Quarter, 

and almost no one leaves the city without snagging a beignet from here. Many tourists 

choose to come here for breakfast on the weekends, so the line to get into the outdoor 

seating area can be as many as 150 people deep. Café du Monde sells only beignets, a 

type of French donut, and assorted beverages such as coffee, water, soft drinks, and milk.  

This allows for a high customer turnover, which means that large waiting lines do not 

stay that way for long.  For street musicians, this is a great spot for exposure as a result of 

the turnover, the line, and the outdoor seating.  

On weekends when they aren’t on Royal Street, Tanya & Dorise typically occupy 

this soundmark and the line to get in passes only two feet away from where they set up. 

These women are the first street musicians I knew by name.77  

                                                             

77
 Years ago on a Saturday afternoon (pre-Katrina) I picked up their album “Sister,” which for a while is 

what I thought was their band name.  This is the album that introduced me to the duo, and it stayed in my 

car for years until it became too scratched to use.   
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Originally from Taiwan, Tanya (violin) moved to New Orleans a year before Katrina 

when her sidekick Dorise (guitar) talked her into it. Together they boast six solo and duo 

albums, most of which are typically sitting in the case in front of them as they play. The 

two are known for performing covers by Led Zeppelin, Louis Armstrong, the Beatles, 

and Janis Joplin, as well as many holiday classics and original tunes.  Tanya began 

playing violin when she was six.  

 

Figure 26. Tanya.  
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Figure 27. Dorise.  

 

 

Doc Saxtrum (see Soundmark #5), recalls how busking works at Café du Monde 

in an interview with the online magazine Jazz Break:  

Street performers have a code of etiquette, and we do not invade another 
performer’s spot where they perform. At the Café we have a rotating system. 
There are about seven or eight players who play there during an appointed time, 
and we get together on the times. I usually start at 9:00 to 11:30 or 12:00. Then 
another guy will come on from noon to 4:00. Then another player will come on. 
So we rotate ourselves. It’s a peaceful operation without any animosity. It wasn’t 
always like that, but after a lot of verbal skirmishes and bad feelings, the people 
performing at the Café now have worked it out, and it’s a pretty good system.78  
 

  

 

 

                                                             

78
 James May, “The Oral History of a New Orleans Street Musician,” Jazzbreak.com, Accessed January 7, 

2012. <http://www.jazzbreak.com/article.php?jparm=dossier_437,ID_924,wp_1,lg_1> 
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Soundmark #4 

The fourth soundmark occupies the open pedestrian mall between Jackson Square 

and the St. Louis Cathedral.  It is a locus of activity where music, tarot readings, and 

miming are the predominant form of entertainment.  These performers are drawn to the 

Square knowing it is an area with heavy pedestrian traffic.  Public squares are historically 

common as the center of a town that acts as a place for community gatherings.  As a 

place where the exchange of goods and ideas has taken place since the city was first 

founded, Jackson Square is a perfect location for street musicians looking to perform for 

larger audiences than they would normally have on a street.  Live music is a regular 

feature in the Square, and those who gather here or walk through expect to hear it.  More 

narrowly, brass bands are a regular feature in the square, and at the forefront is always 

one particular character, Tuba.   

 

 

Figure 28. Mark “Tuba” Smith in Jackson Square. Soundmark #4. 
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 With his white fiberglass sousaphone covered with stickers fitting snug around his 

body, Tuba has been a sonic fixture in the square for more than forty years.  It took over 

twenty years for the Square to become “his spot,” and it was Tuba Fats’ before his.  Tuba 

knows he’s a fixture, and he aims to keep it that way. He told me, “Tuba Fats set the 

ground for this. When Tuba Fats was here this was a sacred bench. He was out here for 

years and years and he set a tone, so somebody have to follow him… Tuba Fats – all this 

stuff goin’ on now with a 3-4 piece band wouldn’t happen now. He had 13-14 people 

playin’ with him. He had everything.”  

 

Figure 29. Tuba Fats’ Sacred Bench.  

 

 

One afternoon in January 2012, I found Tuba in the Square and said hello. We had 

already met several times, and I had interviewed him twice. He smiled when he saw me 

and I reminded him to check his email as I had sent him several photos of himself:  

Thank you, thank you – thank you for the love. Without New Orleans and without 
the people I wouldn’t be able to express myself… but I gotta do this – somebody 
gotta do this.  This place would be gone – if nobody don’t keep it up, hell when I 
leave here I’m tryin’ to get the young kids wantin’ to play but they don’t like our 
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standard music. Somebody have to keep this thing goin’. I appreciate that you 
writin’ about me you know.  

 
We had talked before about the young brass players in town. Tuba considers 

himself “old-school” and “traditional,” and is very vocal about disliking the younger 

generation of brass bands because, according to Tuba, they do not uphold the traditions. 

We talked for a moment about the incorporation of the local hip-hop genre, Bounce79, 

into brass band music: “Ya heard? You can’t play no bounce music here, not in this 

square. This square was not made for no bounce music.  The standards – the standard 

tunes only – well you can bounce a little bit, that’s your business, but you gotta know 

when to bounce. You gotta know when to bounce to bounce, you know what I’m sayin’?” 

Most brass band musicians in the city have performed in Jackson Square with Tuba at 

one point in their musical careers. Many of the older generation bands often take on the 

younger groups, or musicians within them, as apprentices.  A previous student of mine, 

Larry, has sat in with Tuba a few times. Forty-five year-old Larry decided to start 

learning to play an instrument later in life after he was already a successful businessman. 

I interviewed Larry about apprenticing in the Square, and what his motivations were to 

take “formal” lessons on his horn from me in 2009 while learning simultaneously on the 

streets:  

The reasons are still the same. I didn’t know the guys downtown well enough to 
apprentice full-time with them and you could teach me a lot faster. They want 
young kids to do it, to pass it on to them. I can’t blame them. I needed to learn 
enough to be able to play with them without spending every day out there in the 
square mimicking this or that guy’s sound.  You know how it is.  What do I want 
to get out of it? You made my stubborn ass realize what I need to know to sit 
there and communicate with other musicians. It seems important still, all that 
theory you drilled into me. Still though I’m at a loss, because you have to realize 
that none of these guys downtown know how to read. It limits them like crazy. 
They learn by rote. You know – their mentor plays something then says “play 
that”. The guy learning watches as close as possible and tries to mirror every bit 
of it. It’s hard for me to do that – they get pissed easily if you can’t do it right 
away because it’s usually in the middle of a gig for them that they’re teaching you 
and so if you don’t look good next to them, it costs them money. Everything 

                                                             
79

 Bounce is a regional genre of hip-hop that began in the projects of New Orleans in the late 1980’s. The 

genre features extremely fast tempos, “booty dancing,” and is characterized by the presence of up to three 

specific loop samples taken from other hip-hop artists.  Today bounce melodies are often transcribed and 

performed by brass bands.  
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seems to be so nonchalant. You show up with a horn, find a guy you want to learn 
from and say “hey man, show me that lick” – he does it right there. Remember a 
few years ago when I showed you those cheat sheets and played “Amazing 
Grace” and “Down By The Riverside” for you? I wrote those damn note names 
down as fast as I could based on the fingerings on the guy’s sousaphone and 
figured it out from there on my own.  It took weeks for me to do it on my own. I 
just wasn’t quick enough yet to play it right there – my ears aren’t the best.  I 
guess if you had kept teaching me to read music, it would have been easier. Then 
I could write notes or maybe hear them. You know me, though –I hear 
frequencies. I’m tryin’ like hell to relate them to note names.  I guess the 
difference between me and those guys out there is that I understand how the horns 
work. I get the overtone series and the fundamental and the pitches based on 
frequency. I get the waves and how I’m supposed to attack a note. I don’t think 
any of them do. (Larry*) 

 
As my interview with Larry continued, we discussed “the guys in Jackson Square,” more 

specifically the brass players, including Tuba. I asked where he thought they got their 

horns:  

 
Depends. Tip’s80 has that program. I think a lot of them got their horns from there. 
I know a few guys who bought them off schools that threw out horns that had 
Katrina damage for the insurance. I know a few who picked them up at 
pawnshops or had them passed down from their teachers or families. I don’t think 
I’ve ever seen a street musician with a nice horn, or a new one. I guess it’s better 
that way. They get so banged up. Did you ever see that guy who rides his bike 
with the little tenor horn that looks likes its been wrung out by some laundry 
machine? I’ve never seen a horn so crumpled. I can’t believe it still plays. 

 

 From the interview excerpts above, we can tell that the apprenticeship system in 

Jackson Square seems to be very accessible and laidback. The performers in the Square 

are “holding down the traditions,” and more than willing to teach new students willing to 

learn, even older affluent men wanting to pick up a horn for the first time in their lives.  

I asked Tuba if he was teaching anyone right now: 

Oh yeah… yeah... but they so loud they tryin’ to ban us away from here that’s 
why they go down Bourbon now, the young ones – they don’t come here.  To Be 
Continued an’ them. Yeah, them.. they good, they good but they drownin’ out 
everything. People are tryin’ to really get rid of ‘em. No, I’m serious – because 
they so loud them boys just don’t understand. Playin’ music is a business, too. 

                                                             
80
 “Tip’s” refers to Tipitina’s, a local music venue and in recent years, a foundation that seeks to provide 

instruments to New Orleans youth.  
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You know this ain’t about tryin’ to get no fast dollar or for people to give you 
somethin’. It’s about keepin the culture alive and givin’ what you have to offer as 
a whole person, and find the people, and bring ‘em to you. And then the rest 
gonna come – don’t rush it. Don’t rush nothin’ cuz if you rush something you 
ain’t gonna get a dime out of it. I’m serious – and they better learn how to go to 
school and learn some basic musical training. Fortissimo has a newfound 
definition. They have to know what they’re doing. 

 

 

Figure 30. Mark, Charles, & John.  
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Figure 31. Mark on the Square.  

 

 

Mark “Tuba” was a protégé of Tuba Fats, who died early in 2004. When Tuba 

Fats played in the square, there were always young players around trying to learn. Tuba 

(Mark) said that since Katrina, kids are “antsy” – they don’t want to learn the standards, 

“they don’t wanna learn nothing they can’t bounce to.”  He continued, “I have some kids 

but you know, they come and go. They have that group over at Congo Square. I’m 

serious – I ain’t gonna lie to you, I teach over there and they give me a little somethin’ for 

it.. but you know – all they wanna learn is that hip hop and beat bop – every time I try to 

teach them the standard tunes, they run. What you scared of? I ain’t gonna hurt you.  

That’s yo’ culture.” I asked Tuba what he thought of Youngblood Brass Band, a younger 

generation group who recently won the biggest yearly brass band competition in New 

Orleans:  

Yeah they okay.  You know – they give Rebirth so much credit because they was 
in Treme and let me tell you something. Before them people went there how they 
gonna win that Grammy when they still learnin’? And the Grammy’s are getting 
screwy, they puttin’ them in categories and all that messin up those people that 
been out there for years, you understand? You understand? You ever sit there and 
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see and watch what’s going on. There are people that put 40, 50, 60 years in there 
and still haven’t won one. But somebody saw Rebirth without knowing our 
traditions and said “come on y’all” – that’s wrong. I spent about thirty years 
playing in the Square. That’s about the time I spent in a whole band on the street. 
I’m sayin’ I started from like the fifth grade all the way ‘til now.  

 
Tuba mentioned elementary school, so I asked him about his school experiences:  

I went to school Uptown – Uptown on Freret Street on Washington Avenue and 
Claiborne. I went to Saint Augustine and all that, you know, I done my job but, I 
paid attention and it’s always someone else going up. That’s politics all over the 
world. I’m about business and I handle my business.  That’s how you win stuff – 
you can’t be runnin’ around. You find out what’s going on, and if you don’t like 
what’s going on you just leave it alone instead of just, you know, being all over 
the place, you know what I’m sayin’? 

 

At this point in our conversation a saxophone player, Charles, was introduced to 

me by Tuba.  Tuba and Charles have been playing together for years. When Charles first 

came to the Square, Tuba saw him and said, “Oooh look how good he is. I said who that 

is? I say man come on and play with me.” Soon, the two started performing together 

regularly:  

Yeah and he gets work you know what I’m sayin’ – he stands tall at what he 
doin’. And he’s very passionate about the music because he played in his own 
band before, you see what I’m sayin’? You gotta catch the music – you gotta 
work together. So – I’d ride him around. Ooh one thing about me – oh he had to 
stop me once when I was beaucoup mad, I had this bass drummer who wanted to 
play with us. He come out here with a tennis ball on a stick. He had one head on 
the drum then he come out here thinkin’ he was tight. No he wasn’t tight. He 
came out here with an Indian beat and an attitude problem. He was right from 
Treme. He finally got a drum now but I rolled his ass out every time he come out, 
I said “Boy! Child please.”  Look – we’d see him comin’ and here he’d come with 
that shit and I’d wanna tan his ass and Charles’d say “Come on dude we gotta 
stop” and I said I ain’t gonna stop. This man had a tennis ball on a stick for a 
mallet. He found a piece of rim and he put one hand on his drum and man he 
sounded like a whalin’ pig – wooooo, and let me tell you I used to tan his ass up 
and Charles used to say, “Man I’m so glad I’m not him.” We - we doin’ good now 
– we used to meet up every mornin’. I was ridin’ his ass ‘til he learned how to 
play. It ain’t about the money. I’m a ride that motherfucker til he play – til he get 
it right. 
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Figure 32. Charles.  

 

 

I asked if he ever got it right:  

Ooh he got tired of hearin’ me yell. He got a real mallet and Charles kept sayin’, 
“Ohh I’m sure glad that shit over.” Well he rolled with us, you know – he wasn’t 
too young. He should know better. He beat that thang and I said I’m gonna get 
mine when we done cuz this boy – man, when you playin’ with me you better get 
it right. I want it now – I want it cuz shoot… I used to take that thing and that 
asshole was sore for days but guess what? He made it! That was back in the day – 
they don’t care what you gonna do. If I had to get tortured I’m gonna torture you, 
too.  Let me tell you something – I’m a half fine player. Why should I have to go 
through that shit..well check this out – if I get paid that’s good but why should I 
have to whoop somebody else ass when I tryin’ to make my rent. I’m ready to 
whoop so much ass. Whoo I’m getting tired – lord have mercy. Girl when I did 
you know. I said one of these days it’s gonna be my turn and when my turn come, 
I’m benchin’ that guy.. and then, when I went to school and after I got outta there 
I said I’m goin to get that paper and all the studyin’ in the world, I did.  Then you 
know, I got out there in the world, I slipped a little bit, you know, I’m just tired 
now. When I hit these Quarters, well instead of me standin’ where I’m supposed 
to be standin’, I just let that one more go.  I could have gone to any school. I don’t 
care how old I am.  
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Figure 33.  Tuba and Charles from inside the Square.  

 

 

Tuba plays in the Square every single day of the week starting at around 9:00 a.m.  

More often than not, he plays with whoever shows up to play with him – the regular band 

fluctuates, but the characters are all the same.  Jackson Square is for the brass bands.  
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Figure 34. Ray. Snare Drummer for the Storyville Stompers brass band.  

 

 

Soundmark #5 

The Moonwalk is a scenic riverfront promenade that runs along the length of the 

French Quarter from the Navy Wharf at Esplanade Avenue to the upper Quarter where it 

is called the Riverwalk, connecting to the Riverwalk Mall, and finally to the Convention 

Center. The Moonwalk was named after New Orleans mayor Moon Landrieu (served 

1970-1978), who took the project on during his mayorship along with the construction of 

the Louisana Superdome (now the Mercedez Benz Superdome), and some renovations to 

Jackson Square.81 From the Moonwalk, tourists can overlook the St. Louis Cathedral 

spire and much of central Decatur Street, so it has become a popular spot for photos.  

 

 

                                                             
81

 Lewis, Pierce, New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, 112. 
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Figure 35. Busking trumpeter on the river.  

 

 

Figure 36. Busking Trumpeter sitting by the river.  
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Figure 37. Close shot of Busking Trumpeter on the river.  

 

The Moonwalk is where you will find Doc Saxtrum. It wasn’t until late in 2010 

that I stopped to talk to Saxtrum, after he had played a rendition of “Do you Know What 

it Means” [to miss New Orleans] on his saxophone. While playing the tune, a couple 

stopped to take photos and he quickly jumped up and hid behind the lamppost so they 

could not snap any shots. It did not take them long to realize they needed to place some 

cash in his bucket, and once they did, he walked out from behind the post, tipped his hat 

toward them, and suddenly became quite photogenic.  Although it does not say it 

expressly anywhere on his setup as it does with some other street performers, Saxtrum 

was teaching the couple about street performance etiquette by hiding behind the 

lamppost: if you want to take a photo, slip a dollar into the case.  

For a long time, Doc Saxtrum performed at Café du Monde, yet after Katrina he 

moved locations to the Moonwalk, which is essentially just behind it. Already in his 

seventies, but looking not much older than forty, Doc will tell you that his name is a 

combination of his main instruments: saxophone and trumpet. He sets up a blue folding 

chair at the river’s edge, hoping to entice listeners that may want to purchase the CD’s he 
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has out on the tray table. He has recorded at least six albums since he began playing in 

the 1950’s, and most of them seem to have been recorded during live street performances.  

Before coming to New Orleans, he spent almost twenty years performing in San 

Francisco, where he told me he prefers performing. In New Orleans you can find him on 

the Moonwalk “when there’s people to play for” (Doc Saxtrum*).  

 After observing him for thirty minutes, I introduced myself while he was fiddling 

with his early 90’s era boombox [stereo]– the batteries had died and he was getting 

frustrated, so I offered to run to Walgreens (a few blocks away) to buy him more. He 

smiled and pulled out a box, which had four new packs of Duracell C’s, slid them in, and 

was ready to start again.  He was prepared – it was obvious he had been doing this for a 

while. After chatting for some time between songs, I noticed that under the pile of CD’s 

next to him, there was a book with his name on it.  

 

 

 

Figure 38. Saxtrum by the river.  
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Figure 39. Doc Saxtrum by the river with sax.  

 

 

 

Figure 40. Saxtrum.  
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Figure 41. Saxtrum’s Setup.  

 

 

 

Figure 42. Doc’s Adidas.   
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 Saxtrum’s real name is James May. He is distinctive as a New Orleans street 

musician because he has published his own autobiography, A.K.A. Doc: The Oral History 

of a New Orleans Street Musician (Cadence Jazz Books, 2000).  

 

 

 

Figure 43. Doc Saxtrum’s Autobiography.  

 

Since I first met him, he almost always has a copy of the book on him. In the book he 

describes his experiences on the streets of New Orleans, from being arrested for violating 

noise ordinances more than two dozen times, to the daily territorial politics that happen 

on the streets. In an interview with the online magazine Jazz Streets, May talks about 

busking in New Orleans. He says,  

 
In one sense, being a street performer rather than a union musician in the clubs 
has freed me from politics and ass-kissing that has nothing to do with good 
playing. But you still have to deal with other performers, the police, and 
establishment owners.  

 
The article continues by quoting from his book about his previous performance spot, Café 

du Monde, which he now consciously avoids for reasons he asked me not to circulate:  

 
When the street performers first went to the Café du Monde to play, they didn’t 
want us there, and they used to call the police and whatnot. It was a hassle. I got 
arrested over there, and it was always a big scene, a nasty scene. I always went to 
jail, but when we went to municipal court, it was always thrown out. Then I found 
out that we were within our First Amendment rights to be playing on the 
sidewalks, as long as we’re not too loud (which is why our opponents are now 
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passing a lot of city noise and nuisance ordinances).  But I still like what I’m 
doing more than waiting for somebody to call me up and offer me a job.  
 
Musically, I’m now free to explore. It’s not just the same club repertoire. I got 
tired of that too, always playing the same repertoire, even though it’s quite varied. 
A lot of people you played with didn’t even know all of that, and when you play 
in a club, the patrons turn over after a couple of sets, so you never really need to 
have more repertoire to get by. 
 
I would define busking, playing music on the street at the Café du Monde, as 
being something like participating in a sidewalk cabaret. The sidewalk cabaret 
atmosphere of the Café features clowns, balloon-blowers, musicians, and a 
telescope operator at night. So there’s never really a dull moment.  
 
I can select and pick and choose the material that I play, as well as answer 
requests from the customers, if I know the tune. The funny thing about music, 
some people that ask for a request, even if you don’t know the whole tune, if you 
play at least two or three bars correctly, they are satisfied and will walk off happy. 

 
Doc also had a lot to say about the politics inherent in street performance:  
 

Of course, you can still get confrontations between the musicians and other types 
of street entertainers. The most recent clash came with some of the sketch artists 
and painters who are set up around Jackson Square, trying to turn a buck from the 
tourists. Their business has been hurting for a while now, so they’ve taken to 
claiming that music is “distracting” customers from buying their work. They have 
tried to have the police run us off, but the police are tired of this stuff. They know 
the sketch artists don’t have a legal leg to stand on, so they just ignore them.  
 
Some of the sketch artists have tried to take matters into their own hands. They’re 
like some kind of a street gang! They’re very clannish and don’t want anyone else 
to be over in the Jackson Square area – it’s like they think they own the public 
streets. One time, when I was over there, they actually started banging metal 
chairs to try and drown out my music, and then they actually attacked me. They 
were like some kind of pack of vicious dogs. That scene was written up not only 
in the “Times-Picayune,” but also the front page of the “Wall Street Journal.” And 
even the reporters had to admit that whatever the sketch artists say, the public 
loves the music. 

 
A performer for so long, he now has another decade of experiences to add to his 

autobiography, and he is considering a second edition: “A lot has changed since Katrina,” 

he told me, “There’s so much more that needs to be said.” 
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Figure 44. Royal at A&P/Rouses. 
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Soundmark #6  

David and Roselyn are “Old Enough to Know Better but too Young to Resist” – 

according to their website anyway.  

 

 

 

Figure 45. David & Roselyn.  

 

 

I ran into David on an early October afternoon (in 2011) on the corner of Royal 

and St. Peter. It was the first time I had seen him alone, as he’s usually alongside his 

wife, Roselyn. I first met them a few years prior to Katrina, where the duo was stationed 

at this very soundmark.  It was curious that he was alone, so as usual I sat on the curb 

with my Nikon in hand and watched. I watched David perform and take breaks between 

songs, and observed how he carefully gauged his potential audience. He judiciously 

switched back and forth between guitar and trumpet, sometimes multitasking with the 

guitar and harmonica, or with his voice. The pieces he played were classics, and at the 
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time he was favoring what locals call “Trad. Jazz”, known throughout the world as 

Dixieland.82  

 

 

Figure 46. David.  

 

 

 After approximately twenty minutes, I stood and put a few dollars into his 

festooned guitar case (see figure 47), then sat perched on the gritty curb. I had on the hat 

of an ethnographer, trying to take in all of the sights and sounds in my periphery, noticing 

the body language of both David and his spectators. Instead of being on the blocked off 

street itself (as is common), he was on the sidewalk across from me, conscious of leaving 

enough room for people to walk by, and taking breaks when foot traffic dwindled.    

                                                             
82 Most New Orleanians are conscious of the racial stigma attached to the word “Dixieland,” and therefore 

try to avoid it.   
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Figure 47. David’s Guitar Case.  

 

During a break, I shouted across the street: “Where’s Roselyn?” She was off getting 

dinner, and had taken the cash they already made which explained why there was so little 

in the case when I arrived. I watched for a while longer, noticing waves of audiences 

stroll by, stopping to listen when they heard something familiar. One group of female 

twenty-something’s were ecstatic to find him on the corner, and asked the same question 

I had earlier about Roselyn’s whereabouts. They explained that they come to New 

Orleans once a year and hear David and Roselyn every time they are in town. Repeated 

again and again were phrases like, “We love you guys!” and “We tell everyone about you 

at home!” David smiled, as if he had heard it a million times before – though perhaps not. 

It reminded David of his presence as a fixture in the French Quarter, as well as reminded 

me of the familial difference in the two categories I present in this thesis.  

Soon Roselyn pulled up to the curb in their old van. David stopped playing and 

they ate together while standing and talking about their experiences of the past few hours.  

David introduced me to Roselyn, whom I hadn’t formally met at this point, and we made 

plans to exchange an interview for helping David learn how to use his new computer.  

David and Roselyn were married on December 31st, 1959.  The printable 

biography available on their website states, “David and Roselyn met in San Antonio, TX 

in April, 1959 touring Air Force bases throughout the country and getting in trouble 
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because of their interracial romance.”83 Married during the civil rights movement when 

an interracial couple was taboo [especially in the southern United States] the two have 

been traveling street musicians since their van broke down near New Orleans on their 

way to Miami in 1960.  They have four children: three daughters and one (the youngest) 

son.84  Although they earn most of their income from playing on the street, occasionally 

they can be found playing indoor venues as well.  

In addition to David and Roselyn, another group, Doreen’s Jazz, performs at this 

soundmark most frequently, however Doreen is the subject of our next soundmark.  

 

Soundmark #7 

The seventh soundmark is second in line to the best spot on Royal Street, only 

surpassed by Soundmark #6, which is on the corner of Royal and St. Peter in front of 

A&P. Only one block uptown (toward Canal Street) is another spot, Soundmark #7, 

which fits just inside the Royal Street pedestrian mall. Although street musicians vie for 

Soundmark #6, they settle happily for soundmark #7 because it is akin to being “on deck” 

– they get roughly the same tourist traffic, minus the local traffic heading into the A&P.  

It does not hurt that they can see when whoever is currently occupying Soundmark #6 

gets up to leave, they are close enough to make a quick move into position. Soundmark 

#7 has its advantages as well. For example, people walking toward the lower Quarter 

from Canal Street (where most hotels and conventions are located) would walk by this 

location before any of the other “preferred” spots.  

Many street musicians typically occupy this spot (including the Slick Skillet 

Serenaders, Tanya & Dorise, and David & Roselyn), however Doreen’s Jazz is found 

here more frequently than the others.  Doreen’s Jazz band is so well loved that they can 

be seen on festival stages throughout the city as well as in the streets. Many of the street 

musicians herein have access to performance venues other than the streets. In 

Underground Harmonies, Susie Tanenbaum reminds us that although this is the case, 

“performance elsewhere does not necessarily indicate less commitment to the streets...In 

                                                             
83
  See this pdf bio as Appendix E.  

84 This includes their daughter Arlee, who lives in Manhattan, and who graciously granted me an interview.  
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fact a number of [subway] musicians, experienced in both worlds, reflect on the different 

impact of artistic expression in the cultural establishment and in public space, and on the 

complex relationship between them.”85 Specific venues for Doreen’s group include the 

annual New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival and the French Quarter Festival. They 

have traveled all over the world, including to music festivals across America, and venues 

in South America, Africa, Asia, and Europe – their albums are evidence of this with titles 

such as “Live in Jakarta,” and “Taipei ‘94.”  The group has appeared on television 

commercials, have had radio and TV appearances, and have been written about countless 

times.  They aptly represent New Orleans music at conventions, private parties, and fairs 

as well. Since 1994, Doreen’s Jazz has recorded sixteen albums, and while performing on 

Royal Street, they always have at least four or five available for purchase.  In a short 

interview with a columnist from Travel and Leisure, Doreen says, “There are times I 

throw my head back and close my eyes and I see Louis Armstrong just lookin’ at me and 

smilin’.” 

 

 

 

Figure 48. Doreen’s Jazz Band.  

                                                             
85 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies,  18 
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The leader of the band, Doreen Ketchens, is a clarinetist and vocalist. She began 

playing in 5th grade, 1975.  After attending the John F. Kennedy Middle School and 

NOCCA (New Orleans Center for the Creative Arts) for high school, Doreen continued 

her classical clarinet training by attending Loyola University, the Hartt School of Music, 

and Southern University in New Orleans. Her husband, Lawrence H. Ketchens, is a 

sousaphonist. Their credits include a spot on the soundtrack to HBO’s Treme, and 

collaboration with local trumpeter Kermit Ruffins on a Putumayo album.   

 

 

 

Figure 49. Lawrence Ketchens.  

 

 

During one of my first conversations with Doreen, I asked her why she played on 

the streets. Her response was, “First of all, nobody plays Mozart on the street so I stopped 

that and learned traditional [New Orleans] music. I can play for happy crowds, or I can 

play for stuffy crowds. I chose the happy crowds.” As it turns out, Doreen auditioned for 

a spot in the Louisiana Philharmonic in the 1980’s, but it was during one of the few times 
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the orchestra went bankrupt, and it never came to fruition.  Once Doreen and Lawrence 

had both finished school, they had find a way to support themselves. Doreen remembers 

Lawrence trying to talk her into playing on the street. She reminisces in her reluctance at 

the onset: “I said, “I ain’t playin’ on no street.” But you know, I love this guy <pointing 

to Lawrence> and well, I guess he talked me into it. I’m sure glad he did, too.”  When she 

started out performing on the streets, she was also cleaning houses and occasionally 

found a job cooking at restaurants.  She quickly realized that she made a lot more money 

on the streets, and had a lot more fun doing it, than cooking or cleaning:  

At the beginning I couldn’t play jazz at all. Throw anything classical at me and I 
could play it – I had to learn to improvise.  Jazz is hard when you’re used to 
playing things that are written down. But pretty soon I learned – I got sick of 
other clarinet players askin’ me to sit in on my gigs, and they were better than me. 
So I learned.  (Doreen*) 
 

 

 

Figure 50. Doreen Ketchens. 
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Figure 51. Doreen’s Clarinet. 
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Figure 52. Doreen Performing on Game Day.  

 

 

 

Figure 53. Lawrence Ketchens. 
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Figure 54. Doreen on Royal Street.  

 

 

 

Figure 55. Close shot of Doreen.  
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While performing on Royal Street, Doreen and Lawrence are rarely, if ever, 

alone. Their daughter, Dorian, 86 is a preteen drummer who has grown up learning 

traditional New Orleans music from her parents. She joins them on some weekends. 

Likewise, Wolf, a family friend and trombonist, is almost always performing with the 

band. Wolf is considered an elder among brass musicians on the streets, and he has had 

countless young street apprentices to show for it: “I’ve taught all these young musicians 

on the street.  They always get better than me – then I start learning from them.”87 Wolf 

grew up in New Orleans, but only after first moving here to live with his grandmother in 

the Treme neighborhood when he was nine, after realizing that “the streets are less 

dangerous here than in Chicago.”  Like Doreen, Wolf started playing while in school.  He 

was a quick learner and quickly found himself playing on the streets with older 

musicians: “I was like a sponge. I absorbed all of it.” Notably, Wolf’s teacher and mentor 

was Anthony “Tuba Fats” Lacen, who died in 2004.  

                                                             

86
 Photos/transcript excerpts withheld to maintain IRB status.  

87
 On one evening after work in 2003, I walk walking through the Quarter and recognized Wolf sitting 

alone on some front steps with his trombone. Feeling curious, I sat with him and asked him to teach me 

something about New Orleans music. He taught mee the New Orleans second line drum beat by tapping on 

his thighs, and the phrase “Friends don’t let friends clap on one and three,” meaning in New Orleans, you 

clap on beats two and four.  
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Figure 56. Wolf performing with Doreen’s Jazz.  

 

 

 

Figure 57. Wolf on Royal Street.  
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Figure 58. Wolf with Lawrence in front of A&P.  

 

 

 

Figure 59. Doreen, Lawrence, and Wolf.  
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Figure 60. Wolf with a young Quarter resident and budding trombonist who sits in with Doreen’s 

band frequently “to learn the traditions”.  

 

 

Soundmark #8  

This is considered the gateway to the French Quarter or the grand entrance to 

Bourbon Street for most tourists. At the corner of Bourbon and Canal, this is brass band 

territory, specifically for To Be Continued, The Next Generation, and Baby Boyz.  

Though generally quiet during the day (at times between 6am-noon it can look like a 

neon ghost town), the beginning of Bourbon Street comes to life in the late afternoons, 

and the metallic sounds of these brass bands can be heard from several blocks away.  
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Figure 61. TBC Brass Band on Bourbon & Canal.  

 

 

Now in their mid-twenties, the members of the To Be Continued Brass Band have 

been performing together since they attended George Washington Carver high school in 

2002.  The school’s marching band needed to make money for all of its members to 

attend a field trip, so a few brass players took to the streets to perform and fundraise.  

They quickly realized that they could make more money working as a street band than 

making minimum wage at local restaurants, so the band continued to play for tourists on 

Bourbon Street.  The only band member I was able to contact was Joe, TBC’s original 

trombonist. He remarked to me that there is “nothing he needs other than the tip box.”  

Joe grew up watching all of his role models become drug addicts, and then he met Wolf 

(Soundmark #7) who took him on as a young apprentice: “Wolf, he wasn’t no saint but 

he was a hell of a lot better at fathering me than anyone else. Between Wolf and my band 

director at Carver, I stayed pretty straight.”   
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TBC is a group of remarkably resilient young men who have grown up in the 

projects in New Orleans. Since they formed a band on the corner of Bourbon and Canal, 

the group has been recognized by The Roots, a Pennsylvania-based hip-hop group 

famous for performing on Late Night with Jimmy Fallon.  For a brief time pre-Katrina, 

TBC went on tour with The Roots.  After Katrina, the band was dispersed throughout the 

country and only recently have they all returned to New Orleans. The Roots supported 

the band financially in the creation of a documentary called From the Mouthpiece on 

Back, an hour-long film released in 2008 which illustrates features the band and their 

struggle.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

 

The Final Question 

 I have written this thesis with one persistent two-part question in mind: “What 

makes each soundmark worthy of acknowledgement or protection? Why are these 

soundmarks not simply hotspots of musical activity?” The process of answering these 

was circular. I realized that while some of the soundmarks are in historically significant 

locations, not all of them are.  I wondered whether they were worthy of any kind of 

“protection”, and what the implications of that protection would be.  Perhaps the purpose 

was simply to acknowledge these locations as hotspots of busking activity, but then does 

a hotspot of musical activity equal a sonic landmark? I returned to the function of 

landmarks, and reminded myself that sound rarely gets mentioned in guidebooks. Sound 

is not, and cannot be visual – but the performers are, and they create the soundmarks I 

have designated. Sound itself must be deliberately archived otherwise historically, it is 

forgotten, unlike a physical landmark, which often has visual remnants.  So then, is it for 

this reason that these sounds should be protected?  When R. Murray Schafer began 

recording the soundscape of Vancouver with the onset of the World Soundscape Project 

(WSP), two of its purposes were preservation and protection.  Protection was never my 

motivation – the preservation and acknowledgment for this community was my impetus.  

Like Schafer’s project in Vancouver, I embarked on this study wanting to analyze the 

everyday sounds of a specific environment. Soundmarks have to exist in a soundscape 

just as landmarks have to exist in landscapes. The landmarks intercede but that does not 

mean that the landscape is featureless or only extends for a short distance around the 

landmark.  The soundmarks I have described in my work depend on a few sociological 

factors, such as tourism, marginal occupations, and vagrancy.   

 The soundmarks in this study could be more aptly described as musicmarks, and 

this is a direction I would like to take this project in the future. I consider musicmarks to 

be soundmarks that are specifically musical – they may be sounds drifting out of a venue, 

or a street musician performing on a favorite pitch, but the defining characteristic is 

music. A soundmark is under the umbrella of soundscape, as a musicmark is under the 
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umbrella of a soundmark. In the original definition by Schafer, the sound of a soundmark 

was never limited to ambient sound, and it is for this reason why I have chosen to define 

these eight locations as soundmarks. If we define a soundmark as a sonic landmark, then 

it is important to remember that over time, landmarks crumble or fall. This is why 

soundmarks in the French Quarter deserve to be protected, however their protection or 

non-protection is a matter of priorities, a value judgment for stakeholders in the 

community I have outlined in this thesis to make.   

There would be many implications if these soundmarks were commoditized. 

These musicians are revered by some and loathed by others, which is why the concept of 

protection is difficult.  The lived experiences I have documented here are the sounds 

associated with the streets of the French Quarter in 2011-2012. I have created a snapshot, 

recorded where street musicians in the French Quarter are performing, and given brief 

ethnographic portraits of their lives.  It may not help preservation, but at the very least, it 

documents the phenomenon.  

I am confident that I have made contributions to the field of ethnomusicology 

with this project.  New Orleans music scholars typically fall into the categories of jazz, 

opera, brass bands, or Mardi Gras Indians. To my knowledge, no one else has completed 

an academic ethnographic work on street musicians in New Orleans. No one has studied 

their busking patterns, their relationships with each other and their community, nor told 

their stories through the lens of the locations where they typically perform. No one has 

acknowledged soundmarks of the French Quarter as hotspots of musical activity, or 

considered the impact that such a study could have in an applied sense.  Street music in 

New Orleans is as much of a sociohistorical phenomenon as jazz and other well-

researched areas.  Yet it is all but invisible to the academy and to the local archives held 

at Tulane, Loyola, and the University of New Orleans. Street performances are worthy of 

documentation, are not marginal, and are not inconsequential. They are not a threat to the 

image of the city (as some would say) – contrarily what I have found is that they are the 

image of the city.  One of my final objectives was to establish a compendium of people 

with a vested interest in the musical community on the streets, and I believe I have been 

successful at this.  
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Concluding Remarks 

The mapping of eight soundmarks, or sonic landmarks where street musicians can 

be heard and seen is certainly not revolutionary. Although the concept of soundmark has 

not been used much, there are many people that have tasked themselves with mapping 

soundscapes, and of course this began formally with R. Murray Schafer’s World 

Soundscape Project in Vancouver, a city soundscape archive that is still active and has 

since become a digital sonic representation of Vancouver, available both as software and 

an interactive website. Similar projects have been done in Baltimore, Hudson Valley New 

York, Montreal, Toronto, Morocco, and London.  

By the time I began this project, I had social encounters with some of the 

musicians discussed throughout.  Though I only knew three by name, I had become a 

familiar face for most and we had reached the point where I would not only stop to listen, 

but also to exchange nods and “hellos.” There was never a point where I considered street 

musicians to be illegitimate, a question that has arisen from time to time.  There have 

been many occasions while observing that I have noticed onlookers asking musicians 

whether they also perform in clubs, perhaps, as Susie Tanenbaum notes, these questions 

are intended as a compliment,88 wherein the intention is to relay that the street 

performer(s) are “good enough” to perform in an indoor venue. Contrarily, the musicians 

I have worked with are, for the most part, professionals who consider their outdoor 

territorial venue(s) as valid as the most premier clubs in the city.  

While academia and media sources have largely ignored street performers, I have 

found that in New Orleans many people prefer the comfortable informality of listening to 

street performances to indoor jazz shows, operas, or pop concerts. One comment I have 

often heard on the streets is: “I wish there were more street musicians where I live!”  

People enjoy the social interaction that occurs with street musicians, as these musicians 

exist for them as accessible up-close musicultural experiences. These experiences are 

worth preserving simply because, for most people, encounters with lively street 

                                                             
88
 Tanenbaum, Susie,  Underground Harmonies, preface x  
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performers act as a way to be pried from their shells, forced to step into a spontaneous 

moment and to forget their increasingly time-managed lives.  

After living near and working in the French Quarter, and specifically after 

spending these past several months working directly with its street musicians, I have 

become used to the turnover among the drifting buskers. Immediately after I began the 

project, one of the tarot card readers in Jackson Square passed away, as did an established 

guitarist who frequented soundmark #2 on lower Decatur. I also came to discover that the 

Pie Lady, an established musical food vendor that I used to have a great deal of contact 

with, has not been seen or heard from in many months.89  The scene has an ebb and flow, 

both among the musicians who frequent the area, and the audiences that fill their buckets 

and cases.  This thesis has shown that street music is an important part of the musical 

breath of the French Quarter in New Orleans. The performers are members of a 

community that exists as an established musical network. The French Quarter is like a 

small town in many ways, with tourists constantly trying to infiltrate local culture. They 

see performers on street corners and barely consider that these musicians are part of a 

complex network – they share the neighborhood, public spaces, musical genres, and 

assist each other for networking purposes. A hierarchy exists among them, though most 

would never realize it. There is a difference in performer types; such as the two broad 

categories I have defined herein, sonic fixtures and drifting buskers. They deal with a 

popular negative image while attempting to maintain and build a positive one, and they 

hold fast to an unsaid territorial code of conduct in the process.  Many support families 

and/or actively allow young apprentices to learn their musical traditions.  Their 

profession serves a function to New Orleans much in the same way of their indoor-

performing counterparts – they maintain traditions, create new genres, and reinforce an 

historical contextualization.  

A result of time constraints, there were inevitably many topics that I was unable 

to delve into as deeply as I would have liked.  I could have written a chapter on genre 

hybridity and the neo-traditional styles that drifting buskers bring into the city – or the 

                                                             

89
 For reasons of time, I chose to leave musical food vendors out of this project, although the Pie Lady and 

Mr. Okra are certainly a valid part of the soundscape.  
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makeshift instruments such as washbasin basses, a guitar made out of a dresser drawer, or 

five-gallon bucket drum sets. An entirely different thesis could be written on the music 

performed by buskers, their original music, and the covers they choose to play depending 

on where in the Quarter they perform. From an ethnographic perspective, each 

soundmark could be its own chapter. If this were the case, I would have loved to discuss 

the stories of David and Roselyn as an interracial street-performing-couple during the 

civil rights movement – how after they landed in New Orleans, they realized it was one 

of the only places they could busk together. Both couples, David and Roselyn, and  

Doreen and Lawrence, could have given a chapter’s worth about what it was like to raise 

children as street performers. I briefly interviewed David and Roselyn’s daughter Arlee, a 

current Manhattanite and Broadway performer, however had I added in the data gleaned 

from the interview another chapter would needed to have been written.  I could have 

discussed how the tourism and hospitality industry exploits street performers, yet ignores 

their needs, making it increasingly difficult to perform for their livelihoods. I chose to 

discuss musicians, leaving out countless other street performers in the Quarter and their 

respective issues, such as the social politics involved with the young black tap dancers on 

the streets, or complex networking among the tarot and palm reading community.  There 

were many times when I brought up the idea of territorial politics in the thesis, however I 

have chosen not to be entirely candid on the subject, leaving out ethnographic moments 

where interview statements would have negative implications for the speaker, or the 

people being discussed.  This would have been entirely different had I used pseudonyms 

for all, yet it was important to the performers, and therefore to me, that their real names 

be used.  

Regardless of these issues that I left out, I do plan to continue working with this 

topic in the future. It is clear that local government could use a buskers advocate, along 

the lines of Mr. Stephen Baird in New York City who reviews busking laws, and acts as 

legal counsel for street performers. While Miss Pearl Heart (who runs the buskers 

bunkhouse in New Orleans) is on the right track, she is in her mid-seventies, and as a 

disabled busker herself, she does not have the financial, legal [or psychological] means to 

take the next step. I plan to work with those who have knowledge of GPS and mapping 

systems so that together we can create an interactive map of the soundmarks in the 
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Quarter. Something like this could easily be embedded into a tourist map, article, or 

website.  Not only would it aid in tourists practices, but it would also represent New 

Orleans public memory, and benefit heritage conservation.  I would also love to continue 

by doing archival research on the history of busking in the French Quarter and possibly 

an analysis of street performance in New Orleans as a form of oral poetry, in a precarious 

comparison to the griot traditions of West Africa or more aptly, the wandering Bauls of 

Bengal.  An article could be written on how street musicians in New Orleans are utilizing 

social media to expand the awareness of their presence, to discuss issues that are 

important to them, and to create a fan base. Finally, there should be a sculpture of Tuba 

Fats sitting on his bench in Jackson Square, and the city needs to commission it. 

 Susie Tanenbaum writes,  “In this moment between gathering and dispersing, 

people have a chance to develop a feel for the city and, at least temporarily, to feel that 

the city is okay.” This music “promotes the kind of public trust that is so desperately 

needed in contemporary urban society.”90In the previous chapter, I have mapped public 

space in a small geographic area according to the street music that fills it.  The mapping 

itself has become the project, while musicians are the lenses through which I have 

completed it.  

I have done my best throughout this study not to evaluate the musicians or their 

performances. In her study, Susie Tanenbaum noted that musicians in the subways of 

New York City are usually at least as talented as their counterparts who perform at indoor 

venues.91 On the French Quarter streets this is also the case, and I believe some of them to 

be the most talented musicians in the city. Yet this study is not at all about the evaluation 

of their performance. Instead I have tried to tell their stories through the soundmarks they 

have created.  

Sound brings life to the soundmarks, and it is the conduit through which the 

stories are expressed by the musicians I have discussed. The music helps to construct the 

rich soundscape without which a soundmark would not exist. R. Murray Schafer was well 

aware of this when he coined the terms in 1977. If the sounds created by these musicians 

                                                             
90 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies, 225 

91 Tanenbaum, Susie, Underground Harmonies, 22 
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were not part of the daily lives of French Quarter residents, or the experience of tourists 

who visit the city, the identity of the neighborhood would be transformed entirely. 

 The French Quarter harbors much of the identity of the city (at least for those 

who live outside its borders) both historically as the first New Orleans settlement (1722), 

and economically as its lucrative backbone. Street musicians in the Quarter help to create 

this identity, and the soundmarks are its adhesive. In The Tuning of the World, Schafer 

states “[o]nce a soundmark has been identified, it deserves to be protected, for 

soundmarks make the acoustic life of a community unique” (Schafer 1977).   In the 

public spaces woven throughout the French Quarter of New Orleans, there are eight 

soundmarks created by street musicians that deserve this protection and the first step is to 

acknowledge their existence, for they make New Orleans an exceptional city.  
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APPENDIX A: NEW ORLEANS CITY ORDINANCES 

 

< http://library1.municode.com/minutes/home.htm?infobase=30001&doc_action=whatsnew> Last 

Accessed February 26, 2011.  

Chapter 110 PEDDLERS, SOLICITORS AND ITINERANT VENDORS* 

__________ 

*Cross references: Standards for storefront and display windows, § 26-511 et seq.; carnival, Mardi Gras, ch. 
34; mayoralty permits for peddling novelties, candles, home manufactured or home grown products, toilet 
articles, etc., required, § 30-70; secondhand goods, ch. 130; signs, ch. 134; sales and use tax, § 150-441 et 
seq.; occupational license tax, § 150-951 et seq.; regulations regarding Jackson Square, § 106-261 et seq. 

Division 3. Artists 

Sec. 110-76. Definitions. 

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this division, shall have the meanings ascribed to 
them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

Application for mayoralty permit means each individual outlet must have a separate application; permits 
will be good for only the location on that application. 

Handmade artifact means merchandise which is entirely handmade by the labor of the permittee or workers 
of the permittee; it shall not include any finished products bought for resale, or perishable or edible 
merchandise. 

Permittee means the person who obtains a mayoralty permit to sell handmade artifacts. 

Vendor means a person employed by the permittee to display and sell the permittee's handmade artifacts; 
vendors will be restricted to sell only at the stand which bears the individual mayoralty permit number. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(A)) 

Cross references: Definitions generally, § 1-2 

Sec. 110-77. Permits required. 

Every person who shall desire to use the public streets, sidewalks or public places or private places of 
business establishments for the conduct of any of the businesses or callings hereinafter set forth or to hold 
meetings or rallies or public entertainment in private or public halls or places shall first apply to and obtain 
from the department of finance a permit. Such permit shall in each instance state the occasion for which it 
is issued and the date upon which it will expire and shall be in addition to any other tax or license to which 
the permittee may be liable. Except as otherwise provided annual permits expire on December 31. Such 
permits, however are not valid within the central business district area bounded by the River on the East, 
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Claiborne Avenue on the West, Esplanade Avenue on the North and Howard Avenue on the South, except 
as provided in section 110-80. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1) 

Sec. 110-78. Fee. 

Permits shall be paid for by the applicant at the time of issuance to sell handmade artifacts on the city 
sidewalks, per sales outlet, per year, in the amount of $100.00. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(38)) 

Sec. 110-79. Location of sale restricted. 

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 110-77 or 110-80 to the contrary, the sale of handmade 
artifacts shall be allowed only from the following locations: On Canal Street between Dauphine Street and 
Bourbon Street (downtown side); on Canal Street between North Rampart Street and Burgundy Street 
(downtown side); on Canal Street between Exchange Place and Chartres Street (downtown side); on Canal 
Street between Bourbon Street and Royal Street (downtown side); on Canal Street between Royal Street 

and Exchange Place (downtown side); on Canal Street between Burgundy Street and Dauphine Street 
(downtown side); on North Rampart Street between Dumaine Street and St. Philip Street (lake side); on 
Canal Street between Elks Place and South Rampart Street (uptown side); on Canal Street between 
Carondelet Street and St. Charles Avenue (uptown side); on Tulane Avenue between LaSalle Street and 
South Villere Street (uptown side); on Canal Street between Basin Street and North Rampart Street 
(downtown side). The number of permits issued shall be limited to one for each of the above locations. No 
more than two persons shall be allowed at each stand. 

(b) The traffic engineering division of the department of streets shall, after application by a vendor to sell 
under the provisions of this section, review the application as to the location proposed by the applicant, and 
shall in accordance with the provisions hereinafter specified, designate the selling location by placing a 
numbered marker at that location. The number on the marker shall be the same as the serial number on the 
permit. 

(c) The selling location designated by the traffic engineer shall be placed as near to the middle of the block 
as possible but in no event shall the location be designated directly in front of the entrance to a store. There 
shall be no more than one such location per block. 

(d) If the above-mentioned authorized locations are unavailable for use due to sidewalk construction or 
renovations, the director of the department of streets and the director of the department of finance shall 
meet with the licensees for the purpose of temporarily reassigning locations. The directors shall submit a 

written report of the temporary assignments to the city council. If no agreement with the licensees can be 
arrived at, the city council shall then be able to reassign the temporary relocations. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(B)) 

Sec. 110-80. Permits valid in the central business district. 

Permits are valid within that area of the city bounded by the Mississippi River on the east, Rampart Street 
on the west, Esplanade Avenue on the north and Canal Street on the south. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1.1) 
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Sec. 110-81. Permits not valid in certain areas during Annual Louisiana Jazz and Heritage Festival Season. 

(a) Permits are not valid within the area bounded by Florida Avenue on the north, North Broad Avenue on 
the east, Esplanade Avenue on the south, and Bayou St. John on the west (excluding the portion of that area 
contained within the exterior boundaries of the New Orleans Fair Grounds Racetrack) during the Annual 
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival Season. 

(b) The "Annual New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival Season" is defined as that period occurring 
annually commencing at 7:00 a.m. on the first day of live music performances at the New Orleans Jazz and 
Heritage Festival conducted annually at the fair grounds racetrack by the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Foundation, Inc., and continuing through and until midnight on the concluding day of live music 
performances at such location during such festival. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1.1.1) 

Sec. 110-82. Application for permit. 

The permittee who wishes to obtain a mayoralty permit for the sale of handmade artifacts on public streets, 
sidewalks or other public places must file an application with the department of finance. The application 
shall state the true, lawful and complete name and address of the permittee, the trade name, if applicable, 
the address or addresses of any locations used for the storage of carts, stands, equipment, supplies and/or 
inventory. The application shall also state the location at which the permittee desires to place his stand. 
Such application must be notarized. A separate application and permit shall be required for each outlet. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(1)) 

Sec. 110-83. Duration, renewals. 

Permits shall be issued under this division on a calendar year basis. Applications for these permits cannot 
be made prior to December 1 of the year preceding that for which the permit will be valid. Permits shall be 
renewed annually. At the time of the renewal of these permits, the applicant who holds a permit for his 
specific location shall be given preference over any applicant seeking to obtain a permit for the location. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(1)) 

Sec. 110-84. Issuance. 

Upon approval of the application for a permit under this division by the department of finance and payment 
of the permit fee, as provided in section 110-78, the applicant shall be issued a mayoralty permit in 
accordance with this division. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)) 

Sec. 110-87. Designation of location. 

The traffic engineering division of the department of streets shall, after application by the permittee to sell 
under the provisions of this division, review the application as to the location proposed by the applicant and 
shall in accordance with the provision hereinafter specified, designate the selling location by placing a 
number marker at that location. The number on the marker shall be the same as the serial number on the 
permit. The selling location designated by the traffic engineer shall be placed as near to the middle of the 
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block as possible but in no event shall the location be designated directly in front of the entrance to the 
store. There shall be no more than one such location per block. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(b)) 

Sec. 110-88. Placement of stand at location. 

Handmade artifact vendors are prohibited from placing their stands or displays on the sidewalks in the city 

except those sidewalks where the paved portion of the sidewalk is 12 or more feet wide. On such paved 
sidewalks which are 12 or more feet wide, stands or displays must be located as close to the curbside as 
possible for the convenient operation of their businesses, but no closer than 18 inches from the curbside and 
at least 30 feet behind a bus stop sign and at least five feet from the approach side of a crosswalk to an 
intersection. 

(1) Handmade artifact vendors are prohibited from conducting business on any neutral ground or median 
strip of a divided street. 

(2) If at any time the outlet is deemed by the department of police to be interfering with either pedestrian or 
vehicular traffic or creating a disturbance, the outlet shall be removed immediately by such vendor upon 
request by the department of police. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(f)) 

Sec. 110-89. Maintenance of location. 

Handmade artifact vendors shall keep the sidewalks, streets or other public places adjoining and adjacent to 
their locations of business clean and free from any refuse generated from the operation of their business. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(g)) 

Sec. 110-90. Identification badge. 

Vendors under this division shall be issued a badge with their photograph, name and address, the 
permittee's name and address, the mayoralty permit number and the signature of the person issuing such 
badge. The badge shall be conspicuously displayed on the vendor whenever business is being transacted. 
The mayoralty permit shall be affixed to the stand or displayed at all times. No more than two vendors, 
both wearing individual badges, shall be allowed at each stand. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(c)) 

Sec. 110-91. Specifications for stand. 

The stand or display shall be no larger than six feet by three feet and shall conform to the design provided 
by the downtown development district in every respect. All merchandise displayed will not be higher than 
one level at any point and none will be displayed beyond the confines of the table for any reason. A copy of 
these plans shall be kept on file in the office of the clerk of council. The cost of the stand or display as 
described herein shall be paid by the permittee. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(d)) 
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Sec. 110-92. Attendance of stand; removal, fees. 

No stand or display shall be left unattended for more than 15 minutes. If a stand is left unattended for more 
than 15 minutes, it will be subject to removal by the employees of the department of streets or the police 
department to a public pound or public warehouse. If the permittee wishes to claim such stand or display, 
the permittee shall pay a towing fee of $50.00 and, in addition, there shall be an additional fee of $3.00 for 
storage of such stand or display for each additional 24 hours from the time the stand or display was 
removed. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(e)) 

Sec. 110-93. Manner of solicitation. 

At no time shall a handmade artifact vendor make an oral solicitation or harass the public to purchase his 
merchandise. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(h)) 

Sec. 110-94. Records of business. 

Every handmade artifact vendor shall keep sufficient records of sales, records and receipts of purchases and 
expenses, and shall make such available for inspection to any officer of the department of finance. Every 
vendor shall make such sales tax returns and other reports as are required by the provisions of this Code. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.3(C)(2)(i)) 

Sec. 110-95. Penalties for violations. 

Whoever violates the provisions of this division shall be fined as follows: 

(1) For the first conviction of any subsection of this section, the vendor will be fined $100.00 and the 
permittee will be provided written notice of the vendor conviction by certified mail. 

(2) For the second conviction of any subsection of this section the vendor will be fined $200.00 and the 
permittee's mayoralty permit will be suspended for a period of 90 days and the permittee will be provided 
written notice of the conviction by certified mail. 

(3) For the third conviction of any subsection of this section, the vendor will be fined $300.00 and the loss 
of their vending permit for a period of 365 days from the date of conviction. Also, the permittee will have 
their mayoralty permit revoked and the loss of that location for future vending and will be provided written 
notice of the vendor conviction by certified mail. 

(Ord. No. 20,766, § 1, 6-20-02) 

Sec. 110-101. Administrative hearing. 

Violations of this chapter which apply to the downtown development district may be adjudicated by the 
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administrative adjudication bureau of the environmental health department. Said hearing shall be conducted 
by a hearing officer of the administrative adjudication bureau of the environmental health department, and 
shall be subject to the provisions of chapter 6 of this Code. 

(Ord. No. 20,766, § 1, 6-20-02) 

Street entertainment means any of the following activities performed for any type of price, set fee, required 
donation, suggested donation, of optional donation: musical performances, dances, mime, juggling, sword 
swallowing, and magic shows. 

Vicinity of Jackson Square means Pirates Alley and that area of Royal Street bounded by Pirates Alley and 
Pere Antoine Alley. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.4(a); Ord. No. 21,095, § 1, 5-1-03) 

Cross references: Definitions generally, § 1-2. 

Sec. 110-122. Permits required. 

(a) Every person who shall desire to use the public streets, sidewalks or public places or private places of 
business establishments for the conduct of any of the businesses or callings hereinafter set forth or to hold 
meetings or rallies or public entertainment in private or public halls or places shall first apply to and obtain 
from the department of finance a permit. Such permit shall in each instance state the occasion for which it 

is issued and the date upon which it will expire and shall be in addition to any other tax or license to which 
permittee may be liable. Except as otherwise provided annual permits expire on December 31. Such 
permits, however are not valid within the central business district area bounded by the River on the East, 
Claiborne Avenue on the West, Esplanade Avenue on the North and Howard Avenue on the South, except 
as provided in section 110-131. 

(b) Only persons holding "A" permits may place easels, tables, chairs or similar furniture within the 
Jackson Square artist set-up area. Only persons holding "A" permits or ""B" permits may place easels, 
tables, chairs or similar furniture in the vicinity of Jackson Square. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1; Ord. No. 21,095, § 2, 5-1-03) 

Sec. 110-123. Fees. 

Permits issued under this division shall be paid for by the applicant at the time of issuance according to the 
following schedule, to manually paint, sketch or draw on plain surfaces only in: 

(1) The Jackson Square artist set-up area. Any permit issued under this subsection shall be designated on 
the face of the permit as an "A" permit. Per year . . . $20.00 
(2) The vicinity of Jackson Square, defined as Pirates Alley, and that area of Royal Street bounded by 

Pirates Alley and Pere Antoine Alley. Any permit issued under this subsection shall be designated on the 
face of the permit as a "B" permit. Per year . . . 20.00 

(3) Edison Park, or on the Perimeter of Edison Park on Bourbon Street. Any permit issued under this 
subsection shall be designated on the face of the permit as a "C" permit. Per year . . . 20.00 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(10)--(10B); Ord. No. 21,095, § 3, 5-1-03) 
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Sec. 110-124. Exhibition of work. 

(a) While a permittee under this division is working, he or she may also exhibit and sell his or her own 
original paintings, sketches, and drawings on the permitted site. 

(b) A permittee under this division may not engage in street entertainment or fortune telling on the 
permitted site. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(10)--(10B); Ord. No. 21,095, § 4, 5-1-03) 

Sec. 110-125. Display of permit, prices. 

Permits granted under this division, and the total price for completed paintings, sketches, or drawings shall 
be displayed on the site on a removable temporary sign no larger than 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(10)--(10B)) 

Sec. 110-126. Revocation. 

Failure to comply with the provisions of this division shall be cause to have the permit revoked for one 
calendar year by the director of the department of finance. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(10)--(10B)) 

Sec. 110-127. Maximum number of permits issued. 

The maximum number of permits which may be issued under this division shall be: 

(1) "A" permits . . . 200 
(2) "C" permits . . . 4 

(Code 1956, §§ 46-4.4(b), 46-4.5(a)) 

Sec. 110-128. Rules, regulations--"A," "B" permits. 

(a) Any person who shall apply for an "A" or "B" permit under this division for the first time shall obtain 
an application from the department of finance and shall submit such application to the department of 

finance. The department of finance shall issue no new "A" or "B" permits until 30 days have elapsed from 
the date that the application has been filed with the department. At the end of the 30-day period the 
department shall notify the applicant in writing, at the address on the application, that such applicant is 
allowed 15 days to secure the permit from the date of the letter of notification. Failure of the applicant to 
appear in person at the department of finance to secure the permit within the 15-day period shall invalidate 
the application, and the applicant shall be required to submit a new application pursuant to the above 
process. 

(b) "A" or "B" permits issued pursuant to section 110-123 shall be renewable during January of the 
following calendar year in which it was issued. The renewal application shall not require the 30-day 
waiting period as outlined in subsection (a) of this section, and shall be obtained immediately upon the 
application being approved by the department of finance and the required permit fee being paid. The 
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applicant shall appear in person to apply and receive the renewed permit, except in those cases of disabling 
illness accompanied by medical proof. The proof shall be submitted to the director of the department of 
finance in an appeal for waiver of the personal appearance. The director of finance shall grant the permit at 
his discretion. 

(c) Should any artist working under an "A" or "B" mayoralty permit fail to renew such permit within 
January of the following calendar year in which it was issued, the renewal of such permit shall be obtained 
pursuant to the process for obtaining a new permit as outlined in subsection (a) of this section. 

(d) If at any time after January 31, 1979, the number of valid "A" permits issued pursuant to section 110-
127 does not exceed 200, then the total number of "A" permits issued shall never exceed 200. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.4(b)--(d)) 

Sec. 110-129. Same--Edison Park. 

(a) A maximum of four permits shall be granted and valid at any one time pursuant to section 110-127. 

(b) The Director of the Vieux Carre Commission shall designate those sites within and on the perimeter of 
Edison Park which are to be used by the artists and oversee the administration of same. 

(c) Any applicant granted a "C" permit under this division shall be required by the department of finance to 
notify, in person, the director of the Vieux Carre Commission of such permit. At the time the applicant 

shall receive a written explanation of the policy regarding assignment or use of designated artist areas and 
stipulations relating to the revocation of such permit. 

(d) In addition to general provisions for revocation of permits stated elsewhere in this division or chapter, 
any "C" permit may be revoked for either of the following reasons: 

(1) Failure by an artist to work or exhibit and sell his work during at least ten months of the permit year. 
(2) Failure by an artist to properly maintain and keep clean that area which may be used in connection with 
his work or exhibition and sale of work. 

(e) For the purposes of this section the word "original" shall be defined as only those works produced and 
for sale by the artist which have been accomplished essentially by hand and precludes any mechanical or 
duplicative process in whole or part. 

(Code 1956, § 46-4.5) 

Sec. 110-130. Same--French Market Promenades and Parks. 

Artists holding valid "A," "B" or "C" permits issued under the provisions of this division may apply to the 
French Market Corporation to manually paint, sketch or draw on plain surfaces only within French Market 
Promenades and Parks. The director of the French Market Corporation shall designate those sites which are 
to be used by the artists. The director of the French Market shall also establish reasonable rules and 
regulations governing artists working within French Market Promenades and Parks and shall make them 
available to the public for inspection. Failure to comply with these French Market Corporation rules and 

regulations shall be sufficient cause to revoke permission for artists to work in the French Market 
Promenades and Parks for one calendar year. 
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(Code 1956, § 46-4.6) 

Sec. 110-131. Permits valid in the central business district. 

Permits are valid within that area of the city bounded by the Mississippi River on the east, Rampart Street 
on the west, Esplanade Avenue on the north and Canal Street on the south. 

ARTICLE XX. STREET ENTERTAINER* 

__________ 

*Cross references: Mayoralty permits required for various callings or occupations or occasions, § 30-69; 
proof of eligibility for reader permit shall include possession of street entertainment permits, § 30-1286; 
Jackson Square, § 106-261 et seq.; Vieux Carre, ch. 166. 

State law references: Regulation of street entertainers and imposition of privilege tax by city, authorized, 
R.S. 4:7. 

Sec. 30-1451. Definitions. 

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings ascribed to 
them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

Street entertainer means any natural person who: 

(1) Alone or in a group, for the purpose of self-expression or entertainment, performs in public; 
(2) Who performs without any set fee, required donation or suggested minimum or maximum donation; 

(3) Whose performance does not require interaction between the entertainer and any other person; and 

(4) Whose performance does not consist of the rendering of a service or the sale or exchange of tangible 
personal property to any particular individual, audience member or customer, in exchange for any of the 
aforementioned payments. 

Street entertainer includes but is not limited to brass bands, guitarists, pianists, other musicians, tap dancers, 
jugglers, mimes, puppeteers, unicyclist, clowns, breakdancers, and comedians. 

Street entertainment means any of the following activities performed on the streets or sidewalks of this city 
for commercial purposes or where donations from the public are solicited or encouraged: 

(1) Musical performances; 
(2) Dances; 

(3) Mime; 

(4) Juggling; 

(5) Sword swallowing; 
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(6) Magic shows. 

(Code 1956, §§ 42-109.1(a), 46-17) 

Cross references: Definitions generally, § 1-2. 

Sec. 30-1452. Mayoralty permits required for various callings or occasions; schedule of fees. 

Every person who shall desire to use the public streets, sidewalks or public places or private places of 
business establishments for the conduct of any of the businesses or callings set forth in this article or to 
hold meetings or rallies or public entertainment in private or public halls or places shall first apply to and 
obtain from the department of finance a permit. Such permit shall in each instance state the occasion for 

which it is issued and the date upon which it will expire and shall be in addition to any other tax or license 
to which permittee may be liable. Except as otherwise provided, annual permits expire on December 31. 
Such permits, however are not valid within the central business district area bounded by the river on the 
east, Claiborne Avenue on the west, Esplanade Avenue on the north and Howard Avenue on the south, 
except as provided in section 30-1463. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1) 

Cross references: Mayoralty permits generally, § 30-66 et seq. 

Sec. 30-1453. License required. 

Any person wishing to engage in business as a street entertainer shall first obtain a license under this 
chapter. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1) 

Sec. 30-1454. Exemptions. 

The fee prescribed in this article shall not pertain to persons 17 years of age and under or persons 65 years 
of age and over. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(42)) 

Sec. 30-1455. Fee. 

The fee for a license under this article shall be $15.00 per year. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1(18)) 

Sec. 30-1456. Use of Bourbon Street restricted. 

It shall be unlawful for any person to perform any street entertainment on the street or sidewalk of Bourbon 

Street from the uptown side of Canal Street to the downtown side of St. Ann Street between the hours of 
8:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 

(Code 1956, § 42-109.1(b)) 
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Sec. 30-1457. Offense for misuse of permits. 

(a) No person, individual, or corporation shall copy, reproduce, or counterfeit, or cause to be copied, 
reproduced or counterfeited, any permit issued pursuant to section 30-1452 by any form or process, or to 
otherwise represent something to be a valid permit when it is not. 

(b) Whosoever violates the prohibition of this section shall be punished in accordance with the penalty 
provided for in section 1-13. 

(Code 1956, § 46-1.2) 

Sec. 30-1458. Fees to go to general fund. 

The collector of revenue shall transmit, day by day, as collected by him, to the bureau of the treasury all 
moneys and fees received for the issuance of the permits required by this chapter. The bureau of the 
treasury upon the receipt of such moneys and fees shall immediately deposit them in the general fund. 

(Code 1956, § 46-5) 

Sec. 30-1459. Additional charges for police pension fund. 

In addition to the charges shown in the fee schedule for each permit, each applicant shall be required to pay 
the sum of $0.25 for the account of the police pension fund, which additional sum shall be transmitted by 
the collector of revenue, day by day, as collected by him, to the chief of bureau of the treasury. At the end 
of each month the chief of bureau of the treasury shall remit all such sums so collected for account of the 
police pension fund to the board of trustees, police pension fund. 

(Code 1956, § 46-2) 

Sec. 30-1460. Obscenity laws to be provided to certain applicants. 

The department of finance shall provide a copy of R.S. 14:91.11 relative to sale, exhibition or distribution 
of material harmful to minors and R.S. 14:106 relative to obscenity to each applicant for a permit under this 
chapter to conduct live entertainment and to the owner of the premises upon which the live entertainment is 
proposed to be conducted. 

(Code 1956, § 46-2.1) 

Sec. 30-1461. Mayoralty permits penalties and interest. 

All mayoralty permits must be obtained prior to the occasion for which it is issued. Should applicant fail to 
secure the permit prior to the occasion, the following penalties and interest shall apply: 

(1) Mayoralty permits acquired on a regular yearly basis shall become delinquent February 1 of that year. If 
the regular yearly permit is not obtained by February 1 of that year, there shall be interest added to the fee 
at the rate of eight percent per annum from the due date until paid. In addition to the interest that may be so 

added, a penalty shall be imposed at the rate of 20 percent of the fee if the failure to obtain said permit is 
for not more than 30 days and with an additional 20 percent for each additional 30 days or fraction thereof 
during which the failure continues, not to exceed 60 percent of the amount of the fee. 
(2) Mayoralty permits acquired on other than a regular yearly basis shall become delinquent at the start of 
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the occasion. If the permit has not been obtained prior to the occasion, there shall be interest added to the 
fee at the rate of eight percent per annum from due date until paid. In addition to the interest that may be so 
added, a penalty shall be imposed at the rate of 50 percent of the fee. 

(3) The director of the department of finance may, at his discretion, for good cause, waive, in whole or in 
part, any of the penalties provided in this section. 

(Code 1956, § 46-15) 

Sec. 30-1462. Permits nontransferable. 

Permits issued under the authority of this chapter shall be nontransferable and nontransferable either as to 
individuals, location or item. 

(Code 1956, § 46-3) 

Sec. 30-1463. Permits valid in the central business district. 

The permits shall not be valid in that area of the city bounded by the Mississippi River on the east, Rampart 
Street on the west, Esplanade Avenue on the north and Canal Street on the south; provided, however, that 
vendors who have continuously operated the same business within that area under the authorization of this 
chapter for eight or more years prior to January 1, 1972 may obtain the same number of permits to operate 
such businesses within that area as the vendor possessed as of January 1, 1972. 
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APPENDIX B: FRENCH QUARTER MAPS 

 

The following maps are available online at  <http://frenchquarter.com/maps/> Last 

accessed February 20, 2012. 

1. Attractions 

2. Museums & History 

3. Music 

4. Nightlife 

5. Shopping 
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1.  Audubon Aquarium of the Americas

 1 Canal St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-581-4629

2. Canal St Ferry

 Canal St at the River

3.  French Market

 French Market Place

 New Orleans, LA 70116

4. Louis Armstrong Park

 Rampart St at Orleans Avenue

 New Orleans, LA 70116

5. Moonwalk

 Riverfront at Jackson Square

6. Musee Conti Wax Museum

 917 Conti St, New Orleans, LA 70112

7. New Orleans Pharmacy Museum

 514 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

8.  New Orleans School of Cooking

 524 St. Louis St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-525-2665

9.  Harrah's Casino

 228 Poydras St 

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-533-6000

10. Shops At Canal Place

 333 Canal St #327

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-9200

11.  Woldenberg Riverfront Park

 Mississippi River at Iberville St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

12. Gallier House

 1132 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-525-5661

13. Hermann Grima House

 820 St. Louis St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-525-5661

14. Shops on Decatur

 Decatur St & St Louis St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

15. Jean Lafitte National Historical Park & Preserve

 419 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-589-3882

16. Marie Laveau House of Voodoo

 739 Bourbon St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-581-3751

17. Audubon Insectarium

 423 Canal St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-410-2847

18. Steamboat Natchez

 1 Toulouse St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-586-8777

19. The Presbytere

 751 Chartres St, Jackson Square

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-568-6968

20. The Cabildo

 701 Chartres St, Jackson Square

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-568-6968

21. Entergy Imax Theatre

 1 Canal St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-581-4629

22. LA Supreme Court

 400 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-310-2300

23. Jackson Square

 615 Pere Antoine Aly

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-525-9585

24. Ursuline Convent

 1112 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA

 70116

25. US Mint

 400 Esplanade Ave

 New Orleans, LA 70176
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French Quarter Attractions
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French Quarter Museums & History

1850 House 
523 St. Ann Street, New Orleans, LA 70116
504-568-6968

Beauregard-Keyes House
1113 Chartres St., New Orleans, LA 70116
504-523-7257

The Cabildo
701 Chartres St., New Orleans, LA 70116
504-568-6968

Gallier House
1118 Royal Street, New Orleans, LA 70116
504-525-5661

Hermann-Grima House
820 St. Louis Street, New Orleans, LA 70112
504-525-5661

Jackson Square

Historic New Orleans Collection
533 Royal Street New Orleans, LA 70130
504-523-4662

Louisiana Supreme Court Building
400 Royal Street, New Orleans, LA  70130

Madame John’s Legacy
632 Dumaine Street, New Orleans, LA 70116
504-568-6968

The Presbytere
751 Chartres St., New Orleans, LA 70118
504-568-6968

St. Louis Cathedral

Ursuline Convent
1112 Chartres Street, New Orleans, LA 70116
504-529-3040

Old U.S. Mint 
400 Esplanade Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70116
504-568-6968

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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1. Blue Nile

 534 Frenchmen St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-948-2583

2. Check Point Charlie's

 501 Esplanade St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-949-7012

3. d.b.a.

 618 Frenchmen St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-942-3731

4. Donna's Bar & Grill

 800 N. Rampart St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-949-0696

5. Snug Harbor

 626 Frenchmen St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-949-0696

6. Famous Door

 339 Bourbon St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-7626

7. Fritzel's European Jazz Pub

 733 Bourbon St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-561-0432

8. Bombay Club

 830 Conti St, New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-586-0972

9. House of Blues

 225 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-529-2583

10. Jimmy Buffet's Margaritaville

 1104 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-592-2565

11. Lounge Lizards

 200 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-598-1500

12. Kerry Irish Pub

 331 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-527-5954

13. One-Eyed Jack's

 605 Toulouse St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-529-1317

14. Palm Court Jazz Cafe

 1204 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-525-0200

15. Cajun Cabin

 501 Bourbon St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-529-4526

16. Preservation Hall

 726 St. Peter St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-522-2841

17. Fat Catz Music Club

 440 Bourbon St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-525-0303

18. Balcony Music Club

 1331 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-599-7770

19. Club 300 New Orleans Jazz Bistro

 300 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-581-2534

20. Louisiana Music Factory

 210 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-586-1094

21. Cats Meow

 701 Bourbon St, New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-3482

French Quarter Music
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1. Bombay Club

 830 Conti Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-588-0972

2. 735 Nightclub and Bar

 735 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-581-6740

3. The Abbey

 1123 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-7177

 

4. The Alibi Bar

 811 Iberville Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-522-9187

 

5. Attiki Bar & Grill

 230 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-587-3756

6. Aunt Tika's

 1207 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-680-8454

7. Beach Club

 610 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-529-1728

8. Bourbon Pub/Parade

 801 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-529-2107

9. Bourbon Street Blues Company

 441 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-566-1507

10. Cafe Beignet

 311 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-525-2611

11. Cafe Lafitte In Exile

 901 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-522-8397

12. Cafe Roma/Turtle Bay

 1119 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-586-0563

13. Carousel Bar

 214 Royal Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-3341

14. Cat's Meow

 701 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-2788

15. Chris Owens Club

 500 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-6400

16. Club 300 Jazz Restaurant

 300 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-581-2534

17. Cocina

 1201 Burgundy Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-522-9715

18. Coop's Place

 1109 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-525-9053

19. Corner Oyster Bar & Grill

 500 St. Peter Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-522-2999

20. Coyote Ugly

 225 N. Peters Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-561-0003

21. Daiquiri Paradise Island

 911 Decatur Stree

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-3257

22. Deja Vu Restaurant & Bar

 400 Dauphine Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-523-1931

23. Donna's Bar & Grill

 800 N. Rampart Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-596-6914

24. The Dungeon Club

 738 Toulouse Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-5530

25. Erin Rose

 811 Conti Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-299-8496

26. Fahy's Irish Pub

 540 Burgundy Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-586-9806

27. The Famous Door

 339 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-598-4334

28. Fat Tuesday

 633 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-5185

29. Flanagan's Pub

 625 St. Philip Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-598-9002

30. French 75 Bar

 815 Bienville Street

 New Orleans, LA 70112

 504-523-5433

31. Funky Pirate

 727 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-1960

32. The Gold Mine

 705 Dauphine Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-586-0745 

33. Good Friends Bar

 740 Dauphine Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-566-7191

34. Hard Rock Cafe

 418 N. Peters Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-529-5617

35. Jester Gateway Mardi Gras

 200 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-565-5321

36. Jimani

 141 Chartres Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-0493

37. Jimmy Buffett's Maragaritaville

 1104 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-592-2565

38. Kerry Irirsh Pub

 331 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-527-5954

39. Krazy Korner

 640 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-3157

40. Lafitte's Blacksmith Shop

 941 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-593-9761

41. Le Roundup

 819 St. Louis Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-561-8340

42. Lucille's Golden Lantern

 1239 Royal Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-529-2860

43. Maison Bourbon Jazz Club

 641 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-8818

44. Marie Laveau's Voodoo Bar

 504 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-7225

45. Mississippi River Bottom

 515 St. Philip Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-524-2558

46. Molly's at the Market

 1107 Decatur Street

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-525-5169

47. Molly's Irish Pub

 732 Toulouse Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-568-1915

48. Mystick Den Lounge

 340 Bourbon Street

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-553-2372

French Quarter Night Life
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1. Accessorize It!

 539 Bienville St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-0695

2. Arcadian Books & Prints

 523 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-4138

3. Balance Spa & Salon

 536 Bienville St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-3318

4. Big Easy T-Shirt Company

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-4729

5. Cajun Clothing Co. by Perlis

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-6681

6. Canal Place

 333 Canal St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-9200

7. Centuries Old Maps and Prints

 408 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-568-9491

8. Chico's

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-568-9783

9. Crescent City Books

 204 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-4997

10. Dashka Roth Jewelry

 332 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-0805

 

11. Denim Depot

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-4729

12. Elegant Illusions

 541 Bourbon St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-3227

13. Faulkner House Books

 624 Pirate's Alley

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-2940

14. Fisher-Gambino

 910 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-9067

15. Gumbo Kids

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-4302

16. Hemline

 609 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-592-0242

17. Home Team Sportswear

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-524-3353

18. International Gift Shop

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-598-2599

19. It's About Time

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-529-4400

20. Kaboom Books

 901 Barracks St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-529-5780

21. Kitchen Witch

 631 Toulouse St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-528-8382

22. Le Garage Antiques and Clothing

 1234 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-522-6639

23. Louisiana Music Factory

 210 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-586-1094

24. Mardi Gras Parade

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-529-4400

25. Marie Laveau House of Voodoo

 739 Bourbon St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-581-3751

26. New Orleans Silversmiths

 600 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-522-8333

27. Papier Plume Stationary

 842 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-988-7265

28. Photo Works

 839 Chartres St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-593-9090

29. Reverend Zombie's 

 House of Voodoo

 723 St. Peter St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-486-6366

30. Rock N Roll Collectibles

 1214 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-561-5683

31. Shine Spa and Specialties

 622 Conti St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-581-4999

 

32. Silk Windsor

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-581-4999

33. Southern Candymakers

 334 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-5544

34. Southern Candymakers

 1010 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-523-5544

35. Spa Aria

 214 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-9990

36. Sunglass Hut

 600 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-528-9470

37. The Crabnet

 925 Decatur St

 New Orleans, LA 70116

 504-522-3478

38. Vincent Mann Gallery

 305 Royal St

 New Orleans, LA 70130

 504-523-2342

French Quarter Shopping
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APPENDIX C: BUSKING PERMIT APPLICATION 
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PERFORMER PERMIT APPLICATION

Performance Process:

Performer must contact the French Market – Marketing Office to request an application and

schedule a time to do a walk-through of performance locations.

Once a walk-through and review of the rules has been completed, performer will receive a badge

from the French Market – Marketing Office.

o There is no fee for the badge/permit, but there is a $20 replacement fee.

If performing in the Farmers/Flea Market Pavilions, prior to performance, performer must check in at

the French Market – Farmers/Flea Market office and present badge. Checking in will ensure that

French Market staff/security are aware of all approved performers.

Performer Rules:

Performer must move to another location if asked to do so by French Market employees, business

owners or security or anyone with an event permit.

Performer badges are to be displayed at all times. Performers without badges will be asked to leave

French Market property immediately.

All performance locations are available on a first come, first serve basis.

Performer must not block sidewalks or create traffic congestion in any way

Performer may not play in one single location for more than a 2 hour period, but may play multiple

locations per day.

Performer must not create hazardous situations; no fire, no knives, etc.

Only battery operated amplification devices are allowed and performers must adhere to the

following:

o Amplification devices must face the performer at all times, unless at Washington Artillery

Park when they must face away from Jackson Square/St. Louis Cathedral

o Any volume complaints will result in forfeiture of permit

Only one badge holder is necessary per group.

Performer may place one donation basket at or near their performance area and CD’s may be sold

Performer cannot actively solicit the public for donations, sell any other products, or in any way

disrupt the commerce of the French Market District.

A maximum of 4 performers per location are allowed to perform at one time, other than in

designated large group locations.

Violating any of the Performer Rules, disruption of public safety, commerce or foot traffic will be

cause for immediate removal from French Market Corporation property, as well as permit will be

voided and forfeiture of any future performance in the French Market District.

Group/Performer Name (please print): _______________________________________________________

Signature_______________________________________ Date_______ Number of Performers________

Phone Number: ______________________ Email:______________________________________________

Description of performance:__________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX D: IRB APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX E: INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

 

SONIC FIXTURES AND DRIFTING BUSKERS: AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF STREET 

MUSICIANS IN NEW ORLEANS 

Informed Consent Form 

1. You are being asked to participate in an interview in connection with an oral history project 

that seeks to document the oral histories of street musicians. You are being asked to participate 

because you are a street musician or you live/work in an area where street musicians perform. 

You will be asked about your experiences as/with street musicians.  

2. The interview will be audio and videotaped, transcribed, and made available for scholarly use 

by the researcher, Danielle Adomaitis. Your words may be quoted in scholarly and popular 

publications.   

3. There are no anticipated risks to participation in this interview.  However, you can withdraw 

from the interview at any time. During the interview you may request to stop the audio/video 

recording at any time to discuss or clarify how you wish to respond to a question or topic before 

proceeding.  

 In the event that you choose to withdraw during the interview, any tape made of the 

interview will be either given to you or destroyed, and no transcript will be made of the interview. 

Photographs of you will be taken. If you withdraw from the project, all copies of the 

photograph(s) will be given to you. Any digital images will be destroyed. 

4. Subject to the provisions of paragraph five below, upon completion of the interview, the tape 

and content of the interview belong to Danielle Adomaitis, and the information in the interview 

can be used by her in any manner she will determine, including, but not limited to, future personal 

use in presentations and publications.  

5. Danielle Adomaitis agrees that:  

• An honorarium of $10.00 will be given to you for your time after the interview takes place. If 
you withdraw from the project, you may keep the $10.00 honorarium. 

• Restrictions on the use of the interview can be placed by you and will be accepted as amending 
the Danielle Adomaitis’ rights to the content of the interview.  

 

6. If you wish to be identified in any/all materials relating to this study by a pseudonym, please 

indicate below. Otherwise, your legal name will be used.  

7. Upon signing this consent form, the tape, photograph, and one copy of the transcript will be 

kept in the possession of Danielle Adomaitis. 
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8. If you have questions about the research project or procedures, you can contact Danielle 

Adomaitis at the College of Music, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 

 

 

Please choose one of the following two options [in bold]:  

☐ Please use my legal name on any/all materials relating to this study.  

I agree to participate in this study.  

Any provisions: 

 

Interviewee legal [printed] name _____________________________________ 

Interviewee signature ______________________________________________ 

 

☐ Please use a pseudonym on any/all materials relating to this study.  

I agree to participate in this study.  

Any provisions: 

 

Interviewee pseudonym_____________________________________ 

Interviewee signature _____________________________________________ 

 

 

Address _________________________________________________________ 

Phone number ________________________________ 

Date  ___/___/_____  

 

Interviewer signature ____________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX F: BIOGRAPHY – DAVID AND ROSELYN 
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ORAL SOURCES 

 

All recordings and transcripts for these sources are deposited at the home of the author in 

Tallahassee, Florida.  

Alex: Unstructured recorded interview (February 2012). Twenty-four-year -old male 

busker, met on lower Decatur (Soundmark #2).  

Amos: Two formal interviews – the first via online chat (September 2011), the second in 

person (October 2011). Amos is a 30-year old ex-Marigny resident living in Texas at the 

time these interviews were conducted. She moved to New Orleans “a day and a year after 

the flood, September 1st, 2006.” She has since moved back to the Marigny with her 

husband and four-year old daughter.  Pseudonym.  

Amy: Email conversation (in text – January 2012), unstructured meeting (January 2012) 

in New Orleans. Amy is the French Market Corporation’s Marketing Director, and a FQ 

resident.  

Busking Trio: Unstructured interview (February 2012). Three drifting buskers from the 

West Coast.  
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Callie: Unstructured recorded interview (January 2012). Twenty-year-old female 

busker, met on lower Decatur (Soundmark #2). Pseudonym.  

Charles: Unstructured interview (October 2012). Fifty-two-year-old male saxophonist, 

met in Jackson Square via Tuba Mark. Previous saxophonist for Jackson Square All-

Stars.  

Deirdre: Two formal interviews (September 2011 at Café Envie in New Orleans, October 

2011 at Satsuma in New Orleans), one email follow-up (November 2011), several 

unstructured conversations (September 2011-January 2012). A 33-year-old Marigny 

resident who works at Tulane University, Deirdre is socially invested in the street 

community of New Orleans. She walks the entire length of the Quarter five days per 

week and calls residents of the lower Quarter "her people." Pseudonym. 

Doc Saxtrum: Various unstructured interviews (November-December 2011).  Seventy-

four-year-old saxophonist and vocalist, busker, performs at the Moonwalk.  

Doreen: Several brief formal interview sessions (October 2011-January 2012) at 

soundmark locations, between song sets. Late thirties female, clarinetist.  Director of 

Doreen’s Jazz.  Married to Lawrence, mother of Dorian.  

Larry: Formal Interview (December 2011). He is a New Orleans-born male, 45 years 

old, in the real estate business, who has decided in the past year that he wants to learn to 

play euphonium in a local brass band.  He’s been playing off and on with a few well-

known brass bands and ‘apprenticing’ with some of the instrumentalists in each group. I 

gave him lessons for a year prior to moving to Tallahassee.  Pseudonym.  

Gigi: Formal Interview at retail shop in FQ, October 2012. Fifty-year-old female, FQ 

resident and merchant. Business owner. Pseudonym. 

Missa: Formal Interview (September 2011), Unstructured Interview (September 2011), 

met at soundmark #1, later interviewed at Soundmark #6. Mid-thirties female street kid, 

busking in New Orleans with her husband, Philip.  Met previously in the spring of 2011.  

Pearl: Several email conversations (November 2011-February 2012), unstructured 

interview (January 2012). Owner of Kamp Katrina, the Busker’s Bunkhouse. Pearl is an 

advocate for street performers in New Orleans.  

Ray: Unstructured interview (January 2012) at Soundmark #4, Jackson Square. Met via 

Tuba Mark. Snare drummer for Storyville Stompers Brass Band.  

Roselyn: Formal interview and follow-up via email (December 2011), several 

unstructured interviews in Soundmark locations throughout Quarter (September 2011-
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January 2012). Roselyn is one half of the duo, David and Roselyn. The two have been 

married and performing on the streets of New Orleans for several decades.  

Tanya: Formal interview and follow-up via email (November 2011), several 

unstructured interviews in Soundmark locations throughout Quarter (September 2011-

January 2012). Tanya is one half of the duo, Tanya and Dorise.  A conservatory-trained 

violinist, she has been performing for most of her life.  

Tiger: Unstructured interview (January 2012). A well-known multi-instrumentalist who 

performs all over the city.  Pseudonym.  

Tuba: Unstructured Interview (September 2011), Formal Interview (November 2011), 

Several unstructured interviews between November 2011-February 2012.  Tuba Mark is 

the protégé of Anthony “Tuba Fats” Lacen (died 2004).  He has been performing in 

Jackson Square for more than forty years. 
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